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Duke Harrows, Studebaker Wagons.
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS.
Blount\ True Blue Steel Plows,
LOYI: STAR STEEL PLOWS.
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
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The best and eared Remedy for Care of
all diseases caused by any derangement of
the Liver, Kidneys, Stomach and Rowels.
Dyrtpepsia, Sick Headache, Constipation.
Bilious Complaints and Malaria of all kinds
yield readily to the beeetteent influence of
sula
It Is pleasant to the tame, tones up the
system, restores and preserves health.
It is purely Veg,etahle, and cannot fail to
prove beneficial, both to old and young.
Ai • Blood Purifier it la superior to all
others. Sold everywhere at SI 00 a bottle.
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For 'Cohere.) and Corn. Every bag let- a guareinced analyst. printed thereoe
and thla eilarantee is roc.' menthe alio leealle. Give tio4 a call before buying.
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Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
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A GHOST'S QUESTION.
When with your fair, new love you tangle
ing go
Teroueh th., streets we two hay)
known SO well
WIll not; ell memories your fent compel
ft) wait, tbintetinis, for out wliose step is
slow,
Whese, pretense only you ruse feel or
know-
Tle sh tete of a Oast tw di•ipd
W wave of hand, aa the ol I title voil•tell
To tete east listettieg It* I W-1Pil, you know?
lc di press your hen! assitet your
ltreiet,
Will you for me swift instant think it
mine,
Awl thrill te the tilt I jey you ones posses 4 .1
And qtriftst an savored. as inen quaff
their ina
Then Dint aa I !wet h,r je,t baek her
jest,
And sever afresh slat 'loth all 1'1111111W 1.011.11110
-LotsiNs. Eer im in I.' Nonvoter.
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There foal to tii meta inleetion,
go Ilia bete Ill regains slaiiittieffeleal bill
Melte Pith,. II Y *lie 111101111, tstuld Mid
01111) hilie side lit the testeditet how see
plagehoeht 111M) limey 11 ell nod i hal, me
forlinittlely fed the list ter, WWI Ibis littgo.
liV6 able.
My11111.y, WA 1411, being " Wig!
eni nigh to take in all the hear.
Inge of the estate, and yet herein. ensaigh
to %waif Murie'a decision with a enure
age a sethy of a cause more etiblinie
than the Yea I)r tiny of it 1.1•Owit•es ea girl.
Iii this trembling letilini•e, hue ever, e as
IT FEELS GOOD
Books
The Colleges and Pub-
lic Schools, both in the
city ar. d throughout the
county, will find at
HOPPER'S by far the
largest and most com-
plete stock of Books in
the city, and we are
daily adding to our
stock of School and Mis-
cellaneous Books, Sta-
tionery and School Sup-
plies, and will he furn-
ished at most reasona-
tle prices. Give us a
call.
We have our usual
stock of Drugs, Medi-
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And Cuarantee Satisfaction Hopper & Son.
'I'll( PSON ELLIS.  Building Lots
Bryant mamaxiisixrill..Ets
Striton. BUSINESS COLLEGE
• •a 41.1e fferson Loniteville, Ky.
ROOK.KFIG, namiwRir. %HORT-HAND. TYPE-
tt at f.mr.„ 4 us us &c
No Text Book. or Mantiscripta cepiel and recolpied by students. Hats the
limpet honest initoraement aa to tree merit. Graduarria have little trouble In ob-
taining sitisatious.
HOME Instruction he zit en tty melt. Interove your spare hours andobtain a preericel edticerien.
.see.dearc. els :11egaa ac'eloo-es•o.
Near Hopkinsville.
A number of fine betiding lots, on the Greelf-
ville road, opposite the old Starlin farm.
Thnie lota are '100 feet by about 1160 eet, and
front on a street 53 feet wide-with 1U foot alley
back of each. Will be sold LOW DOWN,
LALLI8 a CO., Agla.
can hue at h mot, !mil make 1.1,-.111
money at work for is. that, at any-
thing else in the w orhl nodal not
needed; you are stitr•e'l free, Voila
sautes; all ages. anyone can dn the rk.
earning. sure from first start tostiy
and Lerma free. Better not delay Ciets you
nothing to -end tut your addresa and find out; if
you are WiPe YOU will do so at once H. HAL-
LETT it Co., nortiaati, Mains.
YOU
he had thrown himself completely and
helpleintly on her mercy, she would have
found it doubly hard to wring his heart
, by her decided refusal; but she would
have wrung it, all the same.
When her letter came at last, poor
Sydney kissed the dagger before he re-
ceived its etab-that is, he kissed her
handwriting. and then very likely a few
moments later dropped a tear or two in
the same spot. But the letter was
folded and put away, as sin+ letters and
Orli plea sired broken hopes are being
ridded and put a vay all over the world
today and every day, rind Sydney went
.11.4 sot hit hemmer astonished and mit-
riable at tbe heavy %%eight of his dotter
peintment.
But the days and years went on: Spi-
ne)* sat st lint desk and made money,
and alarie sang in her eleirch and gave
musk. lessons, eating her youthful beauty
emnewhat, bin gaining always in grace
and attractiveneee She and Sydney
met occasionally as friends. land his eyes
still told the Sante old story that was
now forbidden of all other expreetdon.
As for Mies Pirot, she met the usual ex-
perience that fulls to the lot of talented
anti graciows woman. She had hosts of
male friends, quite an array of admir-
ers, anti always one or leo ardent lov-
ers who were much in the same came as
Sydney himself-for it would seem even
to the more interested olmerver that
Mina Piroes being, musical awl harmo-
nious let it wee had never yet iielamiled
ridoithee master-010rd of till -the :tore of
But at last, when the keynote Of
Marie's deathly was etruck, and as flood
of melody came pouring into her life
like an overwhelming tide. neither the
alto on one aide of her. nOr the bass on
the other, nor even the orgattiet. Lucy
Centre, who wes her bosom friend,
gueeseil that aeything unuettal hal hap-
pened.
It came about in this very common-
place way. Old Mande, the regular
tenor, was abeent, for the first unit in
seven y ears. for the Tuesday bight re-
beanie!. The choir had arisemleet, and
! sited about, waiting and ' wondering.
and conferring on Mr. Brandeer sweeten
apart from ail other tenors on record by
elle genuine surprise at his delinquency.
when there caine suddenly up the choir
stairea-e a tall and slim yotinz man,
very fair, with plenty of flowing blonde
hair that hung in student fashion on his
bread white collar. Ile spoke with a
fereign accent, in a high niuswal teeter,
ge;r1gdaritieLeing Miss Pirot. who happened to
be nearest to hint, as he approached the
"Mr. Brandt has sent me to sing-he
is too much ill for tills night. and also
(or Monday, he thinks. But if it is pleas-
eta. I sing his part for all."
Miss Pirot only bowel anti steeled, but
did not speak. There was geed reason
for her silence. See hash fe'len in love
with this young nein. ef s eXistence
-die had been aware three second,: It is
not to be wondeied a :on!. in the son-
fusion of her senses. - nil I, tor the
moment, misiaid her sem...
"So very glad," said Laay Cremes. all
animation, anti reassured on the score of
the quartette: *but so very eorry to hear
Mr. Brande is ill. Nothing serious. I
holm? We were just wondering how
we should numage. Yets read. I sup-
wee Mr. Aiken, will you pleame hand
-thanks. We intended to rehearse this
quartette. All along here is Mr. Brande's
part-the tenor's; the bass comes in next
twlow; but, of course, you understand?"
"Oh, yes-yes!"
• He was already humming through the
bars of the music she had placed in his
hand. like one sure of his ground.
"Miss Pirot!"
Miss Pirot started visibly, then walked
over quickly to her place, with a height-
ened color. When had she ever before
needed a summons to duty? No one
appeared to notiee her embarrassment,
for all eyes were now fixed on the open
beok, and Miss Crumm's strong lingers
were pressing the keys.
* * • * * •
"Of course I shall be glad when dear
old Brande is well enough to come
back again, but I shall awfully hate to
lobe What's-his-name?" Miss Crumm was
observing, leaning on Miss Pirot's arm,
as the came down the choir-steps one
lovely Sunday morning, having sung
themselves into heaven for a while on
Ilaydn'a exquisite strains. "Wayzel-
Wetzel? how do you pronounce it? His
first name is Gustave-isn't it pretty?
mul such a voice! Dear me, I grudge to
let him gol Don't you"
"Yes."
"De you know, I think he has rather
a struggle to get along. Musicians usu-
ally have; but, then, being a single man,
he ought- to be able to manage."
"Are you sure he is a single manr
Miss l'irot asked, in an airy tone.
"Oh, yes. At least, of course, I del
not ask him point blank, but I said to
him, jokingly, that if he intended to ad-
vance in muftic. it waa lucky he had no
wife to hold him back: and he said,
'Yes, it was lucky.' Oh, he must be sin-
gle; but then, he is very young. lie is
only 2-L"
Marie sighed, but said nothing. She
was 2S, with a heart that had justlearned to throb like the heart of le.
The scale of fortune, we are told, is
eften turned by a feather, and this propo-
sition %Cut very forcibly demonstrated
for Marie Pirot, one windy autumn
evening, not long afterwards, as the lit-
tle (ewer-group (few' into the street to-
;ether. • She was 'walking with Lucy
Crunnite ws usual, and behind them,
srm-in-arm. came the bass and tenor
(Miss Roberts, the alto, had said good-
night and gone off in the opposite direc-
tion with her little brother); Miss Pirot
was listening with her ears to the voice
beside her, and with her soul to the
voice behind her, when suddenly away
an the wings of the wind went her long
brown feather, wrenched from its
fastenings on her jaunty hat: away and
away, careering and whirling out of
sight like a living creature that had
found all nt once the freedom of its
wings. Marie uttered a little half-
laughing cry, and started on the chase;
but the tenor darted by her like a flash,
and soon distanced her, as the feather
distanced him. Marie did not slacken
her pace, however, anti as a result, when -yes, yes, yes:--if you will take nit
the feather was at last captured, they
found themselves face to face. laughing.
breathires, under a street-lamp. anti
et than a block ahead of Mr. Aiker
a Miss Cruturn. What snore nature.
titan that they should walk on togethee
'Neely, or tltat Mr. Wetzel, seeing her
mit of breath front her late exercise,
should offer her his artn? There seemed hie it seems that joy or hope can ever
no valid reason why they should dis- come again!"
solve this pleasant companionehip when "You have given joy and hope to me,
the other two caught up with them; and I know," he said, in a low, happy voice.
from this time. instead of putting the "I am willing to wait for love-as long
belies in the street car at Twenty-third as ever you like, darling, for it is sure
meet. Mr. Aiken walked with Miss to eemee•
lllll set to her home in I' eenty-lifth *But think-oh, Fate is strange!-
street, and Mr. Weleel walled all the think, if I had not met you!" Marie
e ay iscross town with Marie PiroL Isaneil more closely on his arm.
"Fate knows what she is about," Syd-
it was a wretched night; the rain fell ,wy answered, smiling down at the
tit torrents, a chilly wind 'vas blowing, earnest, pele fare. "You were obliged
the streets were Wet and dismal, anti to meet me. Under the circumstance,
Marie Pirot war walking under an uni- nothing else etitilti have happened."
erella with Gina:Ivo Wetzel and cling- Fate did know what she Was about.
ing fondly to his *rm. The rain Was elic motility ihtee, if minds finite could
blinding her eninewhat, tett her tears iit rompers, her infinite plane. A few
wet., blinding herrn!, tnore--furtive, hit- 'as litter lemight to Sydney Worth the
ier teens, emelt as W001011 often weep, onexpected fulfillment of a hullo rbill
Its till the world, The crowded ollt putlefilly Omen! a long %A.?, un
them ever of ill I hi' - 010 flIll hestoWNI of Marie
two, Ind Maras luta Weisel lit ride. That Poet', hoe,
Sea the heel MOW they would ever walk 'flea orals 'hating thrittigh leiril
Ii.)tethil'l I In' 14141 "f Man'', MIMI Milt." if hi dilate 114411110r omelet, shit Nei.
filite oaten liut afford to 'diorites these y lawn tulkluig lileisisey
km still momenta of purling and fare- iells 'tattlers or imPreat. whorl Ito threw
*ell. II-I hail ignite to the (+Mr thnt ion bee I haek igh a short laugh. and
i.S4.111Mg linty til ten them that he hail suet. a land of tritimplient time:
hee imildenly called haele to Germany "Well, I woe pleased to-day, Marie.
and must snit the morning: but Ise Von retiwisther that, fellow I told you of
had 'staid noel siiiig over with Marie some
if the olil duets, Anil now they were
walk ing Illgether. slowly. throng),
311 11 4101 I.y the way they hail
hauls, a ne know MO well.
At brat few steals were speken
tweet) them. Marie felt only the un-
reasoning love. the delight of contact.
the Wive of this dual solitude endwise('
by rain and etorm and darknews. To
her it niattereti little what they said or
as here they went, sO that they were to-
gether; awl tw morrow wait pushed a.s
far from lwr horizon as if it were
twenty years away. But all the truth
came back on her like a shock when
Gustave's voice said:
"I must thank you, Miss Pirot, for the
kindness you have given to me always
-to me. a stranger: I shall often think
of your lovely voice when I am far
away."
"We have indeed had pleasant times."
she answered, bravely and clearly, after
a moment's pauie. "But why Weed you
go if eon have been-happy-hert•? Ali,
you-sem have not many regrets. You
are tried. I think?" •
"Indeiel I am glad," and glad his face
looke.1--excited and eager. "It he a
greed opportimity now that offers. You
lam utideretand. if (Melilla been planning
lone, and waiting. that one might be
glad to WV fiatillnient near."
"Yea." raid Marie. Timeline war "illy,
and in her voice wee the howl( elesi that
(*tones with team
"Ale well, I ere iny way now, clear."
he continued. eptyly and brightly. All
uncensciotut of the mute trugeay that
went on beside hint, he poured out the
story of his diaappointnients in tlw peat
-.of his plans and visions fur the flit tire.
Marie listened silently. It seemed each
mometa that the tide of her emotion
must burst all bonds and carry with it
the fine reserve of her nature, its
womanly dignity and pride. She called
up all her strength at last. in a desperate
effort.
"I meet leave you here,' she said. step-
ping suddenly at a corner. "1-1 have
some business to do-I wiil say good-
night and good-bye. I hop, yoa may
have a pleteeint journey."
"But surely not! I can not leave you
in this storm. Let me *event pet where
you wish to go-mo dark, an such a
ta•i'n.1 11"iave my own tinewella here." S:te
raieed it as elm spoke. "Thank you.
•y, very much, but I prefer to
go alone. And you know," nmtling
strangely at him. shall have to do
without your escort altogether after
that. You have been more kind-" Sae
broke off suddenly, and busied herself
eith the fastening of her cloak; then
held out her hand. "liood-bye!"
abruptly.
"Good-bye, Miss Pirot, if it nista b.? so
-if you wish it."
"Oh, a;es. Parting, I think. should
never be prolonged. I hope you will
have a good voyage. I hope you will
he always happy. Good-Lye, Gustave."
But Marie had wrenched her hand
from Ilk and was gone, a dere. burrs ing
thaw, down the lighted, rain-swept
street.
"Marie!"
Sydney Worth had (-onto out of the
opera after the !second act, and Itaiing
buttoned his long rubber coat to the
chin, was scudding up Fourteenth street
in an element defying humor, when thi•
worn burst from his lips, in a tone ef
amazement. Marie Pirot had just passed
lien on the crossing at Fourth avenue; n
sudden backward tilt of her umbrele.i1:41,14,11"..Y1a 111111 :ace plainly. .pae,
Ind 'strange. ts all that abeorbed, unsee-
ing look that mental suffering givea.
tier swift step faltered an instant at the
sound of his voice, aml at that instant
he vrase le; her side.
"I knew I could not be mistaken,"
be save breathlessly; "but you of all
peeple and at thia hour! What in the
world brings you into this regionr
lie is holding her hand in his warm,
friendly clasp. and looking down search-
ingly at her half-averted face.
"Ole I was walking away from the
furies," she said, trying to speak lightly;
"but they have come with me. I think
I really did not know where I was go-
ing. I only wanted to walk. Did you
ever have that feeling, Sydney, that
you were too unhappy to be quiet?
"She asks me if I have ever had that
feeling! Alt, Marie, there are few feel-
ings, Lorn of unhappinese, that I have
not had. You ought to know that, my
•lear."
"Ifut-but they pass away some time.
don't they?" she asked, wietfully. "Peo-
ple can't go on suffering-some change,
some relief, must come."
"I don't know," lie answered, with a
long sigh. "Perhaps. I have not found
it yet."
"Oh, Sydney," slte sail, passionately,
with a steel burst of tears. "Sydney,
Sydney!" She laid her cheek on his
shoulder, sobbing like a child.
Ile heti taken the umbrella from her
band. arid hell its shelter between them
and pressers-by. Sydney's knowledge of
sutTeritiz had made him very tender to-
ward the pain of others. lie allowed
hie ceinpanion to weep unquestioned.
patting gently from time to time the lit-
tle tete-et-Mg lingers that clutched his
arni.
"I low good you are!" she stammered.
eltieperiagly. at length. "Oh. Sydney!
how sada you forgive me-how could
you es er look at me again, if I have
matte you sufTer-like thue 1 nevei
knew a could he FO terrible! I did not
errant of u•eat yen felt when we parted
you a re so dile, awl so good. VW
never intltie me understand how cruel-
anti atm boar it all? I CUR pity yi
•non .
I "Yes. deal lie fetlilerle. '1 am
glee to hear elm say teat. am wait
' yon have, tit last, mime pity to gi et-
Ole."
I "11):i. you .1t. not need any more.
Surely yeti can not care still as estie
wed (1.--"
"4 hi Sydney. interrupted. very
Ise/tale, "elteet, etv dear! hustle Music!'
Y4.11 lia1".. underesood my love if 4
30o think it timid change or pass away
in a few iticettlis or years."
"Awl ou elo toe.. me this minute-e
rum -Ai y01111111 then?"
"Always-always!•
elltit ii• I eliotilti tea you that I had
throw my lwert away, unasked, un-
sought--oli. bowies:sly and vainly!
ruid if I shuttle say to you, •Will you
take my I :unties to tio your wife-ele
not mit on, had tome One, wlwn I am a
bet en end hale ter ise:mare•-•-if I should
ask sou 10 aceept the poor sex s ice of toy
life aloe 14 1, life try to love you-woule
that alone a 1;111e (4.r the l'ain atiti
toe,- et' lite past?'
-tee )1 .rie. do not n,eati it?" Ili,
gram. toottene I oil her fitiaera. "Do y
think what you are isayin.j"
poor halehroken heart-but not yet!' 
Thanksgivieg In Hopkinsville.
sltion, and things beautiful and In-
and yet higher art is brought into requi-
not love you yet-bye-and-bye it all may t 
The Thahksgivieg holiday was more . .
--
wnat will be the fulfilment of this
she checked lwrself. piteously. "1 could structing are given away. Who can say
come right. And, meanwh de, if you 
iniformly obrierved in HopkinevIlle than prophecy ? 'Flue time is coming when if
wish it, we can be engaged. You must
stay near me, Sydney, and be good to
me. Oh, help me?-help me to live.
You know how hard it is-how impossi-
g lot of mon. lama erek'S"
that had tlefaultiel from our °Mee ith
"N ,," said Marie, vieguely. "Ihd pia
tell ie.?"
Iltiiik of I didn't." *aid
Sy•Inty. sualuig. "Times I. I w1114
toned it might annoy y Well. it's
till right now. The y've gos 111511-al
lea.st. tint him, fur he gave theeta the slip
at the last inement: hitt the .Mere. lie tiei/k $7,000, am. 've
recovered all bat 11.10: that lie epee.. I
tell you we've been liteky. mei eo has he.
It's a curious thing." teniemed Sydni•y,
thought f (illy; "hut-1'1a an fully glad tee
scamp eecaped."
"Glad?" repeated Mare:, solemnly.
"Oh, why? lie will be sure to victimize
other poor people."
"Other rich people," said Sydney. F.or-
rectingly, "Of course lie will. foi it
turns out that he is a regular contielenas•
nein; but you have no idea how mucti 1
liked him. We all did. He came to us
about six months ago, and said lie had
just arrived in the country, and was
quite friendless. Well, the firm took
him on trust, actually. He had gotten
himself up like a German student-lona
hair and broken English, and he had the
loveliest tenor voice! Old Bond was
fairly infatauted with this 'Amgen.
was Wetzel here and Wetzel there-"
"What!" Marie gresped Sydney's arts
with both her !iambs.
"My dear girl!" He reigned in the
horse. and looked &nen at-her white
facie in ainazement. "What in the mat-
ter?"
"Wetzel was his nante?-and lie went
away?--v. liete-se hen?" she demanded.
hugrielly.
aWetzel was the name lie gave. Hie
rek.1 name is Wallace, I believe. He
went away lam Wednesday morn.
ine•-the day after I met you in Ow
rain."
"That-was-tie-man," she Raid, in a
low, breathless voice. She unclasped
her hands from Sydney's nen. dlinel
pressed them over her face.
"The man? What nianr Sydney
stared quite wildly as he asked the ques-
tion.
"Oh, the hero of my front:nitre" eaid
Marie, slowly and bitterly-"the singer I
fell in love with. You did not want to
know of my secret: yott must know it
now! That was the man!"
"'Nue-young Wetzel? Why, where . t I kt cr quest °a forces itself upon them, whence
on earth, how on earth, did. you coute to I" tc1 ug' *
he acquainted with him?"
"Ile sang with me for nearly three
months in the choir.'
"Oh, I see! And you fell in love with
his voice-no wonder!"
"I didn't!" she said, miaerably; "there
might have been some excuse for that.
I had never heard his voice when-I fell
in love-ale lue with him!-with a
dream, a fancy! Could I leave borne to
look on his face, even, much le'lure eitileaver en,' site to (leveret the skits
him, if I had known what I know
of l".°OltiolOtte1 the moot apparent of these
12°:1;:ell, then, the comfort is that. you eigne is the rapid gross th of the Asneri-
did not love him, after all," said Sydney, can blea-a nation of co-equal inilividu-
cheeringly. "lie only thought you did." she thinking and governing. This is the
"No, no, no!" she returned, eels.. acme of servertimeet. It hoe taken us
eix thousand ears to realize this greatmently. "He never thought-Lhe never
coriceptiou, and, realizing it, vie stand
dreamed-Oh, I could lie down here and
the this minute-" 
at the loot of the ladder of pregreet. Not
"Oh, not here!" said Sydney. depre- 
until to-day bast the human rave been
ready to climb out ot its low regtraetent.
ideacatingly. "Noone could die comfortably w hii".„,„ 4,41„ tide
in a buggy. 1 ou d wait untd I took you
home, I know."
But Marie did not smile.
"flow contemptible I ant!" she said
slowly, with bitter emphasise. "How I
hare fallen forever in my own esteem!
To turn away from a noble, generous
nature like yours-a lave that any
woman might be honored in accepting.
Sydney, I deserve your hate and scorn!"
"I'm being praised. it seems," said
Sydney, calmly. "Quite reght: all the
same, I can't hear tity,wife abused. And
look hem Marie, I'm glad you did make
such an awfully foolish mistake, because
if you hadn't you never would have come
ever wfore. any o our JP neas we wou




houaes were CICattd part of the day. In
ibelialiind iron 'doors in • dark dungeonalmost every house a feast was spread and put dumb guards over him.
and the good wife and husband aere 4. Another prophetic sign is to-day in
the throes of birth. We see this ope In
tbe political world. Up to this time
the policy of vontities and deka and
states have been largely settled by a few
men In the back rooms of ra100116.
These nice gather together awl ittl at-
nesephere ef profanity and %Welty
fumes divide up the offices and lay their
sehenies for manipulating and control-
ing the nominating conventions, arid
then through the party prese have lash-
ed the voters to the polls. Ithabod has
twee written upon the wall over them:
their glory has departed. The beet ele-
ments of our people are awaking from
their sleep el indlfferetwe and Inaction.
The bar room Catlella lal being clialenged
and the posy lath has !oat Its thoug.
Ar the risleg of the *ea there is coining
op is demand from the intelligent awl
Heusi virulent a lads hes already
IWO 11101 leashes of putter is In their
heed*, On every heed vie hear "the
petty ifelst give toe N 111411 Ite We WIll Iltft
nipping 10110 Knit Teettitatly Its*
lira ti Hole Pry 4_60 Ileali Mid broad SA
greet Pilate sof New Vitt II, and wits retread
te 1111104ln for 11.41 lwailltril ranks sod
1st. he hands upon 01111 of the purest and
noblest of that State's sons. l'he asp'.
nod for Aloe of the future must be a
man whose record is clean and whose
eherooter la untarnished
A. Almon marvelous is the recent
growth of prohibition. Like a great
dark cloud has the curse of whisky rest-
el upon our meaty, blinding both old
anti y out g, end leeditig them into pit-
falls sif destruetion. It has blighted
huller, entities, tender hearts, cut short
the flight of noble souls, and violated
virtue. Teti years ago the most hopeful
hardly dared to hope for any relief, and
five years ago the ministry scarcely con•
Mitered the subject practical enough to
demand their attention; but what do we
are to-day ? What are the eigna? From
East to *est. North and South, comes
the news of county after county and
State after State falling into solid line.
At our recent election a gentleman made
a joke, and a good one too, of going from
man to Mall and informing them as a
matter of news that this was the day our
Congreseman was to be voted for. So
high and general was the enthusiasm on
this, the greatept question in the United
States, that men ail but forgot their par-
ty titillation. llere wee a tniracle in-
deed! It takes no prophet to see that
the days of the whiaky traffic are num-
bered. There are many bard battles to
be fought and fought over and over
again, but its final overthrow' is written
. the stars, ye*, in the providence of
God.
There la a glorious 'Owl to be dis-
cerned in the scientific world. The phi-
loeopisere of to-day ere confused: they
eland face to face with great
tileeovered truths which mock the by-
potheees they have been working upon.
Let us look at their possitIon. Before
Sir lastic Newton only phenomena was
studird-natural history ; but lie dis-
covered a law and brought within the
ratige of Its sweep all the universe.
lentin the diss•overy of that law other
lees have been brought to light, until
phenomena la observed only to reveal
laws. But now one step further back
has twin Liken, for they were forced to
look behind these hies for a common
law. Heat was found to be light or
sound, and light, Found or heat accord-
ilig to the marefestation of this general
principle. That Is, beat, light and
stein I were found to be one- In the mope
way RA our Ice, snow and hall. and as
theme three substances can I'm easily
converted into their common form,
water, so can heat, light and sound be
reelect-41 to their emu lllllll to-tn, this ope
law er force bellied them. It is gen-
erally received now by ull advatteed
'scientists that all forees, including
grevity, and electricity and magnetient,to a W teethes. 1 oelay e world is ere but manifestations of a commonmet log la-ter then ever lettere, mid. w
a law of "Continuity." Now thehere iet pauperising ahead-the per- '
, Ulla law ? What Is this law ? AlreadyJesus %mild have Ilimte Jew s, [et
usual read the Agee of the %steelier, to
diet ere the eights of the (Imre. Anti
ise is it in let to look ebeve our fields
alial shop,. to -we the shrift of the demist
ullt N-dri:3•PrI°I.tit'ioeiliil ie. have you join in
thank-git ing for the teeny assurances
a"'i hi"' we ha" 'he earth have gone through and now halfof the preset- of cent tepee : Libeled by their long night of dark-
dom come " lia flee iscoiirse it is my see Him "as trees walking."Objeet to Call s our atteittiou [beer, et 
twin they
I 110 not hesitate to toropliesy that the
time is rapidly coming a hen the Spen-
cer., and the fylidale and the Huxley@
Will lay ill science a new foundation
for the i church.
7. With one other I clam:
The unueual growth of pure and un-
defild religion. There ere to-day no
barriers irs the face of the ntiseionary.
The world is open! The Sandwich is-
Ian& are Christian, Japan has Inclined
her ear and is coming unto God. In-
dia has awakened and has more than re-
pewee the day ot Pentecost. euch
more arel more cleerly tied adjusting to miracles, for they are ueraeles, are be-
lt our laws atel erectile crude term
it is pertniating the tottedatiotte of all
earth's governments. It hail within he
grow t Is a eire untie cy of en early day
*lien ',Tower) shall be taken from the
heads of liege awl seepters stricken
1 root floe hands o: ty rants ; titan-
hind the world over s:atill lsottibi to-
gether in .1   bettiterte end
  Fattier iti God. .1e-
eat'itnigdniN"azitairentli sowed the reel! of these
hie enacted every day.
Here at home we are getting a clearer
view and deeper hold upon our Savior's
life and teachings. More books are be-
ing published than ever before; more
himpes are being ire .teel to His name;
re men and women are confesaing
their allegiance. Union of work and
spirit ia all but an aceomplislied fact.
Now %hen the trumpet sounds to at-
taFk enniMon foe all fall into line
great trtitha idle-free centime.; eta t mark of thethiction and tight as
age, but mot mail to-day has there mie army. In oymphathy we mingle
Leen a soil ill it con I I yield our tears: in charity we have a common
from them a het vest. AS A merle PIIIKe. and 111 thanksgiving we unite in
cans let 11t1 give Owlets that ec have the t•ti e v •e I et • f •. ,a miter!' or organ
talisntaii that 1,111 e ill ere long
to me." melon go to the winds. I. nion of epirit
has already come! Christea prayer that
we "may be one" la fast being answer-
ed.
Bretheren, there is but one great sign;
• it say s God loves Hie children and is
controlling all thinga for their good.
Let us toelmy thank Him from our
hearts, awl with 4.er lives reitiler him
thanksgiving. All thing. tell us I:e is
coming; coming forevermore to reign.
"I h, do you really think so, Sydney?"
she asked leashing beautifully. 'Then
I am glad, too!"-Madeline S. Bridges in
Frank
FAR better than the harsh treatment
of medicines which horribly gripe the
patient and destroy the coatiug 4.1' the
ationiaels. Dr. .1.11. 14.•Leari'le Chills
and Fever Cure by mild yet effective fic-
tion will cure. Sold at 50 cetits a bottle.
For sale by II. B. Garner.
break the sliackee. Merl awl make
them free; tool s (aithalans let us
thanks for this great stip towards
making this retied...us et Oils earth a
klegdom meth. testily for Ow reign of
the Lord of lerde.
2. 'Fite clii•apeeing of breatl is an-
other sign full el hope. 'the daily hit-
prevenient in femme machinery, mills,
auti %saes transptIrtation peke to a
time when bread wittiiittg cease to
abeorb the muscle mid brain poster of
the race. Here e Lind one of the great eh-
 -etre-es-eels- ,--s - stades to progreee Iti the valley of the
Etipitratee st here [et) crepe ofPreaching at a Slagglag Match.
wheat eaeli sear dile I to overlowiog
their bares, west cities sprang up,
SAN FRANCISCO, NOY, 29.7-A eingular mad a ass „kr...loved
scene Was %guile:eel at LOX Angeles which rai,„ high ow, c ail the 1,11,..
rounding irate., P, linPle Ilia( peo-
ple masters of the Kest East. later
years the Low cient Egypt learnett
utilete- the !lel 4,34'141 1A1.311eM ing of the
Nile. 111111 iiittl iti coustapietwe of its great
bread stores serplee eeergy ealth.
which, know log melting ta-tter to do,
they t•xiti titled greet py
• Is in A111411 to bury ;lit ir I hey
developed as it cot.-eiltleller of their bread
, *toe s le/111111.g 44 11101 tlielll
ant Milner% nowt hit ill tenth.. lite thinkers ate! iestructors et the weed,
creed listetietl to the *eel ittid cbeerett ca„ hi, vilicivie „ik_
Hogan, and then Sullivan and Ta3 lot the Ail lit the is hittittg of
proceedel ith their bout.
Saturday night. John Sullivan gave
his exhibition to a crowded home), anti
in the midst of' the set-to bete een the
Steve Taylor, it reformed pugilist nam-
ed Ben e Ito ie cotelticting revi-
val int ethig in that city, mounted the
platform and begin a speceit. The pu-
gilists susprettlei operat. a, anti allow-
ed Hogan to coulteete Isis harangue af
ter the nowt approved sty le of street ex-





1 Min tir.t ,,t1.01 of the late Ex nor Al-
exander If !greens. and have been 'metal clerk
en thrterent ratintatis Airier 1,4fe.i. For teu ealS
bre:111 111 ti100•-• humbly riretinist Jived• 101 11101 11 time anti energy that
there i- hope of reselling mill ele-
vating thi in. But elite' flour shall be
Sold 1111, sire ets 1.4,r a iltdlur a barrel,
then t 'get hours of labor w ill not lw
net-essay) itay for the e mi•ale. A Irma
eine-tenths. of the lebor tied tlateght of
llie average citizen are expended to this
end ; vie have prophecies that be-
fore aboditer toditurv shall pass much
+ea
Bucklain's Arnica Salve.
The Best Salta. in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Salt Rheum, Fever,
Sores, Toter, Chapped Hands, Chil-
blains, Conte, and all Skin Eruptions,
and poeitively cures Piles or nu pay re-
quired. It is. guaranteed to give per-
fect 'satisfaction, or money refunded.
Priee 25 cents swr box. For sale by II.
B. Garner.
OBITUARY.
Hied, Nov. 20. Itirei. Loniaa J. 1114..-
Cord, daughter of Dr. W. E. McCord, of
Cotie aeon Church, Chrietian county,1
K y. ,
O. a It, at all thrice an unwelcome Via-
itor. ha made doubly sorrowful When It
clainia me its own wise so g00.1 IIIPI so
beautiful. Stricken down in the bloom
of smith. jure as she was entering the
blesse I state of etnitaithood, sheanewer-
eel tit filial stinamone e itla the supreme-
ly cal n spirit which belongs only to the
gond, lie title, anti the faillitul. Stern-
ly, yet surely, dread die:cage teachee us
the eoleinn tact :
ety tth equal face impartial fate
Knoct s at the coltagt. door and palace gate "
Yet how much of death's terrors Is ta-
ken sway by thomi who bow in eolenin
I hate been a st Item: fr. 111 a erpor• r on no) f .ce less lliall half se tie t per ceet is it! be humility, aWd ray "Thy will be done."
%heti grew %neer unt I the .liselisrge of matter required Mee t5 [hie state of rehire is Ever peels mid eincere in all that wasle-eaine pottiest. and it ry oflenst% e. I eerame
ittereueloy disgusted este' efts.' purifiers 311111 re iltzed tile stets- will lie opeued for eve- true and noble, our departed frienti wart
pronounces' them humbugs. as I had t I W.1111511! ry body to lo (aline t ducat et! anti citifies.- the t.riile of her family, and the idol of a
without relief. host of eympathizing friends. But itFluidly I wa* induced to use II. B. It %loch t' 't-
wee almut toe 1st of February, tool continued 3. Eii.,,.,.1 j„."..1 i n.. k is:ions awl ra- should alleviate our sorrow to
its upe until the latter part of April The offeu- . entered the11e1111 an lllll 11 the remoter disappeared It impro- meet this eetusti.l. !tartel'it'" 'tr.. tu.'18Y ill"Killyll'iiidielsyr-eis,'eelYesttos tkeliOrll tete-II:It'd wistlhiesublitne confitienee.sive thseharee docresard at once and the hard-
ted my g •neral health awl I rapiihy Brothere and sisters, parents and
flesh and strength 'I lie dircharge gradually de-
Iflosed over our Into! that Itilliolredeed Ilitillsatitl•
Ow iiiii itti.,14 fermis, dry your teen+. Strive to follow
a este! the cancer became tess in s'ae uutil ere 'let give-, te hteetien Iii r example and emulate her glory.it.irnihrogretnaluts Mit a whr to tell the tiOe of a pots er tot colleges and universities, or to
onve dangerous cancer all who have twee me establish new Iffle,. Piddle galleries of art lier logien. spirit no longer stands in
sines. I hair commeered he tow of B. It It bear need of your sympathy or yOUT prayers.anti textuary. awl puree. reading mornstestimony of niy great looprovemet.t, and the Sick of earth her faithful 'soul has tekenScar on mu- Ince +bows that dewed the cancer I ere spi ingitig tip in twat ly every teen
and that it. it, it „ome„,,oarely elle, west ii and village and 110111 IA.311)- l'Vel) prom- its flight te Paradise. Burning fever
is reetommenoled. and I V11111114 say too much in • , • ui,,,, coni.I.,;- atal the shrill November rain set her
pees, of this wonderful meiwine. I h•ve tried Ilicia ell* el. lit our great c
thkhe.,,,ei rtyliti.rliteuetric. it It. armee at the top as a pemiletwe celleges like Ilse t lissittamoia epirit In 
e, and it goes to find at home
tor- Watclo,,,,In, being the voluntary language of •
itY ilk its twenty thetieteiti ettitients, are with Hilo who said "hi My house are
wing perlected. Illustrated papers and IllallY thansiona'The above ni copied trnt the .%thens iiia) Boa.
"In the cold moist earth we laid her,Mr. Jas. A. Greer, which editor L:natt eielor. Iniltiiitien Reel quarterliea are twgin- Wht.n the forest east her leaf.
And we wept that one ...lovely,
should have a life so Ione,
Yet uot unnteet a was that one,
lake that young friend of ours,
so t oung and so beautiful.
'..ii.iii1.1 penali with the Bowers."
"Mr Greer is an honest. upright citizen of
Athens, who liad a bail caneer..1111.1 his numer-
ous friends thought that he could toot live very
loug &tithe cancer as gradually .apping the
foundation 401 111s rotistitution, but uow loots
niter tie thee! every home, intereteirg
anit eloiesing the children to the coeflict
before them. Nor can we prole rly eati-
mate the value of the 'newspaper. It is
a daily edition of a text hook on !theory,
swience, literature, art, farming. sociolo-
gy, politics and religion. Every day
millione upon milliona of copies are
Several Mysicians have remanent me di- and the" th'd their "'Ye hike
the paint, lont they could too eure tne Last (Try ice. Alabama ia giving OVCr a third
well awl hearty H. S. R.
2 AGAIN ST 1S.
erase itites‘ 11014011,raune.1 oy paint or leer in the atitiosphere, into every corner and
summer I ii-ed eighteen bott les of a largely a.' sgot nergross income Iter schools:vertitted lolotsl medicine. which dud me no more
and the diacusaion of the "Blair hill" Isena iiise so much water.
1 Itaie used oonl two bottles of it. It. it. anti it' it lw not leisste41, ewer the 'several
•m prowl to sti) that I hate r celled greater States to take hold ut their public schools 'Iwnillt from them than lllll the eighteen nod
(lul ee tnil'onv a Irma, IhYe lir14141:1!rS.14(irril7 )1. f Tni -17: It 'se nel" 1111%.111) lielergwerefluleiritglitY! 141-'ed itittretem
ecy that advertizing is to become one of
the great educational powers. Higher
happy in tim pre-etwe of frieeda and
prottperity. At the Phienix hotri
elaborate menu Was served for the gurgle.
A tiumber of eitiZentl partook of Will
Cooper's. hilepitality anti never was there
a mere courteous host nor bete r fed aed
happier guee.s. On Dr. I'ook's farm, a
few miles east of the city, the knightly
gentlemen of that neighborhood spread
a grand "burigoo" anti tale", of our el; i-
lemma weet mit to speed Ode bright
thankegiving. It seemed to lie a day of
general praise awl Irately's. Evers betty
wale thanktill am] happy.
At the elturchee the tit st et antee vs ere
umenially glad anti Imporlitg.• Grave
Ephicrips1 eliurch wen beautifully limo-
retied sod Veitehlst delivered cliatilim
hid Thaltiogivlitg silecourso„%t the
Seesaw re rah) i N large
111011,1P$Illit 11.01,111111Pil tu re.
monitor the positives of thud Its the day
ol their iiroapeolly A II the iiiiiiiaters
the city sere tileAtlil. 1101.1 parlIelpattol
III the ellPti'lirs, The choir retriered
choice music. The IttillIellt, by Lembil-
lotte, "Moll lie to Clod on High," was
eaquieltely Rung, and "My Country
'Tim of Thee.' wad given vs ith
effect, flit. eutsgregation joining with
mighty 'sower. As an ofirrtory, Mrs.
T. If. Burbridge ploed the 'Agents Del'
(nen Selituldt's 1111101, a glorious* timbal!
offering. The sermon was preaelied by
Rev..I. N. Preetridge, of the Rapala
elitirt•li. 'rite dimmers*, Was fresh, vivid,
pointed and etriklug. The delivery Was
easy *nil graceful mei the audience lis-
tened a 1th marked atteetIon from begin-
ning to end. For the benefit of thope
who were not able to attend we present
the sermon in full below :
acita ye not discern the signs of the timea,"-
Matt. lb. St
The planet Uranus was bbeeived by
astronomers; to move along its orbit
evenly until it reached a (aquae point,
then to aceelerxte its speed. From ob-
serving tide they erre lead to prephrey
and flitll to realize the diecovery ui
1111.1   e rt 1110te platiet.
There are MOVeinetiti al. about
Intotraisents that are prolate-eh-a; and a-
er etude' them clittsels;ee find in each
periods of acceleration. l'he, world
teems te move is clay slung ilil Up-
% aid progrt so, and thee jumps. As we
east slur est s back over hiptory, bow
thee. petiode stew! reit from the pic-
ture)! We fliel them when Abram
turned Iola back sot the Idolatrou 4 WOW
of 'Fresh soil bulb au alter te the wor-
ship of the true M- tlie Christ
semed epee the mountain and deliverrd
lois proclamation addrera, when Newton
sari the law e Hell drew the •pple to
the ground, alien Bacon reasoned,
e ben Luther de bate41, and e hen Colutu-
bus mailed. Each (nue of three men tee
only brought new truths to up, but they
shook the universal mind to its foutela-
tion and pushed on mid on the a orld
to qiiickened speed.
There are great movements bre% leg
to-this-movements Viet proplievy grt at
thing. mit ahead. The 'emit! is shaking
Writs old garmente; it Is breaking gel
the slittekles of iron (laments awl creetle.
For twiny eteettriee Angtetin and Aris-
totle, the gieatest of ail tyrants, have.
✓eigned leipreme, paralyaing the ought
oil +Viol effectueny herring their
progrepa. Al/ ervatites with his Don
Quixote put /III end tu 11.4.te knight-
bond, so haat Bailin with Isle NOVU111 Or-
gauuut brought the reign of these men
eotneof the leaders in these inveetlga-
cons are admitting that they are driven
te confess that this law has purpotee and
will aell so personality. Prof. Flake,
perhata the greateet of American eel-
ceder', has called it God.
men tY110 turned away from a
revealed God anti began to dig into the
all other blood remedies
215 Reyniol Is street. W II. Moonv.
Augusta. , April 21st. Peel,
KENTUCKY NEWS.
A dog that chews tobacco is a Fleealug
county curimity.
Kentucky paid $15,000,000 In taxes to
the government the pest fiscal year.
There ten prisoners in the Montgom-
ery county jail eliarged with murder.
Six passenger and twenty freigitt
treble pass through Mt. Sterling daily.
Two hundred shocks of corn, in a
field in Scott tenuity. yielded 200 barrels
of corn.
General Finnel, of Covington. has
made an assiginnerit, and will move to
Colorado.
It fa estimated that between 400 and
500 loath' of tobacco %ere delivered in
Owensboro last Tuesday.
An old farmer &aye that "s/acked lime
kept in troughs where hogs are fed will
prevent cholera every time."
The Kentucky State Horticultural
Society memo le Elizebetlitowti oti the
atwood Turaday III DeeetlIbt.f.
/41011111 or rho. runner.. lit Simpson vows.,
ty are rehiring te kill their bug. anti to.
Immo sit the present low prima.
The tirtsell mast lit llopkine windy Is
reported as unusually heavy 11110 fall,
anti myriads of squirrels are feeding ott
it In Ole flats.
The estate of tios late Allen (Atmore,
who died recretly sit Owensboro, Is val-
ued at $760,000. Ile made Ills fortune
out of tobacco.
Mr. R. L. Jolly, of Cave City, has a
saw which Was IX:night 1794 front the
grandfather of Mr. Wm. Otter, of the
firm of Otter st Co., of Louisville.
The Court of Appeals has affirmed the
decision of the Harrison Circuit Court,
sentencing John Henry Wren to the
penitentiary for ninety-nine years.
The last number of the Anderson
News eotatains cards calling upon ten
different persons to make the race to
represent the county in the next Legit-
lature.
Mr. James 51'. French, of Shelby
county, gathered and measured the corn
produced from an acre of ground on his
place title season, and the yield n as
ninety-three bushels-nearly nineteen
barrette
The Interior Journal, speaking of the
recently-elected Congreseional delega-
tion in this State: "With three excep-
tions there never wag a poorer one elec-
ted. Mcat of them are mediocre men,
and lime are aloe of average informa-
tion."
"Crick In The Back,"
Stitch in the tilde and all such afflictions
cured by Pomeroy's Porouseti Plasters
Sold by druggists and II. B. Garner,
Hopkineville, Ky.
Pas 
Dots front Haye's Chapel.
EA NCR ERA:
It tweotnes our sad duty to chronicle
the death of the wife of Robert Ren-
shaw, %Ideal occurred on the night of
Novetnber 24th. She was a moot esti-
mable lady, and her loss la deeply felt
by a lima of friends. who tender their
closest sympathy to the bereaved hus-
band and children. May the light of
her striking example, which shone so
clearly forth, be to them as the guiding.
star to the traveler in the wildernese.
Her father, Mr. licedgin Page, is very
elek at the present writing. William
Hayes, son Mr. A. C. Hayes, who has
been confined to his bed tor the past
three weeks, being ettlicted with a car-
buncle on his right hip, Is rapidly re-
covering.
Prominent among the many attrac-
tive features of thia neighborhood is the
handsome reiselence lately erected by
Mr. k. R. Elliott. It is a neat piece ot
workmanship. And when to this com-
fort and pleasure la added the gift of
another sprightly heir, one would think
that Brazen'e cup of joy must need be
full.
Mr. J. M. Lacy hag had a cistern
dug.
Mr. Jatnes l'arker has been visiting
relatives in the neighborhood. He has
purchased a place near Antioch to which
lie will move shortly.
Mr Abram Parker has moved to your
town.
There was preaching at the new
Christian church 011 the Russellville
road last Sunday.
Mr. A. C. Hayes, who (as everybody
knows. has a level head, took advan-
:age of the excellent weather Thanks-
giving day and killed hogs.
Farmers are very busy pulling eorn
and stripping tobaevo.
The genial smiles of Ovate three young
ladies who went from here to stay at
"the Lewis House" are sadly missed.
We hope they will be home every week.
The funeral of Mrs. Renshaw was
preached at her husband's reeidence by
Rev. Thoa. Shaw Friday Nov. 26th,
and the remains were interred in the
Hayea burying ground that evening.
MAGISTER.
The publisher of Baltimore, Md., Ev-
ery Saturday, Mr. J. 'I'. Wentworth. says
his child aged six months, Was sufferlitnel
from &severe cold, and he gave it





Twain and Bret Harte had their first &e-
maciation with literature as humble can-
vassers.
James G. Blaine began life as a book
agent in Washington, Pa., selling a
"Life of Ilenry Clay."
The poet Longfellow was a book agent
before his verses began to attract the at-
tention of the public.
Jay Gould made his first public mon-
ey peddling books in the rural districts
of Central New York when a mere boy.
Rutherford B. Hayes footed it all over
Southern Ohio when a mere lad getting
subscriptious for Baxter's "Saint's
Rest."
Daniel Webster paid his second year'.
tuition at Dartmouth by acting ars local
agent in Merrimac County, N. for
De Tocqueville's "America."
'When Napoleon Bonaparte was a lieu-
tenant in the army and unemployed at
Paris, he canvassed a suburban Parisian
arrondisement tor a work entitled "1.'
iliatoire de la Revolution.-
General Grant, after his resignation
from the army and before hie ventures
on the Dent farm, took part of the terri-
tory of a general agent of Puthatu's to
dispoee of Irving's "Columbus."
George Washington, while surveying
Fairfax county, in his youth, canvassed
for Rysiell'e "A nterican Savoys : How he
May be Tamed by the Weapons of C ivi-
lizetion," arid eold over .200 copim
Alexatidi ia, Va.
Itiemarc, when at Heidelberg, during
thr winter vacatiop, having his allow-
ance cut short by his father, the baron,
canvaaaed tor Blumenbach'ie "Aufgeta
dikter die Weeeeigung in der Speigelel-
sett," and nettle enough to pity for his
beer and tobacco.
Tide is a suggestive hint RP tO tile dis-
ciplinary valte of the profreeion of book
and lerineited carivaesing. We see
ribove the emi eerier to w ltich it nettle,
though these Exameles afford hardly a
like as to its general' public utility.
An aged minister say., "I had suf-
fered nmeh anti long from Piles, after
trvieg various remedies, but wax cured
ity Tablerei Hiselte3 e Pile Ouitinent."
it is made from the Buckeye, and is
recommended tor nothing but l'iler.
One trial will convinee the ekeptirai
Hist Tabler's Buckeye l'ile Ointment is
a cure for Pike. Price 50 cents in bot-
tles, or 75 cents in tubes. One tube
contains enough to cure a case. For
sale by G. E. Gaither.
. A Water-Cure for Tramps.
.
New You's, Nov. 29.-Trampe must
work or drown. Joseph B. See, Super-
vieor from North Castle, Winchester
county. New York, has introduced a
resolution in the Board of Supervisors
providieg for the commitment of all
vagrants and tramps to the Almehouse,
to which is to be added a building so ar-
ranged in compartments that each one
can be separately flooded with water to
the depth of six feet when a tramp is
Incarcerated in one of the apartment*.
The water 18 to be turned on, and he
must either bail it out as fest as It come'
in or be submerged. The reeolution is
offered, Mr. See explains In a preamble,
in consequence of the large army of
tramps which the country has got to
l feed, at a cost of $75,000. He Wig-
, Mindy denies that he iittends to join the
large ar______•..tny of profe_zional humorists.
It is wiee to provide against emergen-
cies which are liable to arise in every
family. In sudden attacks of cold, croup.
i asthma, etc., a bottle of Ayer's Cherry


































THE NEW FHA. McLean county volli vote tin Prohibi-
tion Januaity eth next.
Cleveland In Leek. Herry 11. Stanley, the A Olean explo
rer is lecturing ill country
A IIIIS SLANDER SUM 1 SPOT CASH.
-ri Bilsiirli DI —
Nu Era Prtnemq and Publishmq Co.
or-OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING
7th, street. near Mein.
MUPILINISTILLE. ICENTI. CRT.
ORM O. RUST.  Editor.
ADVERTISING IMATE•.
One inch. gist 10111en1011., 1111
%acts additional insertion,
Balm by Um month, quarter or year. ma bo
oa appitcatiou to the Proprietor.
gprelessisetat advertiseinent3 wool tea paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly 'Olivetti...meow ...it he col-
lected 4uarterty
All advertleellientn loiserted without specided
time will be charged for until ordered out.
Anuouseementa of It arrlsai, and Ova t h•. d cr-
owding five num, sod indices of pros. nine pun-
t,' Ilstied gratis.
ftw- Obituary Notices. Resolutions of Respect 111,1
other similar notices live emits per neer
OCR CLIVE litATINW.
we have arranged with the punti.....r. n,.
Newspapers named below to furnish Tits are
wri-it Y New aA and any one or all of them at the
following low rates. free of postage. to subscribers:
Raw Eat and Weekly Courter-Jouratil. a a
" W•Itly Louisville Cnniniercial. 2 25
" Daily Lutsyllie Comm...trial, W50
" l)siiv C ouner -Journal, $10.50
" Sunday " 44 $ 3.30
•• weekly Evansville Courter, 2 25
" Weekly Evansville Journal. 2 50
Serail Home Jourtil Loterile, 2 55




• Harpers Bazaar. 4 70
" Harper's Y..ting people 3 10a
Weekly New York sun.










▪ " reterson's Magazine 03
Eclectic Magazine 5 50
" Daily Evenma rost a 5J
•• Weekly Evening Post :5
" ticidey's Lady's Book. 3 ol
▪ " Saturday Evening Poet 00
• " New York ledger 4 00
" wintry Maganne 5 no
▪ " et. Nicholas. 4 CO
• The Current. (Cbicago) 4 JO
Cinctusati Maeda,- Night and New Era. 2 es
Dean:wane Mo. /realm and New Era, 3 00
New anima Detroit Free Prow, 2 80
New Bra ma Philadelphia Saturday Night. 2 75
New Era sad Our Little Ones and the Nursery 2 30
New Era and Louis:711W Sem:-Weekly Poet II 50
New Era and Southern Bivouac, 60
25
00
New Kra sod Spirit of the Farm.
" " " American Farmer
ew ZIA d Natioaal Sk.ckman an,/
Parole
New Era sad aad Ft reside,
New Bra and Manton Hawkeye,
New Era and ma-weekly Post.
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The Conver brothers after a long
trial have cleared by a vote of 19 to
8. The Preehytery made much ado with
no results.
Capt. Jack Grow) says he dont want
to be Governor. That's right, Jack,
"its better to bear the ills we have than
fly to those we ki.ow not of."
The Louisville Timer had a great deal
of fun out of Congrememan elect Finely
during the canvass. Now Finley is
having fun out of the Times with a se-
ries of damage suits.
Sam Jones has a brother Joaeplo who
is a minister. The other day he tried to
mount Sam's Pegasus and became FO
intolerable in the pulpit that the Confer-
ence had to take charge of him.
Judge Wm. Lindsay is being promi-
nently mentioned in connection %his
the next Senatorial contest. With
Beck, Carlisle and Lindsay In the field,
it would indeed be a battle of o„iante.
The Paris
consideration
New YOrk has boarding houses for
birds, %hole Ow!lt rs have left the city
for the summer mouths.
-- -----
The Sta;-tvoard of Cenvasiers met at
Friuli:fort ! Monday and iseitea tortiti•
este* to t various Congreeemen elect.
Editor 4. R. t etttieg is starting North
on a lecture tour. Ile a ill be counting
the crtieetiCa when the Anew goes off in
the ept inta.
Among the new gubernstortel probe-
bilitito are Judge S. E. Ile Havel, of
Legrengto' Jedgio Pryor. of the Court ot
Appeals, acid lien. R. P. Jacobs, of
The report eeo: o that Semetary
heeItri i• Ills health
hae hetes failitig eto Lees that ler ordi-
nary. Vint 1011Stallees it IS 0111t1 liaVe been
"bllste,1 *. /•ivir.
'Fite I A griteoltuntliez estimates
thee ellere Art. eso,000,400 cocoanut trees
ito the %Ili :,1„ hich produce 10,000,000,-
0th) mote every year. Sinee the lotto-
duction *f Prohibition the crop will
not elore[thato supply the dein Mil.
The P althea hal completed his meg-
sage to ongrese. A 4 its pt, r tot civil
service ill be hicheled ii. the dove-
Prt•eitient Cieveland is a child of for-
tune, as it were. It now eeems that his The 
Republicans of the mountain
last ten years in oftlee will he y ear a of counties swam .1-11.1 D. White tO make
business :activity and Increased eon). the race for Geo rnor.
•rcial prosperity. The Hew business
Doe n Auguste. also n Chteausan
marriee a %hue girl, thee blow $  up
with dynamite. What would they do
with a "(mike! coachman" for the same
offense?
proeperity is intuit'. et even glow, soil
another Mason will bring us to a time of
general thrift. n, lois adulinistra-
Lion will reap the reward of a retinc-
Lion in taxes. It begins to look as if the
next (*outgrew% %ill have to start the ban. About 100 foolielo Mexicans are eligag-
ea in an attempt to change the channel
of the Riot:ramie an-1 thereby get a large
once of the donealio how owned by citi-
ors is int; dood. d meney. Over
$1,0tse,000 a day receipta are now pour- 
zee* a lisle country. It is to be hoped
iit. 'Floe 011ly a ay to get rid of the 
that they a ill clip oft:Cutting along with
surplus at the preitent time is le the pay- 
the reet rit the dirt.
meta 1if the national oleic The oely livery George recently paid Grand
bends: %Well are eithject to calls are the Idaeter Worktnee Powder!). a visit. It
3. noel the resource ef cutting down the is presumed that the apostle of KI144%-
611110111R 11 ill be exhaustea dioritog the Nothieglatu was arranging a Preeiden-
tor seta tiseel year• After that there will tial slate with the head of the working-
be ee hotels that Con be calleil until filets, Ohl VS Well both 111.-ir 1120114 8 are to
leaol. Meanwhile the receipts of the appear promimently.
tieverninent are increasing. 'lima far
the Tflasory hiss $67,00(000 of Gen. C. 11. Fielo, of New Jersey, and
the 3 per ente. 'I lie exact amount 
Senator Colquitt, of Georgie, are potting
w hic to lee exile.' Is $111,-P1-1- 
as Presidential poosibilities on the pre-
700. This will la, in all roba. hibition ticket in '88. Should 
three
ity ealletl.iti :luring the lineal year. This 
gentlemee be called oil to cone et a ith
rueli of money into the 'Freemen- in con- 
tlie famous Carolina Governor*, the coll-
ect:don with the begioining of n 
Met will be peculiarly interesting.
busierea proeperay will, ore:toot a very Jt ifereoio -1)-avis was asked hether
there was ally truth in the story that he
had swore Abraham Lincoln into the
United Suttee Army. Ile replied: "Not
tempt to release the ittillietine burden 
one grain. Anti you may set it clown as
taxetitai hich IS !IOW 10(111,1A 
plot a a geoieral propositi  that eterv thing
lictell.s. volume hoto the 'Freaeury. 
you gee published a a Northern paper
Willi the 3 per (*tits all called its and about Me is totally ral'e."
paid, there pronohtes to be in the next
Traeoury hy the 1st of next July over
and Deonocrecy Ill reap
the popularity of tile metre. A Wash-
t orre-pt n lent says "the Treas-
meht. ' rascele %vie) are out without scrious queStion to the congre,.e in, its
haviOg hien tense I out ta tind ih it a next seartimo. The party iro emarol of
sweet moil-eel for their Woes oiegees. the Home- vannot go into the next cam-
feign without at least meking an ta-
lon: tlisiin Camploll, fifth ri4411 Of the
I et's* of Argyle, zooid his oife are en-
gegool le* divorce iota in London. The
4.44.6 her lord 4,1- infidelity. She
e lei M ss Blood, avid, aecording to
traditien "blood a tell," you know.
Mi-s itoee Clevelana receivea $500 for
iter Isola on the ••loiletnnoa of the
Nineteentit vet•tury.." it is loot seated
whit the poem is atom, but it probably
refers to 'that indeffinite period whets
Mime Cleveland was contemPleting re-
tiring from I.iterary Lite.
Bishop, the &Anon mind reader, has
been giving the bean eaters some won-
derful exhibitions of his 'onyeterious
power. If by chance, he should have
absorbed one of Biotin's ideas the day he
turned his back on Senator Din is,
he would have had a cold in the head.
Senator Itdmunds and Mr. Maine met
in a parlor at Ex-Pregiolent Arthur's
house by accident last Sunday, both hav-
ing called to pay their respects to the
distinguished dead. The dignified Sen-
ator extentlei hie hatod to the Maine
statesman but the Plumed Knight turn-
ed his back en him and left the room.
Mrs. Mildred Adams, daughter of
Lord C1110 Justice Coleridge, of Eng-
land, has irlatitutel an action for blan-
der against her father, who had intima-
ted that her husband, Charles W. Adams
had assumed improper relations with
her prior ea their marriage, In order to
secure her liasid and fortune. Cole-
ridge lute se:will-society talent of the
first water.
A Liule Rock man concluded to kill
'linnet( Ile tied a rope around hie
neck, and, throwing the other end over
a door, corninandeti his son to give it a
fatal pull. The boy refused and the old
man layed toti the rod. This quickened
ehe boys elets of filial elotelience antl lie
.cheine for gave the nips a (ed. k jerk *helot
did the worki. His mother.e appearance
wideitieg and deepening the Seine stall-
alone saved ol I mane kopiler
ciently to make Paris a era-port. I.e
(-tot of the work, ae totimated M. • 'Floe eterir that are telt' of how the
lAbolle, will be 40,000,000 francs. proltibitine aw is violated in Atlanta
would make la volunilteme a ork of tie-
tiun. (lee mr1 the lateet le that when A
Mall %Vitiate )(Oink of whisky he goes to
an agent awl Stinted an (mho. to isave a
/plan shipped to him from a little town
celled Grillo' some forty miles away.
Within two • minittee otter you loave
In the next State Conventiou the ba-
sk of representation will be deternoined
on the vote cart for John S. Rhea,
Cleveland elector. elle total vote will
be 764, necessary to a choice 3:43. Chris-
tian county will be entitled to ten con-
ventional votes. 'floe popular vote of
tbe State for Cleveland was 153,9til.
The Court of Appeals recently ren-
dered an important decision of the Pro-
hibition question. Among other things
the court held that "the local option
few does not prohibit a regular practic-
ing physicien from prescribing or furn-
ishing in good faith liquors to hia pa-
tients, joist as he o mad nuy oil er Medi-
cine."
Soule of Ow Democratic roustabouts
in Washington have a nice scheme on
toot. It is that the House shall outwit
Washington Territory as a State and
@hut oat Dalsoza. Washiegtoti Territo-
ry will forward two Democret Senator.)
to Washington to help down the ree-
dits. This is pretty fair evidenee that
all the rascals are not Ont.
A, K. Delaney, United States Attor-
ney for the Eastern distriet of Whelan.
&In, became a eatelitieta for Congress,
and, at Grover's solicitation, he re.
signed his laterite) tololp. I to the o worse
of events his republican oppottetot
knocked him out of Use ()egressions'
ring and now he wanes his old place
back, and, aa nobody else will have it,
probably he will get it.
Now that the State convention has
been set for May 4th next, the boys
who have been holding back their
knowledge of a sweeping boom that was
organizing, if thoe eoough Wag given,
can come out with their information.
In the meantime, gentlemen, you can
save yourselves a measure of dieconiti- in many "untie° hi the State midi-
lure by aceeyting the nomination of 
datee for the Legislature are beginning
Gen. Buckner as a foregone conclusion. t° "" thennicive'• 
While It le too ear-
ly possibly for any active steps to be
taken, it would be well enough for the
people to begin to look about them for •
telltale, reresentative. The next Legis-
lature will be' Called upon to consider
some importanI measures. The revenue
law in noany owletions is creating nooch
dieestisfaction Ind it will probably ceine
up for te-consideration next winter. By
that time the depelenees tif the law *ill
be manifest and we should have clear-
headset, practleal, prudent repremeta-
tives to deal with it. Then too, a Sena-
The toreh of the statue of Liberty avid The NatlotTal-Banks are. in- imminenttor is to be eleeted, making Use coming
contain five electric lamps) of 30,000 can- seesion of double importance. In fact, 'hanger. Hon. W. L. Trenholm, Con-dle power, the light of white!, will be there is beeeliellY (Or mach remedial troller of the current-y, mays: "The pay-thrown heavenward. It la believed that legislation. sod there i4 a greater de_ ment of the :1 per cent. bonds, the matu-
the lights will oto illuminate piloting mato) tor n hos legislature. Good men illy hi 1891 of the V..; per cent. bonds,
clouds that they will be vieible at a di,- shmild offer therneelnet to the people. amounting to $250,000,000, and in 1907
Lance of 100 miles. Four electric lights le is folly ter the men, who know so weli of the 4 re r cent. howls, amounting to
of 6,000 candle powereach will be placed whet „ugh! to,',de, ao,,e, to stay at home nearly $73e,000,000, have combined to
at the foot of the stattie 4,4 84 tO illoomi- aod greinhle localise: it is not dotle• produce a prospective scarcity in the. nate it. The diadem on the head of the f_ eeteorities obtsinable to the banks as afigore will contain inewelescetit lamps ' Judge Jame,' E• Nodal, of Fleming Mode for their corporate existence, andto give the effect of jewels. comity, antootiticee :hat lie is a ealitil- thj. 18 reflected in the advance. ot these
idete for State i Aiiiiicor. Judge Stitilli Loud.. tO a premien) SO high that everyThe colored field hands in Louleians w III submit hid fate to the State Cenvett- day their enforced purchase become, ulani laud "IY•" The rtnnt/ Doctorare being organized into Knight* of tion in May, et which tilne, if Fo3 ette rnore met more enormous Banke now 
sets Otown oil hienry George's agrarian-
Labor lodges. This ig a new enterprke Hewitt shout.' te- prevident laity tliPlio'- holding 3 per cent. bonds and otewly or- Ian' say' ing 
ht titeerves to be decently
with the Knights. We moderate:1.i tett of in some other way, he may poet- ganizeti National Banking Associatione, 
. bowed out of the loack door of public
similar lodges are in process of organi. tory get what loe %autos And, by the are forced into the market as purcha- 
consideration, in whit h it sought en-
zetion amOng the colored laborer* in way lie seems tio want a great deal end lent of the 4 per cent. or the 414 per trance." 
Dr. Hobbs then coucludes
thie ("country. When the colored vote is pret4114IS tO 444 eVe that 1:e is going to emit. bends, and this constant demand, 
that the panacea for all these ill's is to
centered on Ben Butler, or some other get it. He say 4 ho o ill have Hoe dele- in connectioe a ith the prospective mid- be found in the thorough triumph ofgreat social reformer, where will the gates of tile Ninth Corogreasional die- city aireetly referred to, sustains and 1 ractical christianity.Plumed Knight and the Republiean triet tiolloi, will get a gotol support from len& mtill further to elevate the versa-party be? This labor Vote ig going to the Bluegrote etninties, a slice of I,00Oe- uni on the.e bombe AP the time ap- Boston Herald: Is it wise for thebe an eye-opener in 1OfaFt. It is organ- ville, half the ( reen River country. and proaches for the payment of the 4, workingmen-those who labor' with
izing so stealthily awl is solidifying so a liberal piece of the purchase. The per cent. Leonia, it is reasemable to ex- their hands for wages-to make a partyquietly that few suapect its explosive -1•4 ige wirids ii an Interview by [teem- peel a still greater demand tor the 4 per 
by themselvee, and So array thernmeives
power. re foray furviel ing a reason why he cent.) and it is a queation of toerione ins- in political oppomition to the men to____
. ahould not for moment be thought of portance whether the banks can afford W110Ill they look for employment? 'FlipThe New Yolk Mirror, "ramati'' ' as a fit loafs to tep had Fayette Hew- to hold or to buy 4 per cent. bonda after employers, of labor have not becumeJournal, states that "Jessie, a datigloter itt's !shoes. Hes &linen oce4 that he is a is91. 3Ir. Trenhohn is of the opittion such by accident. 'Floe great mejerity ofof Gen. S. B. Buckner, joine Gaon/owe ..m„,,,,_no.k De merat.to That ought to that legislatiou is now needed fur the I 
them began life Its poor boys. TheyZez o compatoy in New Orleans S lay settle it. Nut 'me-limits are wanted, relief ot the National Banking eyetent have bettered their condition by intim-night." Gen. Buckner.* only daughter no matter %het er the tosoae hangs from in the crisis that Is looming up ahead. try, economy mei good management.Is a lady of large fortune, happily mar- ! their dorsal pew lone in straight Demo- The same way by which they have pro-rise! in Louievilee awl her name IS. not i ey.stic t.trini:ii or iti ReptibliCan tariglea. A young Kentuckian named Preeley greseed is still open. What can be gainedJettele. The Mirror doubtless refers to • Kentucky bay eel about enough os weet to Washington to get a govern- by a political movement which recogni-the Jessie Buckner, a beautiful woman ' motoe-tnicka. Ti to A editor's ettice is one ment position. Failing III this, he be- zes and etriphaeizes a dividing Ilee be-of flarrodeburg, Ky., whose name was ' of the few that have been cleared of the ILan stealing overcoat!) from hotele and tween the employers mod the employed?so prominently mentioned In connection r' prehletoric moots/back fossils which have Is now In jail. In spite of the falhacious doctrine heldwith an unfortunate affair at a Cincin- numbered our pailitical workehopso, and and preaeheti by the extreme protec-eat' hotel eome time since, which result- the people will not be apt to put Into the There is toe doubt about the honest tionlits, wages are not Axed in the longed in the death of a Mr. Davis by Con- , phtee of Fayette Hewitt, the best Audi- worth of Ayer's Samaparilla as a blood run by legislation. They are fixed bygreesman Phil Thompson, the member tor we have ever had, a man who, how- purifier. Thoultatida, who have been the law ot supply and demand, whichof Congrem from the Ilarrodetourg dis- ever nice and c ever a gentleman he benefited by its use, will atteet Re vir- ts as nitre dii the law of gravitation.trice That Jessie Buekner was report- may be. le, by his own eonfemion, a po. Wes. This remedy cinete liver and kid- They cerUthily cannot be luipreved byfad at the time to have gone to New York Meal moss-back and proud of it.- Rey complaint, and eradicates every political action which disturbs moll-RO study for the Mar. . Owensboro Inquirer. trace of disease from the system. deuce and paralyzes enterprise.
signor 3 oer




rder' tout of whisky
e. Tide heats the Mack-
ie just 4 Inilillten.
gins. emore,I. the :soother
e" the piatioiat. has en-
tercel a suit t have her soli boljOttged
ioisaiie and inComieeent 114 take Cane of
is also Geoteral
Bethune. of Virginia, who has bail
cheige tot"foin. for ae aceotinting of
the inttney he Lae received during the
Het tweiitt -three years throng!) exhibi-
ting Tom hi this country mei in Europe.
The profits average•1 $25,000 per ;tear
and Tom has never receiveol c..tiot of it
beyond his hoax,' atel clotheo
Tim Republican party In Kentiseity
Ines hien place-II suddenly in a poeition
of responsibility with regard to the
state timisneee. The late election reset-
teil In a hoard of 4 qualigAtion composed
of six Republioatia &nil only five Demo-
crats, This euetti will slt fur two yeare
with power to eerie* the aamostnetit of
every piece toe,taxable prupertY lit the
state. The board heretofore lose been
the subject of Much criticism, In which
Republicans bave loitietl heartily.
Whatever of good or bail uork the
board may produce during the next
term must he credited to the latter par-
ty. If ally improvements are poesible
and they are not made during the next
two years, the Republicans will be the
party -.tending, on the defensive in the
folloe ing eleetione -Louisville Com-
mercial.
Ex-President Arthur continues cheer-
ful and hopeful of ultimate reeovery.
He goes about the house as he cheosee,
receives his friends, and even *teem's' to
businese.--Owensboro inquirer of Thurs-
day.
It is pretty generally underseeel over
In Ws neck of the woods that Mr. Ar-
thur was buried on Monday. According
to the Inquirer he must mow be hi Pur-
gatory.
$100 000,000 above every want amid ex-
penditure of the Government. Nothing
can be more popular thlti a proposition
redutre taxes. Preeident this
year will take strong grouinis in its fa-
vor in meseage. It a Ili be its stew-
daece with Mr. Clevelaiol's luck to
have a business boom during hie time,
and if he dots not have the benefit of re-
ducing taxes' it will not be because he
will not urge it upon the attention ot
Congress."
Should Congress refuse to reduce
the taxes, the only way to dis-
pose of the surplua, %out.' be to buy in
open market toot de toot yet dile. These,
under such circumstances, would be
field at ruinous prices and their pur-
chase made impracticable. It is thought
that the Treasury may create a new low
boost) for refunding high priced bonds,
but the idea of wringing motley from the
people to force the pay ment of the na-
tional debt at high figuree is repugnant
to the policy of Democracy. With or
without a reduetion in taxes, a surplus
of considerable magnitude v. be on
hand, and the question arises what shall
we do with it? We eanswer, no
wiser dieposition of it could be made
than devothog It to the ethicational ad-
vancement of the twople.
• Wine and American Min.
.isters.
With all our boasted progrees the
United States seems to have failed to
produce a mato who has a full capacity
for Mexican wine. Mr. Bayard first
tried Jackson at the eaurt of the Monte-
zioniss, but he fared so badly that he
threw up the job. Sedgewick Was wit
mos it tto investigate the trouble and lie
too tell moiler Joe Wm. of that Mt•xieee
they are slowly dying.
wine. Soo- Minieter 3i:tutting, Mr.
era's hue experionent, looks upon pigpens have been served in a suit
• celor hi the cup a Oh strange ly old volvilig 160 mots in the heart of Supe-
resoolts. The story Moon, Ile kitten- riot. City. Wis. The land ie valued at
$400,000, and is eovereil with valuable
improvemente. The snit la a remark&
ble one in that the defentlanta ritintber
many met' of tietional repute or their
heirs. The title in dispute dates back to
1455, a hen epeenlatore pre-empted the
lands by using half-brerol ChIppe as as
"anonnoy" reeldetits to obtain title from
the Government. Three men conveyed
the property twice, the seconti pin-close-
er, however, recording hie conveyance
first. The present litigation is toyieter-
mine the strength of these respective
tithes.
Four elephants belonging to Cole'm
circus wt re gold at New erleane on
Tueeday for $7,150. Three Bone brought
$412 each, a loittpopot  went tor
$1,500 and ten-horned noinocerom for
$4,200. Mr. Cole who is to have
bee $$$$$ e very wealthy in the business, is
retiritig from it, and !move the sale of
lois eirctse.
The Louisville Times remarks' Hitt
"candidates for the Legislature are
springing up all over the State as thick-
ly as if it were still Alb honor to be a
member of a body from which the mass
of the people no longer expect anything
good. A United States Senator is to be
effete I, and as one of the candidates is a
millionaire, the very lionigry and very
thirsty are as eager as ever to get at the
proepective feast.
dr(' a dihner given by 31. L. Guinan!,
a Frenchman. wee carried to lois
'mute and for two tiros alter lay in his
room in a stupor. The city watt regaled
rumors, the press caught up Cie
report and pour Manning w as disgraced.
Tisk Guirard is the same fellow he
pm up the job oe Sedgee iek. 'lice
question now arises call, not our distiii-
guiehed Stcretery of . State fini a man
with a truly greet stomach? br. it ap-
pears that stoinarshe are more heeded
in our klexican Ministere then brains.
We dare sey that he C311. If he will
take some brow ey Kentuckian who hae
hal his interitir ely tenspered with
Mottareli.e bee:, he will go down to the
city of 31exicto a itio the supremott e 'L-
adylove and
"Richer than the Lydian Zing
Hymns of luve and joy he'll sing "
to the festive Greasers a-id never once
will lie he laid away to) dream in deli-
rium and awake in ottani-. Tee expe-
riment is worth trying. 'lite thing loas
reduced itself to a test of capacities, anti
if the Southenters have the advantage
af it% we load best find It nut.
"Asylndy To Beat fluelmer."
At a 'sentient town tneetitog,Soto
emotion, the alit:Met .speakerof Were
hetet( called out, a dapper little fellow
war ()Nerved to instruct those about him
to 'ell for Smith. Aceordingly the
Smith yell sminde I forth like a barrel
of echoes turned loose, and the nimble
tlandiprat, a Ito *as none other than
Smith larneelf, responded to the call
like a glitter spout on a rainy day.
Now the "Anybody-to-brat-Buckner"
yell, %Melo comes with solitary force at
regular intervals from certain well
known localities, is,a veritable "Smiths"
transaction. Moot of this gasping after
"youth" and "reform" is confined to •
lot of aspirants and their minions, and
the rest of it belongs to a batch of polit-
teal peripateties who invariable kick
against the popular side and believe that
all %Worn is monopolized by the very
few like unto themselves). The boom
for Buckner is thundering on. You
might as well try to cheek a north wes-
tern blizzard with a aloingle Am to stop
it. ills Motion is almosit a certainty
and he will,carry into thekubernational
chair the prudent ectivity of age and
the vigorous mentality of well developed
manhood.
It is stated on good authority that Mr.
Cleveland will advocate forcibly a re-
form of the tariff in his message to Con-
gress. next week. He takes the posi-
tion that that is the only just and hon-
eat way to diepoer of the surplus in the
Treasury. There can be no question
but Olt a tariff reduction will be im-
mensely popular with the agricultural
classes', and, as them do a big part ot
the voting, Grover is In a fsir way to
succeed himeelf.
Presitleet IMP eontienitied Ger°.
nifno and hie 500 braves to a lingering
death in strict confinement in Florida.
Thie is not hotended as a reflection on
Florida; but as the untamed braves have
been accustomed to the picturesque
grandeur of the Western Mountains
where Cory could scalp their enemies
with undefiled freedom, the salubrious
climate of the orange penineulailand the
monotonone ease ot prieon life are stead-
ily taking the spirit out of them aim
A diatinguielsed Ilindoo philosophic!'
called Belem Mohan' Moloun Chatterger,
for short, is vieiting Oda country. Lest
winter he was a eta:Oleg attraction in
English drawieg reonoe, and this season
lie is going to wee in the parlors of
American votaries. Ile is 26 years old
and a moister of the sincrit. Ile is a
Theosophist and comea to water the
leeguielting [dente that have been set
in thie terribly practical American Keil.
Osear Wilde bre ught over the suntiosser
and the lily craze, but B&W drifts oarr
In a kind of transeentlental mist. Ile
will 1111.1 congenial eoelety in the tato.
Ilfe matte of oil? vague petit°.
loglsts.
Steele/ Ednitesola going to fire hie
"hum pistol" at the civil service law
again this whiter. Whet. our Seitargtgg
have gloating to do but Le juggle phra-
ses over a law they care little about sim-
ply for the opportunity of making a
"record" and a break in the reputation
of the administration, it is time another
election was being held. The people
expect a number of importane measures
to be discussed title winter and they ex-
pect Leone important action to be taken,
but they are dootned to ollaappointment
if a few party leaders are going to con-
sume the time bullying around over mi-
nor topics. The reduction of the tariff,
the silver question, the national bank
circulation, bankruptcy and federal aid,
are all questions of the utmost impor-
tance demanding fair, full anti legiti-
mate discussion. When congress ceu-
es to be a political "cock pit" and a lit-
tle more of the "civil" reform is intro-
duced, we may expect wiser amid better
legislation
Dr. A. I. Hobbs, of Louisville, pro-
poees the following three remedies for
the discontent in labor circles: "Firet,
combination In labor unions. Second,
the destruction of the present social sys-
tem and ita replacement by one lio which
private ownership of capitel shall be in-
terdicted, and all proeitoctive labors goal)
receive an equitable share of profits:.
"Its motto is, from each actortlIng to
his ability, to each ecieneling to lois
wants." Third, the netni-Socialion of
Henry George. Public ownerehip of
all natural restources, private owolereitip
of all products: of labor, at hieh shall be
free from taxation, all tax being laid
k Todd I ounty Maiden Siue• a Neighbor
Lally For $O0,000 Damages.
Peg beg's Pinoder.
Charles, Crutelotielii. oloreil, Le tit r
Limon as "Peg Leg," ie jtil tie a etoi
ritooss citoorge and lois chalices. our tJ P 1
on the Death of NoJor
At a 111*-1 thi.g ell ex-Cohfederabe
soldiers 441 114.114101 POO 1•4444111b held at
'floe Girth-Ansel., elender suit Is n 
.w penitentiary are flattering in 0 o• ex-I the °Ill" "r• IV"i • 1111""4. i" lice city
loottit awl a cou :of ileielerem, NO•I 13•11. 1886,
being tri• OOP lbe Tedil Coopoty Cori trvi- •
! 14 it and one George MArlio mere I MOI 
NI. NI. Kimmel' *PP chosen chair-
C.11111. &an Vail* last Friday .citinoingliant was ap-
eio. clay aLeinototi the testimony 
Itirinkhog loge' her one of tear esigteneioli.,..1 tame,11114:1.1.1.0,Itreithlr-%
!all °Mph tell. 
%lien they It ft the si!oim Peg i
The pettier to the suit live in and imer I hid 
144ltillen grabbed Malan mid took
, deotlo of Mei or Wilson being an-
Trenton. Tiles are all proeultoret pro-
pie and belong to the oldest and 'mot re-
spectable families of that cultured com-
munity. Bee else of. the high rocial
ataitiling of the litigants, the Mite lista be
(*tittle a ciorreht toVc ell over this le tenni
of the comotry stool much liotereet man-
ifeeted its the result. Nearly the whole
of the Trenteto co ttttt 'unity ha* been antii-
tnoin d to testify mo tone bide or the other
and the evidence loam lvess of rether a
eemtational lied. The plaintiff', Miss
Molds arth, is a pretty, bright y °wog
lady, 17 rare of age. She Sties thorough
her father, Capt. L. W. Garth, mod la
represented by John Young Brown, of
Benders-me is. T. Perkin* and Jae. Rue-
eel', of Elkton, and E. G. Sebree, Jr.,
of this city. The defendant, kis, Lou
M. A ruol.1, ie a lady of mature years, the
diteghter of Judge William Arnett!, de-
teethed. Stir 11644 for many eare Dern a
teacher. She is represented by Petree
Bristow, of Elkton, W. F. Browder. of
Ruesellville, anti ft. W. Henry, of this
city . 'Floe case ass dirndl/4(A by all
the la we t•re for the plaintiff, while Brow-
der and Henry, spoke for the defenee. A
horde of e itneases Waal ttttt molted mod
nesoy uf these testified. The main
witoess: a for the plaintiff are Mrs. E. G.
Sebree, Sr., Mrs Strotloer Beilke. Mrs.
Garth,  tiler of the tolaintiff, Nome*
Lizzie amid Kate Garth, Wise Garth, Dr.
J. P. Ti as, Mrs. Dr Evans, 41..1Mo--
rale, J. Y calesidea. Geo. W. Center,
Mrs. Querit ot, IO1 Carney anti °there.
Amosig (hooter testify het fur thee ileitis.'
were the fullo% hug : Miss Lucy Arnold,
Mrs. W'uo. Arnold, Mrs. Crunk, Lyeur-
gus Arne' I, Dr. Evans, of Lotiveville,
Dr. J. S. Dicker:ion, Dr. Runyon, Dr.
Grady and othera.
The facts brought out in the evidence
are impertially given heiow. A go title.
Inell at acmialoited aid' the tircouso
stances and who knows the theory of
both shies kindly furnielted tit the 1.01-
10* leg resume of the case. 'floe attor-
neys for the plaintiff in their pleadings
cnarge that on Sept. 17th, 1885, the de-
fendant, Lou. W. Arnold, said,
with malice and intention to itojure
that the plaintiff, Mollie Garth, "stole
her money," and said remark, conking
to the ears of the plaintiff, did result iu
her eerious illness and that she thereto
claims to have been damaged in repine-
lien and otherwiee to the amount of $20,-
000. The defendant, through attorney A,
filed a plea of cotifeselott stet sentience,
alleging that she did use the above
words but khodneee and in &newer to
q iestions asked her by M rs. Garth, M ra.
Sebree, Mrs. Banks and others, who vis-
ited her ae a muleteer representing the
foleititiff to inveetigate certain ru tt ra.
Oil this point lie issue was made.
That the cane may be more y too-
der/duo:I, the folio% ing facts brutiolot
out in the teetimony are appended: On
Aug. 7th, 1885, about $900 in cash be-
!mitring to Miss Arnold was taken fr no
a pocket book in a trunk in her room.
in her residence at Trenton. Teat af-
noon. so the defendant testide., Mies
Mollie Garth come to her home awl fleet
went tip stairs. She helietes Mine
Garth went into her room as steps were
heard in there and the trunk was beard
ta claw. In • few mintstee Miss With
came down and soaked her to go with
her Miss Garth) tto her . Mi-s
Arnold romn that rile might get her
school b >As, Mix, Garth bettor a pupil
of her- at tiost time. Sloe weer wills
her ate: in a few rehears Mies Geri'
feft for bottle. That night elm dime's,-
erttl the loss tof her momoey. She at re
began to atospret Miss Garth. She had
ream's' to believe that Mies Garth lied
muffered from a 'neural ill-order, heal eg
he tot that the youtog lady chtined oleo
repeated attenipts heti been made by un-
known parties to abduct her. Also,
Miss Garth lied given her and (other
persons jewelry to kee? for her with the
strict injenctiou in curio itsatwese to laity
nothing about it, end therefore ehe sus-
pecteol ber of being tainted with klepto-
mania; these thing.' taken in conneet-
ion with the foot-steps lienol in her
reom atilt the suloreepseet appearance of
Miss Garth and the fact that Miss Garth
knew where she kept tit;
I etYo ‘11 as essuffleient grounds* upon
the Autpition that Miss Garth cemmit-
ted the theft.
All these charges ere postitIvely de-
nied by the pleintitT, who sa's that
"elle diol go to Mime A rtiol(Pg resilience
on the afternoon of Aug. 711t. She
went first tip stairs to Niro. crtifila'a
room, and that lady net being at home,
oho cams lisinnellately Alto* is lido the
family ei.41111 MIA Was not lea Ale
nolol'a room eller tit alien inotintionisel
by the defendant. She dill not get the
money and bad nut suffered with men.
MI disorder*: that the whole story at
told by Miss Arnold la a fabrieatioto and
a slender."
The a itneeses on both sides have
been introduced to substantiate the
above allegations In whole or In part,
and the case from beginning to end has
been hotensely interesting to the enor-
mous crowd of spectators in attenalenee.
No case has ever been trio! in Todd
county that has calmed such excitement.
The largest and moat wealthy COnitIlli-
nity in the county la involved in the
suit directly or Indirectly, and the vir-




Saturday night last an incendiery set
fire to the stable on Mr. M. C. Arvilee
place, three and a half miles emit/tweet
of Pembroke. Tile tire war first dis-
covered about 11 o'clock when the
stable, corn crib and wagon shed *ere
enveloped in flames. The incendiary
left the stable door open aud the mules
eecaped to the lot. The tire was so in-
tensely hot that Mr. Arvin anti his 8011
were blistered %idle pulling down a
panel of fent e to let the frightened
stock out. The mule!) left the farm at a
bound and were not captured for several
days,.and even now when on the plaer
they exhibit unusual fear and it is hie
poesible to work theni. There were
2,000 pounds or tobacco the stable
loft, 13 barrels of core in the crib, a
milch vow and eight huge in a pen. all
of which was hot, entailing rt total Wet
of over $1,000 attol tio Immo-ant e. 31r.
Arvin eine to Ude county two years
ago and was getting a good start on lobo
farm. Kind neighbor; gladly helped
him on tide dreadful occesion. lle was
In the city Tneeday to purelostee harness
(tc., and feels sadly afflicted by the cs-
!amity that 'WA come upon Id tn.
Matrimonial.
Mr. Will Carter was married to Miss
Lila Edwards, Wednesday afternoon at
4 (o'clock, at the residence of the bride's
father, near Newatead. Rev. .1. W.
. w
all who know him. The bride le the
daueloter of Mr. Charlio Edwards and
is a young lady of many. social charnel
and rare womanly culture. Tux New




Mr. Sylvester Cooksy and Mime Ansley
B. Lewis, of Crofton, were married
flitireday afternoon.
Mr.— Berry and Mhos Minnie Rob-
neell, of this county. eloped to Clarks-
ille and were married one day this
auk.
j
f  him $10 an I pint of saiiipkv.-
Crtitclodelti ass arieettel sod pieced In
the offl !era are now looking forall and
the other negru.
Papers Wanted.
To complete our files we waist the fol-
looing papers);
Noe. 20-21-22-24-25-20-27, 1485
anti 49 and 59, tool of the Tai-W Eke LT
NNW ERA :
Also, Oetoloer 3r.1 mod 100a, 18e4, and
October 3001, 1885 of the WEEKLY.
Alit body who has any of the above
will greatly oblige us by wending Olean






'Elie Wickliffe Journal of 11M(m lay
says: "The Ohio Valley railroad. • cor-
poration having apparen.ly a wild hog
charter, with a starting point at Hen-
tlerson, Ky., has built a railroad from
that point down the river, throoeth Hen-
(tensor' awl Coates counties, inte Crit-
Owlet' county, with an expressed in-
tention of building to Jackeon, Tenn.
They have scow made an arrailgemetot
with the Illinois Central company by
whites they will run on down the river,
either by way of May field or Paducah,
comiecting with the Central road litre,
hieh it is suppesoil will be completed
some time ito 1887."
-411--sgie--
BR. M. %HERMAN,
\ toted Specialist, Now at the
Daniel% liouee. Corner Fifth
end Frederica.
---
The presence ite this city t.f Dr. II. M.
Sherniat the stocceeeful specialise in ell
chrome. tliseasee, has had the effect to
attract to him ecoree of the afflicted from
all parts oot the county. Numerous eases
have been submitted to lohn with eatie-
factory results, hitioffiee being const ntly
visited toy 'indents. Dr. Sher:Ilan comes
a ilia the beet ot teetiumnials to evidence
his omitting eocially and professionally
and deserves the euccese %on by lila tom
queetioned eitill.-Ovieneboro Inquirer.
Mr. G. E. Gaither was marriel to
Miss Emma C. Gloms, at the residence of
the bride's' mother, at 4 o'clock Thurs-
day afteriii»n, Rev. J. W. Venable of-
ficieting. Only the family awl a lea
intimate friends were pre.ent at the
.ero •y Mr. Henry Wallace atten-
ded the groom am his best min. After
the tereonotiy Mr. Gaither and bride
took the 5 o'eltock train fur hichinati
and other puha* te be aleetot severel
day s 'I he gro.mo is one of otor succees.
fel busies:ow men. Ile came to Ilopkina-
vine phone 12 3 eats ago ahol by iteluetr)
and inigality has amen. tl a leading po-
sition hi 4'  rtial t intro. The bride
lute Itnig le rill a medal favorite 111 [hitt
city. Site i. 3 mg lady of many wii -
fling quo dities, aro I t'oe New Elie can
but extend to then) the at armest wishee
for a bright told !floppy life.
 --ess- es- see- -
Sadden Death of Maj. Thos. F. Henry.
tea Ite eV 11 IX, Nov. 25. -
Maj. Thee. F. Henry tintype.' 'lead to-
day at 3 o'clock. Ile was apparently in
the anger ool health amid Iola euoiden de-
mile sane of eremite. a pail Phock to the
frostily en I the temitininity. He had
beets ettiotelelothig hiflosissieis for see.
er,.I 'lays, Mit was able to be up. No
1/1.1. lint it sera at.t wan hi the room at the
thu•-. of perelv sir of the heart.
Ile was about fifty y erre of age. Maj.
lit sore was the ehlest -0.• of Ilim. G.A.
ery. the eigle of Tesonesetee.
lie was an telecasted law:. cr. though he
did not prectice his pro.eoeitnt, rather
(hooting Lis time to 1141 large farm at
Glyn Eden, this county. He mart led•
Miss Barker, and was connected with
the most influetaial families of this
llis deetio has csst a gloom over
the loomee of a large circle of friends.
eel--
Newt; of the Rail and Other Matters.
- —
seamineten ( in Henderson aner.
tele 'fey this week a brakernae, alitoe
name we iseve not learned, fell from a
orer at NortonvIlle anti fell on a block of
Nora', 1.Ia back ati iklig it. and the rte
stilt wire Hist he am tialogiorously, If toot
I Neill), It jotted. At first hie hat k asp
thoosogle lorooktou but stools la limed nut tv
he the eve* lett let Is litjurtel luternally,
sod some sititibt Is elllef aa to las
rt (emery. lir. teir•iluer ilolug all in
hie peso r 1.••r ide tistleiit, also
Eire., Nesliviiie, hat been called
here to give his topleion of the ease.
One tot the root officials inform* ua
that Olio oration forty thoueend ne tiee
have been lined oli this root. 'Fills taken
in routteetion with the large atm ttttt t of
bellsoting done sh vas great improve-
ment ot the et:wk.
The oat k forte has been reduced to
three mon and a foreman un each Sect-
Mu, with the exeeption of one or two
sectiorte.
The safe tourgiere are again at their
dirty work in our county. One. day
this week they made a raid on the store
of Mr. George Davie, at Morton'e, and
by the use of possder opened the sate
am) secured the coraents, which was
al6, anti matle.gooll their etwape. 'Floe
safe, we understand, is a complete
wreck aed ready to be consigned to the
scrap iron pile. It is the belief among
some of our citizens that there is an or-
ganized bind tor robbers located some-
where in the vicinity of the above named
piece. Sometime neck the sate in the
St. Bernard' eoal company's store was
robbed of it+ contents end up to this
time the guilty parties bate not been
caption d and it otarnie like there is a
peel chasoce for t'etectivre to %Ione
messy their 'mere mismente ferreting out
the rubbers, but it is not likely they
will undertake the jeb unless some
large regard ie offered, and the amount
lost was too *Mall to justify the tottering
of well.
THE MARKETS.
t..rrected bt l ii•itti.8 McKie A co.
florissaviLl.i. h Y., live. 2, lied
Pork, 91010
Baron sides, ecitere, . - - 113,012,,,
Heins, (sugar cured . :sea
Hams (country), - 15414
f.ard. • 11%01
Flour, Fancy, patent - See
Flour, roan:bard - • - LE
Bran and %hipster!, leas than 54) hti. 15
Corn Meal. - .. 75c
Pearl Meat - - too
New Orleans Molasses, revs.), 40.2,70
Candlos,alar. se Hags,
Rutter as
Esse. - - - 12,.
Hominy, per gallon, . 247i
Grits. per gallou, - tic
Clover seed, - ,.,sesoeso
( ut nand. retail, . 2,75Bigharn, of this city, pronounced a beau- Beans, navy, per bushel. . OM
tiful ceremony In joining the hearte and Peke, per bushel, - EtaBeano, Lima. per pound; - 625cdestinies! of the young couple. l'he ts.ffee, green,goldea, - IM‘hall IVA
coffee, rood green no,groom is a worthy yoling gentleman a „tree, 3ava. - . 
- aasel,






nugar, N. U. -
Clarified, Neer Orleans,
Grantilated,
Salt. ttttt 6 bushels,
Salt kanawa, 7 busbele,
bake. 6 bushels, - _
Lake, 7 bushels, - - •
Potatoen, triali, per bushel, (wed
Sweet, scarce, per bushel,
M arkerel, No. i, per kit,
Mackerel earreia, No.2,
be SIN per dozen, - -
Orange., per dozen,
A pplen, twr bushel, choice
Corn in ear. per barrel, -
Onls, per °millet,







hack tit tee pulpit oirel breaking the cor-
rugated glees lining.
'this is a species of vandalism
that ought toot to prevail, boot should
ituppi owed by the united efforts of' the
counnunity and the city authorities.
If nut, aerious conetquences will follow
not only to the property but to tile livew
of our eitizens. Stringent means mhouid
be made amid rigidly enforced to prevent
the use of stoelo firearms and miselis in
hi else city and that a Moon delay.
W.
- --nes — -
When Baby wm sick. we gave her Criteria.
When she wail a Child, she coed for (slater*
When she became Mies, she clung te Casteria,







noomeeol, mod on Montgomery
Merritt the hollowing testilutions were
ustailinsou-le adopted:
"ilea.,lred. It fitting that, the teem-
rader-hearma tor Slojer Janesta
mane of Itinti ki.ea him Po a eil the
(ley s OW tried oleo's reeds and marked
the Undid of their being, about.' speak
of lam s that lie Is o.o more. Ile was
a brave emolier ; braver Man On the
field tif battle never lived; he was shoo-
intely feat hew; he loved the cause of the
South anti ;ought for it manfully. The Chew 'Antes PI ogs-The great Tobeeets Am.
pnliMayleoeft leof,,etoishursirailifloioievIfrit)iribs,,e,daoriadnyaililela-ns Poole: -°"°' lo-s-'41 ler °I L'';‘‘"a
the War tt ai. elided he seldom referred to
Its Incidents or restates. His brave, gen-
emu., tedvidrous 'metre won for him
the tale:lion of that Reliant, manly sol-
dier, Gen. John C. Brrekisoridge "upon
wlioote staff he eervedo which be held to
the day of hie death. No higher cool-
plimeet could be petit him ainolig Ken-
tuckian§ ; liOlie be appreciated eo much.
"11.solved. That them resolutions be
published in the Hemienton papers and
copies be sent L.c his chitoireta."





c•new cough. eolds, Boamenten. enwp, Asthma,
pooping Czarb. Menem Olastarap-
Sion. rename siosonaipu.e
parsons la admated stem. ,,t
tne disease. Prim Sets
eisa. yha Ossuine Dr.
COUra Syrup is mid prig La
white swore yes and limn ,. •••




r444, solle poi et A I. Meyer a em. son
• lianimore. ltd., 1.1 A.
Malicious Vandalism.
Sysiteilltatle awl I artioat efforts 011 the
part of the public generally, and the city
authorities particularly, should be made
to suppress the petty thieving, burgla-
ries anti malicious tinschict which have
entitle , tilts community for P01110 time
past. Hardly day peters without the
occurrence of some crime of the nature
mentioned, the perpetrature of which
our police, it they been advised of
the crimes, have fattiest to detect and bring
to justice. 'Ile most prevalent form of
such titans %Olin llie last !elf weeks
has beeii the intliecriennotte lute of pistols,
target-guns end aling-rhote Thus far
we have heard of no fatal as ou tiding from
the too of elle dewily weatiotts amid
Yet 'It slainege has been done
to property. We toll ettention to the
damages tl e %Mitoses of erveral
the CIIIITCht ill $$,11' $ particularly
the Epioropll loirch arid the N halo
Street anti ir.t ti Han clourclies.
Tee eamege. OW lest. mimed are the
L..•S•L•
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
Re do hereby certify that we supervise taw
arrangements for all the Mobil:sly and Quar-
terly Drawiags of the Louisiana State Lot-
t., Compass). and in person mane and coa-
ts() the Drawlegathemeel ves, and t at the sane
ar..roodurted with honesty, fairnew and In
good faith toward ail parties. and we authorise
the Company to new this certificate, with fac-




We the u Toler-turned Banks and Ranker% will
pay an Pruett dr•wis in the Louisiana state
Lotteries is hien ma. loe ptesented at our coun-
ters
J. 11#4.1.11-:•81-,,
Pre•- Eoralrilann a I.e.:al Hank.
J. Ai . ktettateral,
Prem. State National Haub.
A. 1111 1 1.1/V. IN.
'Ivrea. New Orleans. Narieesal:Hativit.
IVIIPRECEDIENTEst ATTIC ICTIONH
si.er Haifa
Having done a eredit Dimmer ler yaws awl
Iodise Hs dierotrantageni, we ,PenPolet. " Jul/
. let, IOW to commence an excitor/Ye casb boil-
twee. We notify y..0 as to onr iptentions that
there ea. not be r • hard ferries toward wa is
eaw your order .tiould sot be filled if not se-
by the crab ?lease botay roar tam-
! hi% acc,r ,l;1110i Dm we ,I0 DO( tite.di
able out of ridus ng (II liver Coal oil:417::
order. or retort. a arms erupt:. This role is
Pinsll I% F.* kA4 EPTION. Oo not ask
furereilit, for ‘'.*LI %Ill be ref med. •ndit will he




LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CODIFY
I r.e.,rror2t t...! 1,6e.lqr 0 the I...gis-
lat..re for FA heat ioual t ha uri-eoes
with a capital of $1.000.000-to Inch a re-erve
food of Oyer $11150.00v rfcr• lasen ridded.
By an overwhelew, •..1411' nue it. lean-
. ehiae wasins.h. . .e ',re. et .$116g. eateet, the Vitssing, throttler. tile solution ad04, A 11 1,
whitlow glass awl the retie:tor aft Girard Mamie Number Prow.
IOW* take place m iuthly.
/1 neMer sert/ta or poilfp011eS.
Look at the following Diatribut
1991k Gram& Mental I y
•FD Vag
Extraordinary QUARTERLY Drawing
the Academy of Muffle, New Orleans, Tues-
day. . lith, Ilan, under the personal
supervision an-I management or
Gen. 'f . Heauregrard, of Lo and
Gen Juba, A Entrly.of irglolia
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
irffr•Notice-.Tickets are Ten Dollars only,
Halves, 146. Fifth*. $2. Tenth*, $1.
LIST OF PRIZES.
1 Capital Prize n(1150.000
1 Grand " of bonne
1 " " of 24).000
I Large Prizes Of 10,000
" („000







:00 A ppr3ximation Prizes of Med
120 do do 100




V R COMPLAINT, teams.
ROUBLES, Poen-Ober Information write clearly gi YIDS
RHEUMATISM. 
full address. Postal Notea, Express Money Or-
' dera.or New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
iT gives NEV/ I Currency by Express , at our expense, ad-






sod of great value



















2.275 prize* amounting to $522,M*
onjlIpttettie office of the Company in New Or-
tion tor rates to clubs should be made
M. A. DAUPHIN,whole SYSTEM




,e book. *Vella.. rONTA114 S
—_— . •••• no hurtful '4. '.byle•ding




Itestredy. on receipt of lo c..
some cards by new





,,,, ith a set of hand-
M A DAUPHIN,
Washirgeon,D.0
?waste bre! Draftee, •144 Ur. owe. wee
pee_wr se, 14,1A1111•14111114 acuo, sag • 1...1 was
Nom b• alert. pa...
0•1.• VW • ,
V011112 Drug and V- mica! Company,
RaLTilltuak. C. II A.
Make P. 0. Money Orders paya-
ble and address Registered
Letters to




Cor Virginia arid Spring Sec.




Is a specialty in 444 ;414C. 1 keep
A Full Stock
Of this build always on hand. and recommend
the t enter Spring to all outing an emy
well-balanced buggy.
Barouches & Pheons
IN STOC'E A NI
Made to Order.
REPAIRING
,n 4,-re.4e pr, ILO atletdioo. 44e dame




We furividi hundreds of honies 3 early with doe
Pianos and Organs, and allow cute
O.ment to pay in small  th-
ly or quarterly paynp•nts. Tri-Weekly
PETROLINE Steitilvitv 011S, well printed, •eightNEW
.Z  TR OE e2)
"t *
#4.444t %tV Decker Brothers, ,Foreign,
PR (07 IlauesBrotlieleS, Home News.National and
ERA
column paper. nos-





A Cr,r1i-i”re ttle rn,lat sks•-•tical
they are pos Mgt. They are med.•:atrrt ca- :-
cum and the a...ive prl.“ i; I trote2•1. hei• g
far more power! JI in their xi..., in other piss, re.
Ito not be induced to take other.. but be sore ate'
get the genuine "Petruline." ins:trays en-
closed in an envilore 1.11.13 the signitnre of C 3
proprietors. The P. 'W. P. Co.. n-.d directions in
four languages ; also seal on front z.re. bask .4




Are the best known remedy for hard and salt cons,
and never fail to cure. Price as cents.
The Peleg WhiteProprietarT E3
Pa ANL nit-rot:ans.
1113 W. Broadway, N. Y.. U
ole VIRsT CLAsS DRUGGIST.:
And HA BEY B. G RN ER, District Agent fee
Mopkaasville.
o 1.F. taut 1.,11-
Tuesday, Thrradly Satartlay
af soak wroth 1 •11...00nntomorraito Opal.
bed ia•Ineetoent• - ••11oend 14 atiftelianse.
Rosewood, Ebonlzed. Walnut. THE WEElak NEW ERA
IN IS M401101.15% t'INI.N. NrEi I
DENIGNs MADE NO 0111/M:H.
alIGANSI




E. H. BALDWIN & CC
'1
2361F -A-eee .
Louisville, : : Ry.
Choice Styles cf Orgar.s fcr the Sit-
ting Room Library and Hall.
Job Printing promptly
executed at this office. Weekly In clubs of 10   1 00
The followine Ito. subscript:0a rates of
Or K ism et v New 14.44a. payable •trielly easel
1 advent".
Tri-vieekty.
aerobe year t .  if 5
tor II months  1 hi
Port months fa
'Weekly.
for one year SI be
for 6 months 16
tor 4 months ss
Club Rates.
trt-Wwlitly clubs of I Si ab
TrI-Weak/v eloba of 10 tttttt ft
Children Cry
astoria
Weekly in clubs of S . ..... $1 W
Perilous now taking the Weekly New Era who
- demure to change to the ['rt. Weekly, Can do so
•nd tscei•ii a eiveht for all usexpired time due
thew rot tbe Weekly.
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer










Customers Can Get Special Bargains !
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2.50
Decorated Dinna Sets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Sets, 56 Piece, - - - $4
The BUYKRI• GU1DW is
Mewed Sept. &ad March.




GI% ES Wholesale Prices
te en 116/10.nrra OD I•11 goods for
perennial or family nee. Tells how to
order, arid glees easel cost of every-
thing you nos, eat, drink, wear, or
hare fun wtth. Thew INVA LU A BLE
HillOKS contain information gleamed
from the market,. of the world. We
will' mall • copy FREE to any ad-
dress upon receipt of 10 eta. ils. defray
ea pease of mailing. Let as hear from
y0111„ RespectiNally,
MONTGOMERY WARD di CO.
, 511)7 As MO Wabash Areolle• Ciliesim lit.
FINE FARM
For Sale!
  A farm In Christian county of 130 acme, near
- lielleview, 9 miles frotn Hoplins•ille. and
will be only It% miles from It. K. denot Thts
good Ihneetone soil. lies beautifully, and et -
tend. from the Cadiz to the Cerulean Springs
road. A never fading I raneh runs through it
All under good fence •nd nearly all in cult
non. It eontaIns a frame riwenine of 3 a






W A N1 ED-Not ell 1.u..tHee4 vii
f.,t ZOMItil go • ve m nue.. A mon
$1.100 $1.000.13041. s 13 eoall.lentiel
Safe, Hi nds gi en. setlienients mailo. o
peneente %ante, ••• W. Fr tsTkk. Ran
40
i',4%": Hendrick's China Hall, No. 22 N. Cherry St. DR. IJABIN BEL
Other Goods in proportion.
intr. los toreteeeionat Werke* to thr ilf24144 
1"1"avine7„„1"'„. ear' 






























Howe's sun time is the city *modem'.
Mow En Printing and Plan/shim Co. is
'1'1,1ineletianteentotes,isete,,18 repairing hi the city
J011110. RUST,  _ Emir. For litt of lands for salt, to 
.101111 W.
 Pa yize, see fourth page.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3 1886.
Who are authorized to eulleet
scriptiomt to the N KW Ella :
Lee Thacker-Latavette, Ky.
lir G. W. Rives- Johnoon's P. 0.
! Snow fell in Louisville Tuesday, to the
depth Of three inclose.
Some valuable improvt mental are be-
ing made on lath street to to:0.1011gs .tot.
, Trains passing through the city if ties-
iday hight from the North were covered
with snow.
I M. M. ilairberry sob. his grocery on
Virgieia scree to Jackeon Tate for
$9s5. Friday. 
next. uestlay evening is strictly first- leaf, and of about 16,000,000 pounds, or
Our club offer at the head uf the local class. "Silver Spur" is a cha
rmitigly nearly 16 per cent. In the seed leaf crop,
Z. ki. Nelson sold 7,000 pounds of to-' page is liberal. Get, us • club. striking play. Its charactere 
are true mainly through the failing off in Wis-
baceo to J. L. I'ace, last week, for $108. ,
sub- See notiee of a desirable Trigg county 
to life while the author luepires then' consiii &giblet the output of last year.
1The tobrieco froeted.
farm for sale, A bargain is offered. 
with a romantic fiction that enraptures Of the Louisville market, the Farm-
' The great comedy-drama "Silver the audience. Seats on sale at J. B. era Home Journal says: "The market
Two good farms mud city residence fur curitinuee to drift along without newiv. W. waits. Spur" at the Opera House next Tuesday Galbreath & Co's.
teat Apply to features, without speculation, without
animation, and without encouragement
to farmers. We may quote the general
tone of the market relatively steady
and firm for both dark and Burley, on
good and medium and all grades above
-and with perhaps a tendency toward
inside quotations. Lower graded were
more irregular and uneven, especially
the low grade dark lugs and leaf, which
has probably not sold lower this sea-
son."
Of the Hendereon market the Journal
says: "Comparatively the eaten last
week were but a counterpart of the
week before. nicest were about the
same and likely will remain so, with
slight fluctuations, until about Christ-
mate, when better rulings are expected.
About fifty loads were sold Met week,
moetly of inferior quality and for decid-
edly inferior prices. A number of far-
mer* brought in samples, but refused to
let go at prices offered. The farmers,
at least thooe who sold their tobacco last
week, were disappointed in the prices
paid. A good idea would be for the
farmers to hold back for a little while."
An Oaensboro correspondent of the
Farmers Home Journal rays: "It ap-
pears that you have struck the keystone
of the entire situetion when you said,
in your issue of November 20th, that 'It
seems to be universally conceded that
the only hope for improving prices in
the future is a general reduction of the
carp of 1387,' and especially does it
'seem to be true of the production of to-
bacco suitable for making strips. Un-
less some kind of co-operation can be ef-
fected among the planters, it must be
patent to every farmer tliat another
year's labor must be thrown away. The
general meeting of planters at Lexing-
ton, December 7, will io all probability,
have a very meager attendance from
this part of the State, which b, the main
strip-producing portion, anti conse-
quently but little can be expected to be
aecomplished tending to reduce the crop
of strip tobacco. It does germ to me
that it would be well for the producers
of this class of [obtuse) to have a general
meeting at some acceesible point, say
Owensboro, for the conshkration of this
grave question. Let Us hear front some
other tobacco grower."
Owensboro Meertenger: There is
promise of trouble again this year be-
tween the proprietors of the tobacto
factories and their hands on the wage
question. The ruling price le forty
cents per hundred to strippers, but at a
few factories fifty mita Is paid. This is
the cause of the trouble. At the factory
ol A. C. Tompkins it Co., yesterday the
hands struck for fifty cents; and failing
to get the raise they quit work. The
proprietors do not intend to accede tol
the demand, and thiek they will have
no trouble in filling the place* of the
strikers in a few day* with other hands.
OUR CLUB OFFER.
Get us a clirb of floe new ruhscribers, for
either WILIRLY at $1. 50 or rat WZIKLY
at $2.50 a year and 411 e will gire you the
Wxzli SIM Klt for one year with tick-
et in our drawing.
For a club ot ten este sitha.•ribers e
will give the 1St-HEIM! Y NKST Rita one
year. ticket in the drawing amid the forty
five books advertised in our list of "I n-
ducellletitst."
For a dab of more then ten we will
give the paper, tickeS anti books as above
and a libels: oomuditaion, which we
guarantee to be satisfactory to the club-
raieer. Go to work anti GET US UP A
C I. U B. .
101:nne anb §osittg.
W Z. Ragsdale is in New l'ort.
Biehep Mel loeky was in the city Monday
J.1. Peirce, t/la.i.row. was in the ell,' Tuesday.
S. H. Clark, eiseneboro, was in the city Tues-
day.
0. E. Lapse. Fairview ,„w a. in the city Mon-
day
C. Thompaen, w.on, spew, Tuesday in
liot drinks ot all kinds at the Plitetrix
Saloon. Run in and get one.
Dr. A. A. Willits :will lecture at the
Opera House Friday evening, Dec. 17.
1,000 bushels of lOover Seel wanted.
Jake. R, Gems( & Co.
Wines, brandiesofigars and tobacco,
Attest in the city, at! the Mentz Hotel
bar. "Fred and Joe" will be glad to
see you.
Rev. J. 'I'. Barrow has revently re-
turned from Caldwell county where he
has been aeatieting Rev. R. W. Morehead
in a meeting.
We are now offering more and better
"Iteduceutents" to subscribers than any
paper in the state. Read the list and
see for youreelf.
Lee Watling), of Mk titgomery, sold his
tine niare, Lizzie 51cCary, lest week to
hundred and tweut dve dollars.
W. D. Elliott, of (yr Grove, for two
yet thoroughly; to dispel Headaches
Fether M. Melodyi, of Litchfield, will Ann Leavell'e residence, Tuesday niglit. and Fevers ; to cure Constipation
take charge of the Catholic clinrch in this Ile alarmed the family and was fright- •ndigeetion and kindred ills.
Mum Mollie Perry IP in the country this week. city. Ile w ill arrive here evxt ened away before any damage waedone.
evening. Do not fail to see it.
Assessor Littlefield hae appointed
Masers. Y..1. and Scott Means to waist
him in the work of asseasing the comity.
The work has to be completed by Def.
lath, and his preeent force of men could
not fiftieth by that time so lie has added
the above named gentlemen to his fort e
the 3 lett! of about 30 per cent. In theof deputies.
iflie attraction at the Opera House Bright Virginia and North Carolina
Church Hill Grange
day anti w ill hold servkt!. Sunday.
nitres Woe eon Resto-Corner of
lith and s lay onto( now occupied by
.1. Barrow. Aptily to
JNO. H. GRICIEN Co.
The Auditor hes notified Countyifiecity.
f. P. Os rtanit..d t isrlot tile. was iu the coy clerk Breathitt that, as 110011 as parties ' e'orty-five books, a watch rind a lila-
Ilondav holding unexpired liquor licensee shall
MISet 1.1.1[1a• t ox. ef Nes -;eed, ult.,. In the city 
tory of the Coiled Statee ate shistig
Monday 
their 'Jaime in the County Clerks away in our combination offers
Counterfeiters are working Bowling
half dollars!. Look out for them.
Henry Phelps, colored, sold 2,300
pounds of frosted tobacco, Saturday, for
$16.50, less than ceet per pound.
Whit Radford purchased 6,000 bushels
of wheat from McKnight & Giles', last
week, paying therefor 68 cents per bush-
el.
The Christian church is being re-
modeled and repaired. When comple-
ted it will be the handsomeet audience
room in the city.
Lipetine makes a "busineee" men-
tion in our preferred local columns
which it will pay everybody to read.
Ile is making special effers to chew out.
A noisy burglar tried to force an en-
trance into the cellar of Mrs. Mary
office. he will issue Isecke for the same.
Mrs. James Je.up voting her mother o
n subscription. Look under the head
Mr. anti Mrs. C.. . Layne celebrated „f 6•1„d„t„,„wait,...•
MI••• M••!1,1. M•rtvi returned fridn trip
Na,hvi:'e
Frank Quarle... Garr tt.lairg, iv as in itte city
W141111.148 y.
Mr, Hunter Wood returned from isienrboro
eaturday night.
.1.1ex Wardeld. t was ID the city
as tuna! Sunday
Mite Lena Lacy. Cvsky. wee in the city shop.
ping Wednesday.
mrs I has. Wood. or Nadi% i:ie, visiting
Mrs. J 0. cooper.
Kir Belle Ilarrisoa. of Karlington, spent
sanday in Chs city.
Mrs. Z A. Stowe, of Newetead. wan ma the
city shopping Friday
Wise Katie McDaniel IS visiting Mrs. A. •
of Clarksville
Hop Holenian aod Win Morton. Madisonville,
were in the city Sund•v
Mir Julia Smith, Of Charleston, S C , is•
ItIng Mrs. John W Pot
IR. S Wooten awl J. H. Draper. lAytayotte,
Ware Om city Ifonday.
Mrs. M W. of slaughtersv
nine her sister. Mr, John Day.
Wm. Hickman. st. Louis. wa• in the city
Wednesday visiting hi, p•rents
H. It Long, repreiwnting ILavenfield
Co., of Louisville, la in the city.
Dave l'ansler. Montgomery, has aecepted •
psalms with M Frankel •on
B. W. Leech, a premiticet yeun; lawyer of
Clarket ille. was in the city Friday.
Mow flora Trice ha• returned fr .111 a vast to
the Mires Barker in -oath
Wm. Moore. a prominent fanner of the Long-
view section. was in Ow city Wednesday
Mho Lizzie 1' Gravee."( Springfield, is visit-
ing her grandfather, Mr. G. 0. Thom p-v.a
DT. a It. Bourne and bride. nO4, 11144 A .berta
Previergaet. arrived home Saturday night.
Dr J. D. Clarly and lady and Miss Fannie
Clardy returned saturd•y from as eztensi•e
tasters trip.
We are sorry to learn that Alec Camp.
bell will 'ease us Christmaa for Eldorado, E. ,
where be will make his future h"me.
Col. Joe Fcard and Mr. F M. F"nda. assist.
eat Superintendent of chili division of the I.. A
N., event Friday with Mr. Frank lox.
Mr. R. B Withers. of this city, ha• aerepted
• position with the tobacco firm of Herndon.
Hallam' it Co., of Clarksville. as traveling
afoot sad sol•cttcr in the countie• of Southern
Kelitnek). Mr. Withers is a warm hearted,
genial gentleman of fine budinese capacity and
•11.011•11,e n dormer. The erns made a teu strike
IR securing
Married.
In Nashville, f, the evening of
the 25th ime.t., at the reeidence of Mrs.
Robert, by the Rev. Mr. Scobey, Mr.
Woe R. Foster, of Turicaloosa, was mar-
ries! tu Mk* Anitie C. Gates, lately of
Hopkinsville.
Badly Barbed.
A little child of old Celia Hunt, col-
ored, who lives in a cabin on the Wal-
lace t lace. South Main street, was bad-
ly burned Thursday morning. In the
obi wollighs. slot-ace the child built a
big fire and in rename way its clothing
might- The little thing was terribly
Primed before ti.e tl tines were extins
g ii-ireti and is mow at the point of
• We untleretand that the woman
lea. 4es eral other small children. She is
destitioe cireunisttnees and almoet
itutot: fuo I or It would be a
Lica charity for ito.rie one to go to her
-agotistance.
Coefusima of Names.
A friendly note from Rev. Dr. Strick-
land of the First Baptist church, Nash-
ville, informs us that the New Eite's re-
port of the Fairview dedication was at
faint rowing that he wart in early life
• member of the dramatic troupe to
which Dr. Lorrimer, an eminent Baptist
clergyman of Chicago, belonged. The
mistake emelt from the fact that an actor
of the eame name, sone years ago en-
tered the pulpit. Dr. Strickland, of
Nashville, Is another person altogether,
and WU never on the mimic stage at all,
nor a player except in the broader and
more philoeophie senee In which the
Jaquee says :
"An the world*. a stage.
•nd all the MOD nod w.miee nierely actors.-
A Heroic Deed.
Thursday morning, a negro girl 14
years of age, living on Mr. John Han-
berry's farm, was burnei to &tole The
girl was standing near the fl-e in a cob-
in. Her clothes caught from the flames
and in an inetant alio Was a blaze.
In her efforts to save herself she eet Ust-
i:led on fire and slaw a cradle which a
baby war sleeping At this her aexiety
for the infant tryst'. stile I er fears id per-
antral ‘Istigrr. anti, ith Ow death rl Mir
burning about tier hotly , Struggled
like a lieritilie *wee Ilie 11111,1, 8•48/1/1/
she lead eIllogitlelied the toil moil nailed
e little one, but by this time her own
cleahleg was burned from her body and
the very flesh w as cooked. With cue-
sit imitate coolness she wrapped a sheet
shout her farm, quiverleg Irons pain,
and walked some distance for help. At
9 o'e lock that night she died, but riot
until she knew full well that her life
had recorded one heroic deed.
Row les Worked In Elown.
Loner tile Vest.
"Are you aware of the faet that a bar-
room is being run va stir great secrecy in
l'" sai.1 ;sly friend, the store-
keeper-gauger, to ine yesterday. "It is
the only boosters I know ol where the
late la opanly violleted in a local option
lOwn. TheM amts., terntherm who have
their firet wedding atnnivereary Thurs-
day. A magnificent dinner Was served
and a number of delighted guests were
present to do honor ko the happy couple.
Mr. J. N. Finley, of Paducah, was
married to Mies Henrietta Myrick, at
tiw residence of tlitshride, on Jesup Av-
enue, Thursday, Rev. J. N. Preetridge
officiating.
The colored people of Ow etisisoro hav-
ing 'tendered fifteen acres of teed worth
$1,5(ttntl t500 in cash for the location of
the 4 te Colored Normal Scloxil that
point', it Is probable that they w ill becure
the institution.
Green Champlin lost a silk handker-
chief In the burglary that played sad
hrroc with Howell Tandy'a clothing de-
partment, and, as this about wrecked
Green's wardrobe, he is in a very exci-
ted state of mind as the winter wind
blow, around hie downy lip.
The Republican Executive Committee
of Trigg county hate been called to meet
in Cadiz, Monday, Dec. 13th. They
have about digested, the quasi-victory Of
last August and are going to prepare for
another teaeth next summer. het them
be careful or it will be a dish of crow.
Ali the standard brands of pure Keit-
Lucky and Teuneseee witiskiee on tap
at the Pultift bar.
Iletidereon Gleaner: We notice in
the turf papers that Principe ',andel
third as regard. dine In the family of
trotters of which he is a member. having
made smile in a little under 2:20. This
valuable horse browned by Robit Dixon,
of this cloy, arid lie.should be very proud
of him.
Fitch; Riving', the young man who
killed John Jelikitis at Kirkmansville,
last summer, has just been indicted by
the Todd county grand jury for murder
in the drst degree. The other parties
engaged in the affair, Jim Bit ins and
Tom McGee'have also been indicted for
assault.
Christmas tricks in all sizes, shapes,
qualities and graties are beginning to
appear in our etores. 'lite festivities
are even now begiuning, amid crowds of
anxious pure:lowest are flocking
town to get the first picking. ''Old
Chris" is going lb be prodigal in hie
gifts Bibs year.
Miss Lula Winfrre entertained a num-
ber of her friends delightfully at lier
home Tliursday '1'18e accomplish-
ed quartette, Chart. Anderson, Jarred
Crabb, Jack Melt 'ewe and Forest Huta,
furnished instrumeetel 'mule. The aro
aemblage etjoyed evehing itunienet-
ly and roweled upillsanksgiving in the
most charm': g
The teleteeementi of property in Ow-
enehoro fer State and county taxation
has been coniplettal by Mr. P. J. Mur-
phy. A partial eetimate intlittates that
the aseeesnient will be mint less than
$600,000 more than last year. Mr. Mur-
phy ha.; made a iiret-claite job 01 the as-
sessment, and it lel safe to say very little
if any property hes been nrieeed.-Merr-
senger.
Mr. Samuel Hodgson, one of the
oldest, Moist succeseful and tnottt eleterv-
big dealer* in the South, advertises this
week his "Marble Works" at Clarks-
ville, Tenn.. He keeps a large stock
the most elegant designs on hand and
14 constantly making direet imports-
tions from Italy and Scotland. He is
perfectly reliable and we heartily in-
dorse Iiim to the public.
Mail contractor Costello sumeeded in
(-lofting a contract with Mr. G. B.
Coombe for the Garretteburg route. Mr.
Coombs threw tip the job sometime since
because of the inadequate pay. Ile is
now to receive $1,000 per year fur the
route, or about $3.25 a trip. Formerly
the price paid was only $2.52 a trip.
The people along the route have receiv-
ed no mall for several weeks. (levee-
ionly some neighbor would get all the
mail for his immediate vicinity and take
it out to his friends as a matter of ac-
comodation, but the general public was
cut off from the outside world. We be-
lieve that the mails es ill hereafter be
systematically delivered.
The Evansville Courier MAW strange
thinga Tueeday eveiting. It says a cu-
rious phenortieca in the heavens was
witneseed last eight by nearly Ow en-
tire city . About •ix o'clock the sky in
the southwest, ruthlessly aeseumed a deep
criiiieon hoe, %Ishii gradually grew
hrtglater. .11i a few minuota breaks be-
gan to ucetir, until there were eight
Ilitee of cider all divergit g from s 111411.
1111,11 center. Re malting time for five
minutes they g:ew darker, mail lien :15
they w ere ie. block, standing out grim
awl (6(14,1.111)g 111 me sky. 'nee phe. ( Itizetta Saviegs Bank, was tried on a
The sale of the hotreelield effects of the
late Mrs. John B. Knight took place at
the homestead iftieetlay afternoon. All
the todee were made at good figures and
malt of the things were bid in by the
children of the deceased.
The North wind dot!' blow and we
shall have snow, anti what will the boys
do then, poor thin geS Why they'll jest
run into the Pasuetix saloon late in the
afternoon amid get on tire outside of a
good regular drink-good thing.
Jo-Jo drew fairly well at the Opera
House 51onthiy, Torridity anti Wednes-
day nights. The living half-woman
wad an illusion uf the finest type. The
mestneric performances were good sod
the entire programme pleasing.
A Henderson lady writes to the News
that sire knows of genibling being car-
ried on in that city and furnielres 1111111t's
and places. The New, withholds the
communication to shield the lady.
Should the letter come out there will be
hot times In high life.
Dr. Alex Campbell will be insrrieti
Miss Johnnie Mills, at the Baptist
church, at 9:35 o'clock, next Tuesday
mornieg, Rev. J. N. Presaidge officia-
ting. This is one of time most prominent
society events of the sestet() and many
friends wish the handsome couple a hap-
py voyage.
The heroic deed of the young colored
girl, who was burned to death oil Mr.
, John plaer last Thuteday,
in saving the life of Vie infant has been
la subject of universal applause. Otte
gentleman remarked "I would like to
give $5 towards erecting a monument
over her grave."
The city election w ill be held Saturday
week. It ie at present being but little
tliscuitarti. There are rumors ot a hew
board ticket, but ati yet nothing diffinite
has been announced. Tile ward system
seems to be bleeping hi the mind, of the
people. If we want to keep abreast of
the times we should certaii.tly have the
wards.
Mr. J. J. Rumpus, formerly of tide
city, and now with the John Shillito
Co., of Cincinnati, was married at Day-
ton, 0., Wednesday, to Miss Atineve
Baldwin, ef that city. They will make
their home at the Gibe's!' House, Cinch,-
nati, after an extended bridal tour. Mr.
Bumpus has many friends in this city
who wish lahn a full allowance of joy.
Mr. II. Wilde hong his hat in the hall
at Mr. A.G. Rosie' residents.. when he
went in to (limier. After the meal the
bat was gone, probably having been
yokel by a sneak thief. We have heard
of many such thefte having been cons-
mitted in the past few days. The cul-
prit). are probsbly small colored boy gi
whore. very youth ellieltie them form
etespicion.
Walter Gilliland and Ciarerice Kerit.e-
dy are going to °twit a general meridian-
diet! store at Bainbridge, next Monday.
They left tor the Feet Sunday to buy a
stock of goode. with an aa-•
sietant a III take charge of the store and
Kennelly has at..t..epteti a position with
J. D. Rthotell. They are both worthy
young men anti e WI them abundant
proepority.
Henderson Jovirtial : A negro
brought to town this week all interest-
ing epecimen of that well known inhab-
itant of the woods, the possum. It la of
a good size and normal in every respect
eat e Its fur, which is snow white in col-
or, and its eyes are the bright pink. It
watt urehased from the capturer by
Welter Hickw, who has it on exhibition
at the Barret House.
Our drawing is no "lottery echeme,"
but a fair and square gift to our sub-
scribers. We do it because it pays and
is legitimate. You poy for the paper
the regular price, no more and :to less,
and we throw in the chance at the pre-
miums. Somebody will get every ar-
ticle on the list. It matters not who, to
us. We put up the whole $1,000 worth
and our subscribers take them in. Sup-
pate you take our paper and a chance!
Geo. Witty created a dieturbance at
the residence of Mrs. Hummel, near the
depot, anti was tined $10 in the city
court for tirtinkennese add disorderly
conduct. Mrs. ilutnmera !mune was
fired into nett long airier, by some mis-
creant amid she lialt sirup been Maurits/el
eeveral times by rowelles. Her istisbend
died ilot long bitter amid olio ia mow left
alone. She certainly aliould be- protect-
ed Irian the maudlin diotiarbatittee of row•
dies slid loafers.
0e/else/ores Meartet soa : Pleas. Math-
is, the cretik who attempted to rob the
notnerta then began to disappear, at- writ of lunacy before Judge Atchison
tended by a brilliant meteoric shower Thuretlay, and on the testimony of the
lasting two minute,. The cause is not officers, was adjudged a lunatic. He
known, but the sight was sufficient to was taken to the Hopkinsvills asyluni
create fear and tremblieg arnotig the by Jailer Lancaster and policeman Gra-
de. The asylum superintendent silosuperetitious.
On a recent visit to Clarksville, a New Mettle had been discharged from his
Era man had the pleasure of bring 111001t111!"11 eight or ten 
years ago.
shown through the elegant eetablials- Mathis; thinned ut have bince been at
meta of Mf. C. 1. COOk, one of the lead- eeveral prrintil 
the West. Ile says
Ing jeweler. in our sister State. It was his parents are still Beteg about three
truly a matter 0(i/sorption firelauch g mike from 
Hawesville.. Ile is 41 year'.
illsphsy of hand/tome goods entelein of okl.
the metrupolltan Fret,* the Attest I . pions Ille ha. the hotior of hewing
, solitaire iltattionela down to the cliespesat shipped the beetyleet hogshead of to.
kW, up an vivito' Wiwi there. You ' silver-plated ware, all war elexamit4 sod bravo over altippeel fronts soy point on
walk Inc elostenestaire ousel every thing lies spletteltar. The alaclei feattires in iletlieley the 1,, N, The hogshead In filtration
the ippparatics of an abernione.1 bar- ' 1(140,141 Were the 111/Wellt, atel Ilefat IlltraP- Was this year's tsetse, ralbeel by F.
'unfit. Drop * film t into a little alit in live enveltlea sif 0111 aelle011 and all at George Corm, ter ilea,. l'plettiville, in
the ',wooer awl 3 mill tftel 'length and astetilohlegly les, privies, Skilled ssork• Lame county. It was hauled LI/ the 'Bi-
ologist.' berets. Best tip-et*Ira is the men were busily Wugsgeil Hoe **telt depot for shipment last week, and as
neatest pls..... 'flee room, havelp.n nt- madring, widoi Is Opeslaily of the usual the agettt tried to Weigh tlie hoo-
ted up with tables, hintloome easy chaire, eta:41116d !nt, and polite isle/amen were head. The scale,. nt Owe. will
fine phi urea, reclining lounge* mei rzhibiting pouch, to (IOW& or (.u.t..• draw only 3,000 pounds, atid ne
eliiitil•-walt•- r. In lit r.. tiny Iting may ',wok sine*: coolititiouely. The house hogshead weighed ))))) re Blau that, he
tet found 11 Izeilm SIP I t:11)S El!tatICIII• is entirely rellahle anti every (hill sent simply marled on the hogeheati : "Weigh
to e drinking and it cling. any ogle out is fully guaranteed first-class. We at ileatination, too heavy for the 'wales
'got • las ,tler the I bible,' a rear room Is take pleaseire in recommending ouch Isere." 'file itogeheatl Was five feet in
provided for him, end here he sleepa off business itemises find the "push" and en- diameter, and was supposed tee contain
the effeeta of hie debauch. Only the , terprIse of such men as Mr. Cooke 3,500 pounds of tobarco. Bes
ides Oda,
iiiitiated can get in, and but few people I make him emioently deserving of the Mr. I own has thr
ee other fine hogs-
there know of the establishment. success be has attained. 
heada.-Ilart County News.
Ordet is for our paper awl the fa, ty;lice
!woks j-nr .5n cents are pouring in trom all I
points. Its the biggest little offer ever
made in this country. Read the list of
books and take advantage of the oppor-
tunity.
'the membership of Church Hill
Grange are requested and urged to at-
tend the meeting of the Grange on Dec.
'24th 1856.
By order of the Grange.
J. A. Browning secy.
Syrup er tors.
Manufactured only by the California
Fig Syrup Co.. San Francisco. Cal.. is
Nature's Own True Laxative. This
pleaaant California liquid fruit remedy
may be had of Mr. H. B. Garner. Sam-
ple bottles free and large bottles at fifty
cents and one dollar. It is the most
pleasant, prompt, and effective remedy
known to cleanse the system; to act on
the Liver, Kidney and Bowels gently
•
Coming Back.
Dr. 11. M. Sherman, the noted spe-
cialist, who is now at Owensboro, is
meeting with remarkable stweess. Scores
of the afflicted from all parts of Davleas
county amid also (rum Spencer and Du-
countlee, Ind., are daily visiting
him, seeking the benefit of his medical
skill and advice. Totem ho visited
him alien lie was here October speak
in the higheet terms of him and their
rapid improvtment for the short time
they have been under his treatment. Ile
will return to llopkineville December
15tit, at the Burbrldge Ilouse. 'Filose
who did not have an opportunity to see
hint on his Met visit should not fail to do
60 on his return. We predict for litm a
large and increasing practiee on his re-
turn.
The Lecture Course Assured.
At the meeting of the Y. M. C. A.
Tuesday night, the committee on a lec-
ture courrie made a partial and encour-
aging report. In less titan a week the
course will be tie finitely arranged, pa-
wn tickets Issued and an active canyon
of the tow ti made by a strong and influ-
ential committee. We can now an-
nounce that the course will initlude lec-
tures from Gen. Lew Wallace, author of
iten Heir, and at present running a ser-
- lid on time "Childhood of Christ" iti Her-
per's Moothly ; Prof. Joeeph Cook, made
famous by Ids Ho•toti Monday lecture',
and Wendling, than w hum there le none
greater on time roetrum. This Is the very
best talent the country affords We
trust our citizens; may take an active in-
terest in the matter, tor it is one of the
richest results of the T. AL C. A. By
this time next week we hope to be able
to atutounee the list of lecturee.
-- --ems as-
Didn't Get Him.
Deputy Sheriff Gordon ilanberry had
quite a lively experience one day this
week. Ile went out in the titulary to
arrest a Mall on a warrant front Lyon
county. The fellow Was mixed up in a
*hooting scrape down tiwre. Gordon
says dist when lie arrived at the place
he met first the father of the young fel-
low who invited trim into a room where
hie man and a brother were sitting. Ile
read his warrant amid proceeded to make
the arrest, when the older brother grab-
bed a shot gun and presented it at him
telliog hint "not to toueh his brother or
he would empty 24 buck shot into hint."
Gordon chose the part of distortion and
verse home. Ile swore out a warrant
for the fellow that %rung in the shot
giiii atal yesterday two (Atter': went
Joan to get the two nien. 'file names




if lie occupants of the little brown cot-
tage at 1005South Virginia street, ',wild
have a word with your readers. We
kisew hothing hatever about It, how
flood I w e ? I. tie iti the atternoon time
first load was dropped at our door, !by
III. help 01 a strong negro man ;; but
()realise the busy farmer, our generous
brother, is given to such acts of kind-
tow, we still did not guess it. It flintily
dee ned upon um, however, %heti ab
seven u'cloek, after repeated knocks and
entriee, our little hone, Was Ailed to
overflowing able bright Lots malty
of our .lesst frientle. There %sere m3 etc-
rious pound of %herb+ at Ow gate, and
floildeg of lanterns, aii.1 thud, thud, as
ot bundles dropping in the hall, anti on
opening the door there was found a ver-
itable pyramid of butallee, boxes, bags
an 1 "births," representing the kind wish-
es of malty a warm heart. A delightful
social hour tolloweel, which permed, for
Us all, too short, awl after prayer, the
company diepersed, leaving besides the
scores of gilts, many a rich memory
with which to begin a day of thanksgiv-
ing indeed. May God. of his infinite
grace, make his face to shine upon you
all.
MR. AND MRS A. C. Bietnat
- -gee ao-
!Giver Npar.
eivellent aridienee, ileppite the
wretched weather, welcomed E. F.
Bentoree telented company in "Silver
Spur" at Ilaylin'a Theatre last night.
The play takes its name from the coun-
try seat where its ineitlente transpire,
and ies deeigned to frame the accomplieh-
menu of a soubrette in a good plot. It
la hardly necessary -to follow the latter
farther ti.an to say that the central idea
is s strong and °lights' one. A dying
man hultle his large estates wider a will
which permits hitn to Moven. of them
only on cortilition that ice shall live to a
eertaltt time. Ile la within two month'
of the time, and dying when the actions
(Teem. The daring expedient of plac.
the.boily in a vault and having
rweretsry personate the Invalid Is resew-
14 41 to. The bold device gets the qui-
;alley of the audience because. It Is in
the bits-repo of the aotibrette-herolne,
and it affords the playwright an oppor-
tunity fer 'one great dramatic fielshes.
'Ilse work is rather striking iti posni-
bilities, and has, as pewee-lard. the ad-
vantage of Improving from curtain to
finish, and therefore holding the audi-
ence with increasing interest. The star
slugs and daticer charmingly, and In
climax 'tableau) speeelies evinces a dra-
matic pow er not teached by several in
the Name line of inieitiesa, who can not
do either I well. Her displays of short
dreastes mod hoselery its the earlier acts;
will of long toilets hi the later HOW
have delighted at least the ladle., for
Hwy were all, NM the advents+ sitroit
says of lila "paper," "Dew NIA Very Ill.
tractive." iler octopi, "Roo Joitr,"
"Maybe sett do, but I doubt it," and
lier 14;0 Milt,* were eticersil i atilt
Is more to the want, deserved to Ire.
The elemaly eeettell were good. "Silver
Spur" w hold the boards all the week,
awl is *ell sunk eeeing.-(ClUe11111111,1
I lazettn.
•
A Luxury and Necessity
For rich and poor who wish to enjoy
good iseelth, and who do not %lilt to ;sp-
oon to hitter natineotte, liver medicines
and cathattlea, is the concentrated Cell-
footle liquid frith remedy, Syrup of
Fig,. Sample bottles free, and 50c. and
$1 bottles for sale by H. B. Garner.
The Hopkiusville market le quiet.
But little tobacco is coming in no sales
are being made. Week before last 60
hisde. we re cold at from $2 to pl. 'Fite
ger eral itnpreeslon among our buyers is
that alb crop was damaged 30 per cent
by the frost.
Henderson bleaner.
The inerket bail been drsggilig all the
week. It is impossible to get the tru3 ere
and sellers together em pricee and very
few crops are bettor sold, though a great
many losde have been sold this week,
and notably yesterday. The general
price for ordinary tobacco is firm $4 to
$5 fur good, $3 to $4 for lugs, and $1 for
instal. Frost-bitten tobacco brings near-
ly nothing. Among tire crops sold, we
note a few : G. Vaughan dt Co. bought
one crop for $7, $4 and $1, and another
for $7, $6 and $1-the tobacco being very
tine. Dr. KILO bought a crop at $4 50,
$3 25 end $1. Shelby & Slaughter
bought a crop of J. Hantelton, of Union
county, at $5, $4.50 and $1. Mr. Toy,
of Robard's Station vicinity, Was offered
$5, $4.75 and $1 yesterday. 'floe tone of
the farmers is generally against selling
at sech pricee anti the buyers firm in
their stand for low prices. There will
Tobacto Notes.
---
The special tobacco crop report to
Bradstreet'm indit &tee that the western
leaf crup will aggregnte about 235,000
hopheads, againet 250,000 hogsheads in
1885; that there has been a decline in
"1PREFERR EP LOCALS"A LITTLE THING OF Ol R OWN.
A wasp came Musing work,
And *nous things did tackle;
Ile stung boy and then • (lag.
Theu made a r000ter cackle.
At last upon an editor's cheek
Re settled down to drill,
Ile prodded there for half a week
Mel then lie broke his bill.
The reason for (Ills dire MI./MI)
1161-weii, we bate to on) -
(The truth of this matter is that the
newspaper man's cheek, like all the rest
of his anatomy, had become moist deuc-
edly "hard tip" by constant and close
communion:with delinquent substeribets,
who are "some un the cheek them-
selves,"ibut-
Tbe editor's cheek made the Lini's bill saap
-oot
"Itt,ranse it Ras built that way "
Mr. Buchter, a well-known citizen ( f
Lancaster, Pe., Ils14 used St. Jacobs Oil,
and coneidere it an excellent remedy in
cases of swellings, bruises and burns.
Important to iturinews Men.
In this clay the fact lila long eince
been demonetrated that judicious adver-
tising pays. Those who think their ad-
vertisemente are never read should till
the space with charges against them-
selves for one issue, and they will find
out whether they are read or not. Noth-
ing equals advertising. Without it the
immense businees in different lines that
is carried on in the country would be
inipoeelble. 'tirade would stagnate and
iminettee ware-roome that are sending
goods all over the land would become
as varant as undiscovered caverns. The
New York World say.: "Many a deal-
er who places a $10 advertisement in his
village paper begrudges hie inveetment
when it is worth double to him what he
pays for it. Advertising rates in the
city newspepere would astonielt such
business noni. Otte column In the Chi-
cago Tribuee costs the advertieer $26,-
000 per annum. The New York Herald
receives fur its lowest price column $39,-
563, and for its highest price column
$53,a90. The New York Tribune for its
loweet $29,755, anti for its highest $s5,-
64a, and these papers, it is slatted, never
lack for ativertisemente to till theircol-
Millie. And still there are Iota of peo-
ple who wonder why a aountry newe-
paper can not be furhiehed to stitheerils-
ere at ail low a price as the great dailies
are sold for."
leitilitti rubber worms; Dia you ever
see any ? Well the first time you pass
one of theee street venders of worm
caftan:Illy blileitwi-ti 1310s tir ,tefay:iot i tom boccf.tle
weenie!, give a wormy child a dose id
W Moo* Cream ‘'ertniftige. It bringe
a_ale E..
Cherry. Leach & Co., dealers in mg; i-
cultural impletneete, Aberdeen. Irak.,
made ant aselgriment. Aesetts, 04000;
liabilitieli, $50,000. Inebility to unmake
colleetimie eatieed the failure. The tirtn








I P..,ct forget I'm stocked will' crib..
With P.M for 0111. 88P /II Ins or OM I. 4,
II takes little the-i- rril. to hi,) .
les • rung to alb.* the kola to cr?.
Overcoats, Overcoats,
Tobaggan Caps all sty leo at Frankel's.
TOYS ! TOYS! TOYS!
Everybody in Hopkineville and Chris-
tian mutity is invited Local! and see our
new Christmas Tricks. We have the
largest dipplay, beet aesortmeut and
chea wet goods.
JNO. B 6•LBRIE.A111 & Co.
FOR SALE!
A Val i Bt.?. REMIDENCK 011 North
Main street. Improvements consiet of
frame cottage with 7 rooma, good coal
home, lien :etude, out kitchen with good
eellar, stable for two horses and cows
each, good cistern and young orchard
on 1 1k acre lot. Apply to
At.ex. Calf el3111.1..
Underwear at Frankers for Men, La-
dies and children.
BTO.
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN "T. WMGHTS.
And Lava them exchf_nged for a
nice new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
-TO- .Aek.I.A3LAI lir-WC)
Newspaper Men.
We have for sale,'
CHEAP a "Mustang'
Mailer," good as new.
Wo have bought a new
and larger one and
have no use for this
WORKING CLASSES Attention!e are
prepared hi fiirniali with employ-
ment st home, the Whole of the time, or for
their apare netneut.„ BU•Ineria light and
profitable. Persons of either sex easily earn
from 5to rent. 1,, WOO per evening. •nd a pro•
portionate aunt by devoting all their time to the
buoite•-s. Roy., mid girls earn nearly as much
e. men. That all who Pee this wend their
a.idre-s. and test the busters*. we make thia of-
fer To such as are not welt satisfied we will
woe! one dollar to pay for the trouble"( writing.
Full partieulars and outfit free. Addrees 0ito




I • • • •o. citizens of Hopkinsville
awl run- dtntry that I have in my
sales room the largest and finest selection or
Monumental Work in the South,
And hay e -uperior facilities for supplylag all
kinds ,if Nlarlde and taattite ork desired. I
manufacture Donnas but the loc,t 31arble. Im-
porting DIRECT from ITALY and SCOT.
LA N I Pnaitiert Me t..0 Puree...fully compete with
•nr house in the country. A large and Ilse se.
lection of desigos alwaya on hand Ordered°.




We on, folloo ing "Inducements"
to -tit-ctil I., the Nro
PREMIUM LIST.
e- have tints far srralliCed for the fol-
low lug prenitume. l'he list will be com-
pleted up to $1,000.00 &sown as poeeible.
$210.00 A Handsome Organ, 5 Octaves,
14 stops, 4 out* of Reeds of 24
Octaves each, sold and fully
guaranteed by D. H. Baklava
A Co., Louniville, Ky.
tight fine steel engravings-
handsome fratnes, $10 each. n$80.00
$45.00
$30 00
At a great reduction.
-ALSO- $30.00
All Kinds of Winter Goods!- $20 00
sold cheap proportiun. (liVe 1181' it (all.
13, Rosenbaum
BUSINESS!
To save trouble of
moving and in order to
close out my entire
stock of Cloaks, Hats,
Ladies' Under wear,
Dress Goods, and in fact
everything in my store
at No 103 Main st., now
superintended by Mrs
Carrie Hart, I will sell
everything at and be-
low cost, for the next 30
days. Mrs Hart and
Mr. Waller will be
leased to wait on all.
know which way. c 'his is no joke. Come
be a break somewhere etion-se don't
Union Local: Mr. Buck Hammond, and see for yourself,
one of our river bottom farmere, sold and be convinced. I am
his crop of tobacco Hendermon this
week for the enormously large prier of
25 cents' per hundred potluck; revels lug
for hid entire crop-7,500 pouttels--but
$18, not enough, by several dollars, to
pay the experneest of Ida trip. Jack
Frost haul got in hie work on the crop.
Oaeneboro Inquirer: Prices on to-
bacco are astoniehingly low. Offers run
from $1 to $4. No money in raking the
weed at thotte prices.
Cadiz Telephone: The from ma le a
damage equal to a loss of about fifteen
to twenty per cent. of the crop. It has
created a much larger quantity of low
gradea than would have existed if there
had not been a frost, and eonsequently
there is a very depressed feeling on
thoee grader, which we do not expect to
see result in a very marked decline, as
the prices for those kinds have been
very low for a year peat.
Mysteriously Missing.
Cl.altkaVILLX, TENN., Nov. 27.--:Spe-
cial.1-C. A Bailey, who has been agent
for the Chess-Carley Company and now
the Standard Oil Company, after col-
lecting $500 or more for the company on
coal nil sales, left here on the 15th, sta-
ting that he was going to Ruesellville
and from there to Nashville to settle
with Mr. Brown, and ha* not been seen
or heard of ether. Ile poosibly had
more than $500, but it is not believed
that he had enough to induce him to de-
sert hie wife, a tweet exmlient lady, who
la still here at the Shelby !loupe. Mr.
Halley has heretofore borne a goo I char-
acter, anti Ills demeanor here in public
has been such as to inspire confidence,
but there is some evidence that be Ire-
quota; hithilged illealpetIon, getting
quite &sulk. Ile Was Peel' ith consid-
erable money sweltered over lila desk on
the day lir left. A gentleman Reeked
hint for a 10111111 601111 of money set vane ed
to meet some expellee.* for the oll com-
pany, and he paid no attention whatever
to the demand. The getitleman remark-
that he wad drunk as a "bileti owl," had
not sense enough to take care of him-
self end feared he would lotto hie money
front the reckless way in w hich he han-
dled it." Ills absence Is shrouded in
mystery. Ile was trot meen alter leav-
ing here, and it is said that lie did hut
pawl Guthrie.
determined to close
these goods out, as the
store has been rented.
Goods entirely new and




Also another large lot of Ladies', Misses
and Childrente cloak-. and Short Wraps
at greatly reduced pri :es jit-t received at
Frankel's.
Christmas Goods !
We have now completed our -grand
opening of Holiday Goods, embracing
everything conceivable ;Br Toys anti
Cenieutions. 'Don't buy till you see ollr
etoek. I:onie early and avoid the rti.h.
June B. 44 al.BRFA111 tt
T. Gor:1:, th:
Has opened in hie old stand, No. 19, 7tli
street. His stock is complete. He would
like hie friend') and the public lit general
t call amid examitie his solck before pur-
chasing elsewhere.
Frankel', are offerilig opt-vial bargains
in Clothing mei Overt-mite for Men, Boys
and Children.
10,000 No. 6 Enve-
lopes for sale at a bar-
gain. Apply at this of-
fice.
Elegarit litre eh aiiil Gents'
Silk ilanilkentliwis, amid Worsted and
sink Mufflers at Frankel's.
•
Parties desiring nice-
fitting Suits made to
order would do well to
call on N. Tobin ik Co ,
merchant Tailors, cor
9th and Main st.
We will receive title week air elegant
line of Silk Umbrelltim with oil.
ver Ivory handles.
M. FHASh II A
One theory le that, exhibiting Isis
motley too freely in a drunken revel, be Blank Notes for salewas followed by roughs and foully dealt For $4 25 ....will fureil.la MP Weekly
WWI. However, lila father-lo-law, lir. at this office, cheaper .. ,.,..., .n.,,, ,.,..1,'.1" libri414'eXl.t v'tili!'ulr'ilekr:
J. 11,1:riddle', of Nashville, IS here to than Citil be bought in 1.1.,i,roul I tem., /111.
1 /I W11111.1'1811P? W nos
comfort his daughter, who is lit great Louisville or Cincin-
Pr lir• Fleury
^ The 4.1'.1.1. ••• •
I.ad• f tea .. 81.•
11. la 4 toplii'• N. I r f
11/. Smoot !torten. .•••
lb. I., ' •
II 1•1111.16 • • W1.111, • i r • 1 Mo. •• • • • Py 18.e
Nth.. .1 • • :•.
AT Tio• 14y...tel  *I 11..• 114,111 Tree. • Sorel Ry
thy mains -I •
11. The Hooter* of IA It. ass so, . .a...•
eel le.•8•• u ••! tt•▪ jolt,
16 J.1.• •,. v..
•
15 The Gro! 0••••••.. I • •
:••• .11.'0 • ta ....•:•1. • .• • .• -•
eh. r.
•
r 1:••••• rt f. , • •• I 5! • Si.
$20.00
$20 00
$75.On One Standard 4-Iforwe Wagon,•sf made of thoroughly seasoned
timber. soaked in oil.
An elegant Sewing MS1•111130
• ith ail and latest improve•
ed attachments
Three Tuition CPIllika/P11 in the
F.wansTille ommeretal College,
worst tor tree value in tuition.
Two Mail s,dirdarship tertie.
eat-. In Louisville short-h•nd
and 1 ype- Writing laid Mite.
A fine Stilt of Clothes to be se-
lected by the piiresaiger.
A fine Silver Watch, standard
'hake. and warranted drat-
class in every rex: eel .
A handivome decorated Dinner
set of Chin•.
$12.5n One Tobacco screw, Made by theNJ Metcalfe Meant/441 unng Co
$12.50 ',17,,T.Vi'.'";.',;Ztrairr,::''efoby the
$12.0n Webeter's unabridged int-tins-
fully iiins•se are. latest edition,
trated. leather-hound.
$10 00 1 fine Hand-made gentleman'sr lady's *saddle.
$10.00 ,‘,.„1"74:3`41,r.:,,(•,117...kp."1•`.'"""
$5 00 A l'air of VIlle Boots.
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I. The VI.1.10 Itedott 1•oo. ro. . .• •
" 411740"4;; .. et 681.1•••••• • Janie • •81ee6•••1
8. 4-t •I ' . . • • ?W.I.@ frt. •••••
••••88• • • •••1••••• al A.m.,
to the OM l'• cat,
• pt•issses. keeltor1 .n. Utld Iten4lInfoo.• note
uul ••• • ' . • . ,• •1,1pLI.Eit 1.8.4
t ter 51 rite, •• • PI•••• at.4 67,n
• ,et• • woo, Oslo
• •ID, 1114d. • 43
▪ 7 Wed 1 orrl 1. arr.,
..•• •
Sewall& American
, • I • I
I It. 11•....• ••• / p.II. 1-1.,...
•
Weer. r• at. Ss 6.1 1 Pude, •
`an* ••
I atlie4 • ̀  Hu•18
• IR. %4 .•••11'• rry..A N.,.
•- 1••.. • •... • • I • 1.• •.-• • 8 the 1168,1• ete
r WIldren 1 re. •••114.9. • N••••. P. Ilo•• •
:• pl., k •  P. ••81...t of • ' Ca'1641
ha -6
fOos/oos OM the •••0111. • !••%••1 li• P I.. Fas•
• Leollne. • to. • 118., •••81.44
• Pret.l•
4,uhel..1'• Muer/age. k 5, • • 1. ;I,
•• !Pepping th. h1r18.1.8d • " • •I Ply 1111•ry
arlrea. • ••• 1.• U... a.
• •• 41e, • Peep.% 41,
'I k I...1.1. 66 Oulu. • Setel. NI the ••114.1. •
uterl. 'a I 1.8•• • •••.I ay hot Ah-alluiet l• .•
• .1•if v....1 Sy MTh,. C.......• m..1 •
a' A iii .4,-. .• Py Peaty 5...4 '
o I nu., 1 11•,•1•. • •• 111.. It •
0,
I, I.. . .
l',111, •4,1
/.• 44••• is 11.1.• 1.06•11., •
11 • • • • ••
0 ilt••I • I • , • .
6, Parlor R•gle ••••I I le. 4.1.•1 1 I elope st, •
It ••••Il• • • ' • • 
. • t•
41 sf ik• Ps. us.
• . • •
I H•11.11.1, I •••
lloo•••• •
I • 1.• iD • ..•I sID4
41 5...• .lotAa 1•.• 1..1. 14. a • 1••• hell
• • FS • I •ul at. lbw 1404..4
P•ales. T, • of •• boos., reel...
• - ••••1 4,•nt f.•• WY, sod p-u•u •
01 It 1'70.411 ALFA) OPFER.
%%. bu% e arramo it li the publishers of
• •••• I ...kit to Diehl/le 1411011. 1-8•11,146.•
81 1. ...P. str's .iileo•ription to our pitis-r
soot ticket our drat% Ins for 82.0.0 for
11 kly , and silo tor TO-Weekly or se
will send env fix, for la eta," or the Po n4.1.
tort) ("r {LSO. .C.I•lreso, all Ortil•Pl•
W Ella" 1'1111.1941114M IV-
Ileeklreville. ar•
disinter, mod thlitkr, sa the roporter
eleretneele, that lila tent-liolew hits alit
oconded with the motley. The reporter I
ittepectedj as Mitch a week. ego, and
spoke of It to lila friends. The mutter
reatral quite a seneation In the city.
Sir. Bally bad formed many acquaintan-
l•Pla for the short time in the city anti
made stone wartn friende.
Mr. Ilniley la abet well known in this
city. Ile lived here. regularly for some
time and has been making trips to this
rity for 'levered yearn'. ills wife was a
charming lady, and many friends here




0:1 9:: 11 T11:
AlLIASESCP
For S6.2I5 ".' wild 
ri•WeitAly
idie vitae ticket and tom.
I 14 pl. 1.
For $2.40 11 SI.14 kr/18 P 1114111R14 • %Ill flirted' 
the 11 eek•
, • Ilto. 11 ...Ali Now 1 World, and a
III 181,V Ito.1111.1 Silt •e•Iff ot1 111.1tory
1..• 1 -I.:1•141..
For $3.40 •-e • III ftirtosli the Til-l% evil% New Ern I tear,
tea. t, •• k 11 'OA DI 111.1,4,
Everything new in MAKE MONEY!Gents' Neckwear The
nobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the
city can be found at
WRIGHT'S, the Main
Street Clothier.
Fort. ,re oat ty by opora•
tors i acts*, liras** and Olt.
Teatisients frequent] V l•fly from 1500 to
$2.00" dollars or more on eaeh {WO invosteil.
Adder,. for cireulare,
WILLIAM K. 101 A RDS,
Ilapker and firoker,_
a 40 1113 Broadway, New York.
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats and Caps
•
CA7.11.1 Threc7.
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
Cmwismirwg
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come
once and have your old Boots ar,d
Shoes exchanged for new ones.
a":177-e_
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money. :E1 -
member
My Motto-----Wright Vercings f?'.) One."
V Hrrestre, Fre. I 'I r.
Unlhlhilicitifil 1E011, 
General Founders and Machinists,
-- nnu'iel urer, of-
by Mills anO fill M3chilleu,
Pulley Shafting. Hungers
And Make a ,,pec.ftltv of Repairing In-
toner' and Mill Machinery.
We have recent's- added to our factor- n
General Repair Department,
• here e will do repa-ring of
WACONS, PLOWS,
rtHOEINC
and st1,18 an"; t, and WO,' -
workmen are
Ilechatile• •f Experliemee.
Our Iron Cistern Top
lathe moot eonvenieni. durable and cheap-
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS





WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
tv, are manufacters of the AmericAn
Combinatiop Fence
For Lbristian. Todd awl Trigg counties.
It is the best and
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. V ail auu exam
melt
We manufacture all goods we sell and
Guarantee Them Fully.
obeli be glad to quote prices er male




IF F 1 Unlit •itiii . Ilk. NEW f• TO4 K OF FALL .5•1. WINTEMI
...00D% Olt cr:seicss IRV
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER S FRIEND,
-CONSISTING Or-
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing., Hats, Boots Shoes, &e.
All of the Latest -tyles at the Lowest Price&
JOHN 11.0AYON,-. Ninth and Virginia Stress.
Coodwin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
The noel (Perfect 11411r Dressing so ae.
t Nerpo sollf bad' from fallin; out It proinotep th. grt th, pretends
ntbIrtiff. keeps MP IP all, clean. makes the hair aiel 1,..1,,ccs re.
stores hair to its natural color, and Iv grow hair on
", Borri.v.s 25 Cents, 1.A It al/. E 50 Cents.
J.14. GOODWIN, Proprietor,
Wolters Laboratory. • • • Ciaolassti. Obis
I. 0 0 D 1 • • al
HORSE amt CATTLE POWDERS
Ars the Farmer's Guides for
All Diseases Pertaining t• Heroes,
Cows, HOES and Sheep
It purities the blood mid prevents almost any
• disease all stock are oubject to requiring an in-
ternal remedy.
Tbis powder prepared from one id the old -
...4 and best receipts knout) •mong floe "tisk
ratters and dealera. Tlomsands of certificates
have been Pettel vett testifying to the eMescy of
the Powder. All that is aolied is a trial of the
l‘milled that It has no equal aa a pet-await e and run
all /1144111.1. all . i• A I TIVI (Tall FOS 1100 COOLIlia. This Powder is guaranteed
laxly.. rent Ira mitosis/awe in tery ass.
1111„ GOODWIN, PrOprietor and Manufacturer.
Western Laboratory ,Clnetneatl, 0,
11AI. It 111 Hi' Manage, I k
Ci-aith.or Comparly,
--PRO 110 1,Tolos _
Planters' Warehouse,
TOBACCO AND WI1ZAT C:1:MISS:CN
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.,
T. 'W. 14CcOrts.-z.g1-..4137. rr•sicissri.t.
MILL& TOWN:
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est. y Insurant;e Office.
• es"-
X MT 1LT .11-.1t 7E1E3:
molyeintoo. ggorebood , .1 o 1,1 Pc ewer's' I Pr-spurt 2,nerolly
attai losa And damage by
Fire, Lightning. Wnd lornadoes, Cyclones
- Awl offers the Litest I I-,
LACE' r%41-
Itatt• Ad Ml other 1,01.4 s,, ••
4111ffiee Ney and Floor. Cort.or .oriog sena ••t• . k elle, Ito.




Excelsior Wagous BAFZBED VilortE,
Are *arc 'sited to exeel In Workman-
ship and Mete-rise levied -try tool t
atinetioe And Petters/4ot Draft. tear
wagons ;ire all Made at lisittl.'. Rio! ery
one warranted to give enere sateree
lion. No trouble or delay et gestidder
them teetered. .111 mitteriai thor..ngb-
ly inspeeteli before usigor. We bared
te meiastahl the reputation of the Cele.-
bretee litex)elaior Wagens. Large Atnok
on hand of an sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!1
Sash, Doors, Blinds', I.aths,
Boterdle ntculdings. Brackete, Belusters,
Nee% els. Band Rail and a liege Stock of
Roegli nurnber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime,
Cement. Plaster Hair. Fire Brick, ate.,
Grates anti Merited., all sizes and kinds
at rock bottom figures.
Ficurbem
t1 i• • I I; 11111i11•DIC tit In
Fat :err ..2t Beegies. ease:ere,
mete, mint eel!, a.: 11.1y:oils ear
'see, ass.• I 4.1 'see ie i.• Eeeh
jeb war; tided id v e 1310.f:elites.
71: - N. T 'E. ,S" S
We let ep tidie -reek of Buggy liar- r
Iseeil of all kiwis at reasonable priers.
We !pi% e grelet y other geods
*hell are too esiniersiit4 to nientlon.
We hese to see you %%hen in need of
anythieg in our Ito...
MOO( Mopes t t
41Le7leee M211'CO.
IP:VI:1 MT V 7. T •
COMMERDAL STU EGE
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ITAINING.
Day and Night
During an acne- teteek of itrone- ltil,. a
era:aquas Welding in the threat. nod an
exhausting. eackine cough, autiet the
sufferer. sleep is haeishel, nee a:7'AI
prostration fteloes. This ,1;seas e,
attended with Iloarseneas. and some-
times Loss of Voice. it is liable to he-
come chronic. involve the tems, anti
terminate family . Ayer's Ch. cry ise.•
red affords Apetay relief ant:. tilt'
.1 Bronchitis It emitrois th• • de-jade,: a
•':. ludo. eo ref:.
I been pritc•i pl.y ;• 7
wenty-lour yearn. 44el. fe r the I ...4•
twelve. have sutierd•,i tree, „„teed ,T.
tacks of Brunt-lotto A:: N I ! 1` ..11.'
811 till, usual ruill...1,es
Without Raiicf,
tried Ayer's Ctiesry re," • "".1. 1,
effeetssl a aricei;• - lc .
M. I a, Carrolitt.e.7e4-
t es (leery te: :- ," CA.
rouicity, wit hos v • l•.r
Itrohohiti I •os.
• • sd • tee.
I wa.. -t w:,:l • •-•
• •vere t'ol.l. 1.teh iv i • -
.ottital oil toy 1,41104 By s•v.
I wits retl,zotai altu.st to .1. -,. •,,
e•tte,rit seas itt oss n:"..1 I t'• 1•dr:
no' ht., 1.!., :ao tio.1 I..
:71ve lip Isio..11! • .. I iv 1.• • a
. .1' I ..4.• it.i•
-eci By Us;;:j.
..r .•1*• I .
olii ,•• tete...! tear': . •
f• 11114ita-.04. .? .4
/11:41 . r0 •
r• I'. ,•, . ; •
i .• ; - • • -
T. r..1 .t:/... a., : 1. ••
t. i"r
1•• .• • . • '
r▪ e'd. s. earl E. ',•. t t.
two vear-• iez., I s'os •. • • •
ott•hitio. •
tn.• Ineawn lead:alt.. • • .- . • .
tertmodte flit.- •r. • • o • •,..„;
various tue.11, •. .
_Ave." 4""i. r•
Which relieVe411, • <I' c • •
to take thia , . r
-- Ernest l'oltost, I* t
Ayer's Cherry Pectra',
Prepared by De. J. C. A) r . '; .
*4.4,1 by all Itraggf•ts. i'ci••••
OPIUM
Lae Wit IsK 11 ARIT.S
n. home without pain. 900E
of particulars sent FRES.









1 raSTITUTED OVER ONE-TH,RD of a CENTURY. Direct Route
..••••••••1
1
flaccessifid because meritorious. Mane of the hest linot-Iseoergi sei,t: t'seineee wen ,b t teethes I
county graduated at this old gettable Commerrial arhool. "e te lel, to the weer 
To Memphis,
thorough manner Hook -Keeping of every deacr,ptior„, 'boons... nicl
4 troatnental Penman•lot.. Huskies= t "alt•tristi..a. ..se I
i 
.
Mathematic*. Rumness Term- ..n.1 : 
NeW Orleans,Actual littaineee. i
Displayed In Chinatown's Reataisrinte -
Charms-The Aneestral Tablet.
Five edslitionel indisen regiments lieve the poorer C14.6a -and prooalay many . ,
In restaurants and Mains levees of ,
, , in et supenditious persons living. Theybeen vett red to Burwell. housekeepers in this city 1
-Illve °Pell nie i nave whims, fancies and beliefs con-
Eraatus brooks, of New York, in se- fal110 in thee kitchens %%here Chinese Inected with every ordinary occurrence
verely ill, It veesa Aimed at his home cooks hold sway-there will be observed lief ordinary life, and their actions are
that lie could bet possibly reeover. pieees of red paper with cheracters writ-
tall influenced by some one or more of
J soot) Matte of Coehran, Ga., hie as- ten upset] them. The raper repreaents !these occurrences. On land they watch
niggled %Ali itebnitte. neeeteet 'tease" the keeled' god. and the itieroglyellies ;i for black oats. cross-eyed people, ladders
atod $50,tett and assets sheen the same are his name--Tszmin. Sometimes the !, And many other objects, and on aea their
Attiotitit. paper is white, and centains the leapt:ale ,
of the got die other ligume of human many
lives are made happy or unhappy by
Masitine Margaret Bellanger, a mit- L_.: of the lesser rather than the
treei of NaPole"n tile a I* iiiiii 1* mem' i'einP, and the lower animak Tills ie j ereater scenes of the voyage. They are
her el the demi-monde, died last week pastea upon a board and hung up. Tli • i believerm in fate. and when at sea they
devosit rook burns incense before this, ,at V Melilla'. e
as well as candies the first and fifth- 
1 ay their .fate is more or less influenced
t tl I • f d - t' Kite! ns 
, by tlio birds that come and perch onBkhop Potter come 'retest the tieW .
Atte-then 'reeky Citierch, a hien ads "et "" 1 ' a• o 4"1„ery mon "' le ; their masts or yards. An old and edu-
, hating these gotta are, as a rule. more , ,
ems:in:Me-Ally run than otheint, as the pa• 
ated sea captain, who has weatherederectesi at the expeue ot the priecipas
week. per god is reeponsible fur all that OCetirS. 
many storms, been shipwrecked a dozenAloe-riven citizelost iesielent iii Paris, net
timea and who is yet hearty and hale,
About 1,090 teepees are out nit a PIelte a.n. ki. i.s. iahliged t'n l'ell°rt 
to the greet
a te et les astir, the "Pearly Emir ror Su , .
was met recently on one of the wharfs
at Cineitioati, eleistatatlieg an Itil Vallee III _, , . .. .. „lie , , . 0. r is,. .._.. hat surround this city by a reporter. The
preme re tier. il ts tatty i " 1 )
allottiti ask her cook- 
,"en . weather-beaten tar and the scribe see-the stele ot %ages ot frem 10 to 25 per
ceta. The outlook presimsea a long prealipposl" II" 4 journed to a neighboring hostelry, an !
to be a churchman-where his kitchen 1lockout. 1 iver sonic steaming hot grog and cigae,
The Anniversary et the react' dee' e_f g°4 wim* ")e ii114 hea days before the I • h Bed bo t thesuperstitions con-
(Aeneas. New Year. lie would, in all 
prob. 1 t a y c a a u
New Yolk by the Ittitish 17S3 was 14„ne t„ 'leaven
celebrotee yestersley by flying tile colors amni • l'!"  "Int Ile nal
fit the City Hall stet tither city depart-
me Iits:At full mast.
teflIttita (be Wien{ estate in
letiterielt re's...hey tested ter a D.4111(.04,41
ot litt per tent. In rent., e he'll ens re-
fused. *1 hey are, thert•tore, depositing
their retail a ith vollitoittee.
A widow Pemberton, realdlitig
four mile. met /1 ef Ronnell, K•., wan at-
video:ally shed tend kilted Ttsurelay af-
ternews by Iter still, aged 10, Aitother
case of "didn't know it es teettlesi."
A dispatch faom Aleppo, in Asiatic!
:flukey, says that an American tired a
revolvt•r at Djuniii, the Governor of that
city. ott the streat, and that the Governor
elishroned and arrested his assailaia.
 ms Smith was etdrivieted of mine
eler III the first degree at Beyne City,
Meal. The location ot a rued through
the farm ot Niles Alselereon canned a
eispete, and resultedl in the shooting ot
Anderson by Smith.
She. r Mary Frans.es Clarke, better
kisowe as the little of Ke iiiii are, is lying
seriously, probably fatally, ill at Rouse-
Veit Ilospital. New York, where see ba.
b• en tor the past ta ills, auffering.
trona a compecatioa ot illsearee.
Cherry, Leach at Co deniers in sgii:1
cultural inipleitlente, Atterecen„ Oak ,
made an ansIgnmeta Assetts, $70 111.O1;
liabilitlee, $e0,0.10. delay to neke
collections eauptre the failure. 'file firm-
has breeches at Groton, Columbia, and
(paw ich.
IMO REWARD. 1$100.
The readers nif the New Eke a ill be
',teasel to leer that there is at least one
dres1411 dittcake Fiiletice toss IlePti the lintel a branch or sprig of 
soothsayer, according to Jack. for, says
get arrli. !tetra Catarrh Clare is the I the meet powerful demon. Gourds,petiacge.ri 
th.neas. itfba kitaingbefisahkeritbewsiltinsptevnindgeditstobretaistet- TO -- stile DI cure in all if,. deages, awl that is blossoms is often seen that will drive off
;shy timeline ride now kitown lit the 'claws aaa a thousand and one other ob- 
in the cyfirection of the coming wind.Washington, i
1 ears ago swallows were deemed un-
lucky at sea. If a kite perches on the
mast the omen is a good one. A crow
lighting on a ship is aecepted a% a sure
sign of prosperous winds, and they feed
the bird with crumbs of bread by the
way of coaxing it to remain. It is said
in the English channel fishermen at-
tribute the east wind to the flight of the
curlew on dark nights."-New York
Mail and Express.
"Yes," said the captain, as he blew a I 
This powder never vanes. A marvel of purl- .place. Pro* tool terms reasonable.
long:, thin costume of smoke through hut ,
!lip mind watched it curling fantestically
ihretigh the air. "Yes, we have a few
tette Jaime' when at sea about birtn,
indl some are a little sacred when a gull
•sr a swallow penile/I on our maid; but,
'Is a rule, we are pleated.' to see these
. hery beautiee especially after a long
dyage. for then we know we are near-
petite apple. plum tont cherr trees. Pr.ce and
terms leasonable,
No. 41.
F•rio, situated 7 mites west of Hopkins%
on the old tostou road. lit miles, twin e
the pike. and Slit from I. A A T. K. it . now le
col.cli 154114.n. I Wallin. aro as re. ill DUO.
lc/ilea, balance in of tile el./tilt iele•
100 acre* le Clot re genes, balance in g...tiet
, state of cultivation. Improvements coMnit
I comfort divelling of 6 nsonik, ache', ,
!Hiner. ice LoUele, carriage laotIlle. *no 4tilier pee-
: ~airy outbuildings, a pact g •
I stable for Moe 20 brad of stock. a new crib wi
I bran bin and shelling room and cc* stable to
, 6 or right head of rows attacked. "I hew stables
! have large, roomy IOUs, atittlelelit tt, hold 15 ton
: of hay, one , log mud 4 frame eaten.. Int
latter kb rtory above each Old Orellato
in bearIng and ',tongues-1.am of lite .eieet tree
now set tears. 'lent of swell it ster sod us
exeellent , terms easy. Ape,.
to •101111 W. Payne. or C. la Dade on prelim.--
No. 4:.,
Conlath. MPt Stereo, all timber. an, •
Slinking t "rk. adjoining Ilse farms of 5"...•. Joe.,
and Marl. Mot Art). to all good lano also it•
al Id separately rolelieellot,
This parcel of bu., mars is a part of my rw.
IllentIOtle.1 in tinily number and 41 V •
as • part gator, but .1 not deems', r pmr.
the aaftle trarl, rain KIM will be sold arperatch.
A giols to .1.4in W. Pay he. or C. I... tient on.
peculiars.
13 I 01,11:::: Pi laitdrel"4.,i,flocrairsVeo't rugteloaert;voiti:17 "di. tug.Lite dwelling is a two story train., ante 1
good rooms. kitehen, cellar. etable. oarriar
house. in fact all necessary outbuildings, rister
Ac. Also quite a variety of fruit trtto on 0meted with birds at sea.
Absolutely Pure.
strrnglit and woolen-sone:tem. More newborn-
teal then the ordinary ;omits. sod cannot be gold
in '4,11.11..1 ,1,1M V14.11 lb.. MUM/M.1e •Ar low test,
short oright alum taideteete teettere
owls ,4%. Royal. twinge Pogrom' ,
eas anent, N. O.
Ilse' LANItelv -11EllANite I IF
Jill, IN Payne
Ifriends again. The belief of old sailors !
,
&mid, anti will tkien be among our :
is that if an albatrass be slaughtered it Agellt,
at once becomes necemiary to keep one's I I
weather eve lifting for squalls, but that
, metes! fretereity. Cod/telt being a eon-
! iet tweeted disease r. tt,
tidtdi 1 treatment. flail Catarrb Cure Is
taken internally,fte•thigaireetly epee the
tiltnal aed iniactig sitreeees of the system.
thereby destros hag tee lontelation of
the disease nue giving the patient
- strength, ley bending up the entistitte
eon awl assisting nature doing Re
work. The proprietors have ao nuich
faith ita curative western that they
offer nee hundred dollar. for any case it
falls to eine. Send tor lint of teglmonl.
Short-Hand, Type-Writing
Th. to- r man of lo-day i•annot justi-e
▪ itereee. tee nee Education. If you expect to he eiths
Aleectout, Lawyer. ltoctor Fariller. Clerk. Kok-Keeper
Orate oho,- I va ally of thstee departmetio of trade WI.,
bon in too liege. this as an absolute Boo. Lames rt
all the year ronn.l. Student- can enter et any time Foe
and Telegraphy. ,,.11. •.t .14,1 ..: • ...r eiT ,rt I., CIiin't) a
.I- a ‘t :01.411... . Si ..eisfacturer. lhani.er.
, or ..f.11 It F..1.1..r. a -erer road /.. til • s "/.i...,.,,,„„.,: gett nff 3 li•osne-A Elora- arKansas and..:.-,-...1 .,. ir. ...,,,:i! terel... school open
t.••• :o:. Etc . :,;..! td
CURA7CK & RANK, Evansville, Ind
RANSACK EVERY STORE IN THE CITY!
For Cheap Bargains!
LOSE NO OPPORTUNITY




', in the new block opossoute liaol •
Everything New -nd Neat
'seeds ail of the latest .tyle, and prices "wiser then eier
G-cs4coclis,
AND CENTS' FURNISHINC GOODS
without *ad. awl the ladies will be deI to o.o che ;;•
ME IL IA I INT "..1-E.1
Yrs. Isar. Hart, during her recent trip east, reaily -.est to that ear et goods white
sr selectien
CLOAKS AND OTHEIZ WRAPS
will compare with that of another house in t:o country.
BOOTS AND SHOES
I -r owl And boys of all gradeo Intl a stock for tbe ladies and mowers that wilt suit the... 'A %owl
the possibility of a doubt.
Mr. W. L. WALLER will make 'lel,: v tn all tie. above, and woo! I he !ea -el to nave hit





' NVNVILLE TENN ;,'.
ei itO ....:7-- - • - al ft.,
7 '`. ' o-13' 7 ' _..0 ol




same:I:red ao.I ,.ffer for ,:tie
correct soil vent,' of the
STATUE OF LIBERTY,
Showing Ito• Brooklyn Bridge. Betlloe'.1.'ail I,
the Slattery awl the New owl liarbor its tee
Meatier ; ateo • correct M ries Lett te port r'st
alai alit, rot ph of tre celelWated Min.,. M.
RA wriogion. This hematite! Arm vent'. Dona.
'nark I, %lotted on ehoint ...ow.
1111,0 the itotalla very elenrly The r,.. :cow
sine lost .n.‘ an I Irigitial Poem tool leisrlar
for lo.7. being a ietettil so well to orcalo
tab •41.1, 01111. he tire ear. 511 Ill Ai so ...Old •
•' •i II oinerett• for the renter tattle
Ana Heating proment. Prier. deer
. toe 11 c•nfs .T.. oi giopeett•ve • Keteine4y
•• • •tanip• Ink.
t4 IN 17, ;:ti-..rf,.....,.1114.L......tyth....-if,,,,......:1
tut.e mot suiport •lact- ynn,
that •Ir ,n n•iner< widen a 1.1 loin"p.m ON wokre Ilea y gld a • sy than too:thong
e t 1.`1.: •die ran .1 • Mc .ork
sod lit-, ot 10 EIV.4- • to, xl Sit some-
hing new. Cod. ion s..• f •r all a ork•
..rs. r• i.1 rt oii ; md needed
rhiA ,.ter 4.• ...rim • aninctant rli
'if • II Th o 1.. ase sod
•••tet is i.o.e .1.- .,• . G a os, fit Ore
4.1 t•-•-• TUC. L. to Maine.
Pa9FE SIONAL CARDS.
el 4 - t A e 'a.
_
W. M- FUQUA, M. D.,
PhliSIC4111 and Survon,
lIoreerriem.ur. KENTUCKY.
°Mee over PlItelos•1•5 onto:, ....rt street.
_
1•21 A.TOUNd. M. 0. .0..t va,ki I).
ORS. YOUNG & GUNN,
HOM OPATHISTS,
II 4PKI I I.I. IV 1 .
Office coe tlq);antl Moo
, It L'N 1 I•1
EN`li ST =
-_11)crty Ma n'fg Co.,
15041 moat sr , Saw 1
FARM FOR SALE.
A ttestrol.le home of 121 serest in Trigg I o..
Kr.. on; v front the I . A. i: It.
will - .1 a •ecrolice to settle tip an
Tee pr. ms-. • I- aye 27so acres under motto-atom
one edei rer• .1, the toslanee in lini4or. There
ia infurtable frame dwelling". ont
boost, tor help, a large ishsetsied i..bacers
bard.....ionc ',otos stables and a good ors hard
or lbe t.s!'s... The farm is Oplen.iiilly supplunl
with lis i• awe. and can lo profit:0.y used
for k. or it., &grain and tobacco farm Now
is the no. porchasers to get a bargain and
p .• 1 I . Terms easy. Apply to J. W.
W I ontgotuery ky.
`,4‘1:./1. F. BLUM,
seer over . : A sons'.
G, E. MEDLEY
HOPKINsVILLE, KY.
OtEr0 ewer Kelly's Jewolry floret.
wirrossereviss.
JOHN /ELAND. JtiliN FELAND,Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attopieys at Law,
prsettles in all the semis of the Com-
neonwealtb.
Oahe In IFIErpper Bloc'
C. A. Champlin,RI RI aaa
Attorney and C:lnsellor at Law
(Ake over Plefeerit Bank,
Neekinavillse. - - - KY.





..!morials, and other church win-
. slesign. Emboase.1 and Etched I
dwellings, etc.





f... for stab- •-•ii...antenstentot Polo





Unite'. lee e of the sttore.
Texas • N"tov York nun;
Janite G. Blaine is Auld to bave ab




Owensboro & Nashville R.R. Co.
Mail. limed
Dapart-erom owensborce. 2:30p m 8:46 • ni
Amve-Orrensbom .. 10:4; • in e:10 p m
Depart-4 entral c ity  t.:Vo a rn 2:30 p m
"'   4:Z3 it to I :541 p m
•rrive- •• 44  4:Z1 g. ni 12:15 to m
"   4:241 a in 1:..0 p in
Depart-Russellville ii  6:63 a iii 9:13 a ni
- 4:15 p m
Arrive- ••   ens p m 4:30 p m
.. 44 n:21 a m.
Depart-Attairvilie et%) a TT,
Arrive- Adaireelle  9.15 p m
R. WELLS,Gen't Man'er. Louh.c ale, Ky.










BE14.S AND ROPES !






.et desseett.I.E. • • • •
54•114 mos r neventh al.
• ' • ' • N A
14•1" ans. II I.111 t •Millitt.Thilt basso PM litre• • ''the Light Draught steamer
idea that be noted have made a great
tragedian, and has contented to Ina
friends that there were moments when
he aluiont wished that late hail led hint
te the lenge. When he is in the city he
is very fold of going to the theater, and
es steal away it he eau to some ath-
letic exhibitiote When Rime!! anti Ha-
zel were walking at Lilts Ave-
nue Garden, Blaine ale hi the city. and
one evening was missed from the Filth
Avenue Hotel. NI. Otte knew where he
it MI, butt lie slipped swan from yestIng
Jim to the g earn, %here he reunited
two or three hew., le most enthuses:eine
spet•tetor. Blaies enj sys farce sadnielly,
ate! declares that the man who invent-
ed these diversions was ti beeencter to
mankied. Nearly all the great actors
are 'entente friends of hist.
-nes AIS.
tweitlenta oecur in the
liseeells,1•1 which eallse bunts, cuts,
sprains end brill-4.4; ot-e in *MO.
COW'S Or. J. II. McLestea N'olcanic
Linittient has for many years been the
eimstate favorite (amity remedy. For
sale by H. B. Garner.
Hon' Kings Are Provided.
Chicago News.
The death ef Marguerite Bellanger,
tho actress, tied nestreis of Napoleon
III.. retells an lidteresting incidela
Whee the eat. feepres. Eugenie wee
About tit be omit* eel. Bellattger
was in the name interentb.g condition.
Naptile011 anxid.us for an heir, and
hetla cotiflusenietota were seed ly
watellea. Both *omen Imre a boy unto
him on the same slay. 112.11 Engenie'a
child tis en stillborn, or bati it proved te
tie• a girl, la Bellangere chile was to
have been latilMtitUted ito the heir to the
Imperial throtte. For Otis she wee to
e reeeived $20 000. The go beta een
this disgra,•efol leedoena wan eo
per.ottage than el. Outstare, the then
Minister of Justice Dectimento were
subsequently discovered in the Tuileries
authenticating the point.
OLD pill boxes are spreadl over the
land by the thnutemals alter leather hi-en
etnial• 0 by suffering humanity. What
a Wags Of sicken her, di-gusting teeslit*i
the lasor •nousella hate to eontend with.
edes much strong matinee. Priekl v
Ash Bitters rapidly and surely taking
the peels srl all this tines of (boos, and
in curing all the ills Arising from a ills-
oreered condition of the itver, kidneys,
nominal and bowels.
The atrutionie boiler In toe lee factory
at .1pal whirota, lo!nri,ta. expio,led,
leg C. A. Glazier aiol fstaity iejuring
Capt. 'Wee Moore, Coltunteis. G. Deem,
at •I riously cutting ,..eAcral 0111. rs.
The latiory was slemitiehedl.
Ate Enterprising. Reliable tioese.
II. B. Garner can ;teeny se lie relied
upon, not only to carry in stork the best
..r everything, but es severe the Agency
ter such articles its levy well-knoets
merit said are popular e Ith the peeple,
therrey sustaining the Ifeptitatisso or be-
ing aleays enterprisitsg, anti ever relia-
ble. Having the agency for the tele-
brated Or. King's New Discovery for
Committptioe, he re ill sell it on a positive
gasitTalitoe. It vein surely cure any end
every a 1.1' Thrust.1,11lig•i, and
thee, teed to show soar emititlenee, n e
invite 3.4)11 to 4.:(11 nod get, a Trial Bottle
•
0 :le V PIA Etna.' LAI', brothers,
an .11o•epit Santora erre dries eel Hear
Wenner, N. S , by the capsizing of a
sail b
On..1. II. McLeseee Stridegtheitieg
Cordiall mitt 111100.1 Purifier, toy it. vital-
izie propertied., a ill leIghten pale
cheek', and trattaferni a pale, It 'motel,
dllopirited eremite' Ittlo ttttt • of sparkling
Ids alth Nettle. 11 on per
r dean by II. B Geller
M atn largrekr. , IP 001 
1lHertn
7. it 2-7 e- *.0 1,7*
I. R. THOMPs4IN . tt
ED. NASH.
Wilt leave Evan•ville f Cannelton daily
except 'Sunday, at 8 o'clock. a ot.. ntaking sure ,
connections with the 0., It. & N. It. IL
Returning, leaves CannOton <lady at Cr p '
0., Sunday exceptod,anti threesome. at 9 p.
Pt I) t 12 pHs. THE CHINESE KITCHEN GOD.
..1 -11. elf &sex
aline. Pauline Lucca Is seriously ill at
Vienna.
als Ashl rem*,
.1. CHENEY et CO., Tolello, 0.
CIF-7-.,1,1 by drug4ist, 75 eta.
Leaves Esanseitie 
lonasin Owensboro . 4 p. m. sharp
9a. in. 'harp I E Am
AN REMEOears 50c, for rend trip on .urolay, but not
C..res itheinnytow Neuralgia,
Foe freteht or paamtra arml• • board
BYRNES It SN7."DEB, agent. or a• i.c. is,. 0.1)PIPTI" CANTOR.
esepeasi be for store, purchase.' by thestowari.




I have reopened my Barber shop, tot Rnesell -
Ville street, between Mr. Feed. Schmitt and
Caldwell & Soushworth. where I will be gin,.
to Nee all my old customer.. and the public.
'shaving. Ifitir-4 titling, Shampooing andiBoot-
Blacklue done in the beet meoner.





Now York SlioDDiill. ..7"res irons Opiates. J. o ,,es MadSAFE.
PrEverybody delighted with he tasteful and
beautiful seleetions made by Mrs. Lamar, whn SURE mcts.has never tailed to please her customers. New •PROMPT. aim LO'cirruiar Alit issued. Mend for it. Address
- MRS. ELLEN LAMAR. Tata • II %Mite A. 1104.11.1.1111 11,..11.0.1I110111, n.
to make she yearly tepert referred to
above. N inity HOPS 1.11111 know that
lie pee len the exact time. The day
before Ile trip feasts are offered. and
carry attent on peel him, for the hottest
Never of getting on his right sidle, so
that he will make level repurt
overlent:4 any little alturteenings that
have oceurrehl (hien- the vear• in other
weenie every attempt is Heide to coneole
ate or bribe this god of the kitellen. The
moment he depart+ iliveraelters are set
off awl incense Gurnee so that he may
start in good humor, or, as a Chinaman
put it, "Havee good send-off, alle samee
Melican man's joss."
In nearly all the Chinese stores alnier
Dupont and the adjoining street,' will led
seen pieces of red paper pestel on the
wall. Nearly every laundry has one or
more. On these are written, -the gods
of wealth," and at certain times coun-
terfeit or bogus money is burned before
them-for the benefit of the paupers aria
beggars in the Chinese sheet.
Charms form a prominent feature of
Chinese life, and these can be purchased
in Chinatown in bewildering variety,
and almost every Chtnammi has one or
more. These are purchaeed by touriets
from the east as bric-a brae or curiosi-
ties. One of the most common is a dag-
ger about twelve inchea long, made of
coins of various kinds, awl known as
the sword charm. Brass mirrors can be
purchased for a small sale that will cure
mad people. The money dagger, that
meta perhaps $1. is to hang on the bed
or about the room to ware off malig-
nant influences, demotia. genii, and
other troublesome pomibilities. Other
and lees expensive charms are the leaves
of the sn-eetflag and Artenteia joined in
a roll, and near beds or bunks or over
jects are sold for the same purpose, richt
and poor being, as a rule, equally super-
stitious.
The believer in Confucianism has
many curious% idens. In almost any
Chinese residence will be found an an-
cestral tablet, and aomettine. these or
their imitation are offere41 for sale in the
shops in the city. The tale,•t is known
as the Shin Chu, nr home of the spirit,
and, as a rule, is made of wood, aliout a
foot in height and three inches wide-
generally some fragrant wood is em-
ployed, and, °vein; to the rich orna-
mentation in the way of carving, the
tablet is made up of threeeeieces-a solid
pedestal and two upright sections. The
back side often contains a niche, in
which are placed pieces of paper bear-
ing the names of ancestors. Before this
prayers are offered daily, incense
burned, etc.; the prayers not being, as
one might suppose, for the dead, but be-
ing appeals made to them. the belief be-
ing that every man has three souls,
which at death have differe•nt duties-
one goes to heaven, another remains in
the grave with the body, while the third
takes up its abode in tie ancestral tablet,
and to this the prayers are offered, and
the believer has the satisfaction of know-
ing that his ancestors become gods, no
matter what their station on earth. The
worship of ancestors at graves is not seen
here as the bodies are sent back to
China; but there every April, on a cer-
tain day, the family tombs are visited
and offeringa made. The Chinese think
we do the same on Decorattoe day; at
least this is the impression of many.
The prayers offered at the tomb of an
ancestor are ready made anti printed,
and are not recited, as the bearer very
naturally argues that the soul of the an-
cestor if it knows any thing is aware of
what is wanted, so it is simply burne.1
at the tointe-San Francisco Call.
Injection In the Heart.
Dr. Engram, of Buenavista, • vis-
ited a negro woman who had f• conges-
tive chill. He thought she would die
very soon, but prepared some brandy and
ammonia to inject hypodermically fur
temporary relief. When he returned to
the patient she waa pulseless, her heart
had ceased beating, she was dead. ..1a
an experiment. he s eye with no expec-
tation of the results that followed. he
ineerted the syringe directly over the
heart, aud pressed it slowly until he
thought that it touche 1 that organ, and
injected the brandy and anenonia.
Very soon the heart began beating
feebly, before long the pulee was per-
ceptible, and at last accounts the
woman was getting well.-New York
Sun.
The Meaning of a Little Art.
I was tempted to cheat my neighbor.
I thought to gain a dollar by hiding a
little of the truth; by giving bad meas-
ure or poor quality. What I really
meant was to aim a deadly blow at the
security and order of the universe,-
Rev. Isaac D. Rankin.
HOW SAILORS VIEW BIRDS.
Moue of the Feathered Tribe ,Bring
d Luck -Others Moan Misfortaae.
Sailora are credited with being the
Blood Agate In Matta.
A depetet ef Wood agate, containing
%tones largo enough to be sawed into
;nee r ia ineee. has been found in
near the Oratel river.
s
'Else DOI& lit lie experiente f a
floe less•red Butcher have annered with
toed Iteselselies for years med have tried
itteity rem. lid s wit limo islet a bud lig relief
I was eavised to glee Selvatiou Oil a
trial yed i• has ettfirelv mired me.
En. Reitz, 1.a Fayette Market.
Baltinteste. M.1. ' I NDSPEN DF.NCE, N tv. -Tile Rev
Ills Brevity Commended 
t;eorge O. Baines, lite gm , at 11 ouideiln
evateedist, lee t..r tl:e posi etre bren
sotiseAr .2 i se etro, tititat 7. I! ligigoth its) melee celesta oi people, tile large edi-
wiehington lett ic. 
'Jon thieve late. lit. line every
  ithe first report of te survey.
lie hall been seta tad to lieepeet a river Paid 
people has etlanwit open their
, emus. s to tile strangers a lite came, and
turne.l. he hamlet In 
.till Mere sere tho-e who were intro-
worth te dam." 4 
IV•111.114r4Lil  4 beete turned hat) sleeping
slepartiiietsts tool 'hooka- provided.
'I he baseitteest lately of the
Bin brief hut cone
prelsetene tittutettiellt : "The river is not
late tueetieg a ill entitle ne through
PAINS in the small of the back intliestet next %`i'ek•
tlisoa.ctl condition of tilo Liver or KW- prits,-,,a-s-a-.1 4.10 ,W7.311),,,„re
lieye %%like einv llb tesely removed by ern slibi .i.t lit Bs *them, neuralgia
no harm follows if the bird be caught
teeth a piece of fat pork and is allowed
to die a natural death on deck. The
common house sparrow is much re-
spected at sea. It is gravely asserted
that should sparrows he blown away to
sea and alight eipon a ship they are not
to be taken or even chatted away, for in
proportion as the birds are nmlested
mied sail be shortened to provide
Against the storm that will corteittly
conic. The harmless and leant it st
whose lovely (sweeping.; Rua ..1 %legs
through the air, whose extols t.• 5 :f-
halancing capacity in tee teeth d. t.v-
ing gale, whese bright eyes. sale sl
voice and webbed foot fo;.1.-.1
of ermine it is impossible' It. -..4 o•-edy
admire, has 11 commercial Vaiti.• i.ets
it high in the longshoreman'. ...elle tie
of things to be approvf.d. ...•ri ;is a
bird appears in great nuntlers tee s
presence accepted as an infalsost • •••
of the neighborhood of herring tepee&
"It is reckoned a had sign for r4Volli
to perch on the mast of a ship. Theie
is an old superstition that the rotten
timbers of foundered ships generate
birds. Even a dead bird may prove a
Ne. 44.
A Wee Plautation.
No fairer prospect exists in 'the wh ole
realm of agriculture than thelandscape of
a well-appointed rice plantation, whether
viewed in early spring before planting,
with the tawny seams of its embank-
ments intersecting the checkered squares,
the yellow mold yet steaming from the
plow, and the w-hole visible area ap-
parently as cleanly swept and garnished
as a parlor floor; or later, during the
nursery reign of the fostering "stretch
water," each square a lake. its wavelets
rippling under the fresh sea breeze, with
the tops of the young plants immersed
for forcing, in long, waving lines of
tendrils floating on the water, and the
russet banks, separating lake from lake,
now paths of emerald, their grassy
carpet blowing in the April sun; or later
still, during the "long water," the entire
landscape one waving sea of green,
broken only by the crystal ribbons of
canals and quarter drains; or, finally, in
the full noontide of harvest-time, the
level fields, now lakes no more, but vast
stretches of stubble dotted with stacks
of golden grain, as if an army tented
there.
The wheat lands of Dakota are im-
pressive, but their unbroken, unrelieved
monotony is almost painful. The vine-
clad hills of the upper Ohio are novel
and interesting; the velvety slopes of the
valley of the Roanoke and Kentucky's
blue grate meadows pretty and attract-
ive; but a study of the rice fields of the
Atlantic deltas is nimply faseinating -
Southern Bivouac.
Race Perpetuity.
Dr. Schweinfurt!' has, ir interest
of science, addressed to all Europeans,
especially physicians, residing in Egypt
an inquiry as to whether, so far as they
are aware, families of northern origin
settling in Egypt do or do not die out
within three generations, or whether the
race is capable of being perpetuated be-
yond that limit.-Chicago Timea.
Hogs Fond of Skun ks.
The fence law est Georgia, which has
had the effect of keeping hogs from
roaming unrestrained through the
woods, has also had the effect of greatly
increasing the number of skunks in the
state. Hogs are particularly fond of
young skunks and devoured many of
them when the woods - were open to
stock.-New York Sun.
A Lake of Soapsuds.
The water of the so-called medical
lake near Spokane is so charged with
certain aalts that it is like lye, and is
used in making soap. When the wind
blows the waves soon make soapsuds of
the water. the freth, or lather, piling in
masses along the shore.-New York
Sun.
- sem se es-- -
steel me melee-PA is at leer 4 Critne.
Hut it limn • ten's a bottle of 1)-. Bull's
laugh Syriste eire Ills cough, can it
be calleti a VI
•
lirellit•r Hernia at Intlepsndence.
tee use of Dr. J. it. McLean's. Literate! awl imuirtgii, am,' w ill midi R valuable
Kidney Rahn. $1 0,' per Bottle. For
remediv Or..1. McLean's Voleallie
Oak by II. II. Garner. Oil Liniment; it will hald•Ii pain and
For Attic by II.
The poe-ollhed at ',Howley, .% tit., was ata,„,,,..
mitered by burghers Seturtlav. elite rob-
Illi• Sart or n Si1111 met „two, „hal ett„,,,,e0.
weedy. F'..tir regl.terel letter. emulate- ..matter of the Cottle-thereto Ie.:timer .thee.g. interne buttered. O ere bow,. haa been iippolults I Asij 'debtelan Inky'',
'emend of teeerglit bv flursion
• 41••••• • •
hit/ 'kelt •11144. the
Wonderful Cures, war.
• .011.• •
A Department f lerk Gela It Start inW. D. lloyt Coe Wholesale end
Retail Druggint* Rome. 41".. aaY
111.1.1, st•Illeg 1 Kluges New
Insetivery, Eltherle Bitten' site Beek-
leies A neva Sine for testi year's, thee
peter Mottled remedies thud SO Melt,
sir give etch universal eittlefaClioti.
Thole Ines e 'coo POillit VIIIII4lef fill core*
effeetrol by three in this city.
Several cases ot pr tttttt newest comeimptitin
have beets entirely venni by toe el a few
Ironies of Or. King's New Diedovery,
tale it in counectitte nit Electrie Bit-
tern. We guarantee them ale aye.
Soldi by II. B. Garner.
The salteetekeepe le, of IV ittelsenter,
have fornieti alt apeociatiou for the per-
igee or securing unitormity of action in
!netters pertaleing to their btu-locos.
Sick headarlies Is tile !tittle of many liv-
en. To cure anti prevent the nenny
compliant tine Or. .1. II. • Lit-
tle I.iver and Kidney l'illets. They are
agreeable to take and gentle their 'se-
ttee. 25 cents a viel For sale t.y IL
It Gerner.
•
n111°1114, tintgatint at Mt. Ver.
 , hail failed. Assets Red Habil.-
ties unknown.
----nue 4s- Aro-
Itch, Prairie Mange, stet Seratebe.
of eyery kind gelled in 30 inimitee by•
Wooltor.ra Sanitary Lotion. I: se ito
'other. 'Chia never rails. Sold by li. B.
Garner, Druggist, llopkinsville Ky.
.
••
to"Yes," sada M . ‘141loing
a Post reporter at iii• (I -1.IVIICe, No.
1106 Ninth at., N. W. Wasithigton,
e 1 ant the tie ley ho tlre w Oise-
fifth of the peeved (AM il Mee of $25,-
000 In the October drew ing of the Louis-
iana State Lottery for $1 nent to M. A.
11.411111iiii, New Orleaus, Lt. have al-
reatiy my $e,000 safe 1st intik. ft came
most opportunely. I alii a clerk in the ,
War Deyartment, and, have devoted my I
spare time to the nettly of law. 1 grad-
tette41 recently, awl this gives me a seat
In lifeen-Wieltington D. C.) Pont,
October 21I.
-to
TliP lieedquarters of the anti-ealoon
Republican National Committee have
been Ise-tinily moved from Chicago to t
New Yolk end effliablishod et Noe. 32 tit ;
11:4 set Forty-tweeted 'street.
St. klary'n Oil is a God 11,1111 Ds the na-
tem as It *ill cure all pain of every oh-
'earths'', both tweeted awl external. ,
This oil is • fatuity domor; Ite merits are
Solsi by all dealers in me •
ielnes. Simple teeth.. 25 cents, fullest-
'toil 21,00 A sure tire Istr
rbeiteetete. Ail that is a-ked is a trial. ,
J.. Goode hi, preprieot,h,r10..00 weal ,
fourth street, Cincinnati,
Hoplunsville, Ky.
Oface-1:p stairs. opposite the Court-bouee.
No. 4
.14arm, containing 145 acres of bawl, situated 6
milea west of llopkinavnle, Ky.. near Princeton
road. There is a small dwelling home upon it
Land is of Ithe quality. about ti cleared. .5
goo.I bargain can be obtaineO in the purchase
of this land. Price UAW. fermis. caeh, bal-
ance in 1 end 2 years, with interent on deferred
payments.
No. 7.
Lot toilette, containing 4i erre, east of rail-
road and Don't of road to lair grounds. It pa a
cheat, lot foraome ~desiring a home in Hop-
kineville. Price 3110.06.
No. le.
Lot for sale eontaining% of an acre and situ-
ated ou Nashville street, opposite South Ken-
ucky College. It is • *splendid iot for building
purposes. Price 1100. A good bargain is in
loom. for leiltle Olit.
No. 11.
A parcel of ground containiog some a Ur 4
acres, situated on Kuseellville roa. 1. just outride
tiw corporate limits of the city of Ilopkineville,
and fronting the Menem/we property. This
"neer of ground has a frontage of tilet feet. I t la
▪ excelient piece of property and is auseepti.
tile of beteg sliv idea into 4 or good burbling
rite. with an average depth of 900 feet. There is
quite a number of fruit trees in bearing on the
place and also a Food vineyard. Fur building
purporea there is Lei a more desirable piece of
property tn or near the city. Price and terns*
reasonable.
Nn, 12.
Vann for sale, containing about 276 arrest)!
land, situated on the ol.1 Canton road. six miles
from llopkineville. The land iv of loud quality
and grown tobaceo, corn. wheat. clover •Iel
gramea freely. The dwelling is not in very
good repair. but with a little expentlitureof
numey it rould be mole quite emnfortali e.
There is a good barn •usl -table besides other
insprovetneute on the place. Any our deeiring
a e.stel farm could stecure a good bargain by
piochnong tho tract cf land. Terms sod poet
Itaeone141e.
No. IS.
lionise and lot in sitUalml On
street. The home is a large and
commodious one, having 9 rooms, . itli kitchen.
servant's room. and all nreetwary out -build-
ings. There in a good rte .A stable on the place
thet di acconstis.Aiate head of horses. •
good . arriape sir buggy house. a good tostern.
lc. There ate 3 acres of ground the lot, aged
Upon it are uter 300 peach, pear and apple trees
in full bearing. The location le healthy and the
property is very desirable in every reopen.
No.14. .
Lot Welty 4,f illopkinsville. Not thwest sterner
of darkyon and Elm streets, in Jeeeti's addition
to said etty. Lot fronts on Jackion street 91
met and runs back 190 feet to a 20 ft. alley.
1.1e4 twautifully and is well draine.1 from front
to back. Priee
No. IS.
A aplen.list residence on NItellt 111e Artie!, ItiD
elty, not far Irons Main. with s motel rmons 411
of which are in excellent condition. 0,v4itlits
this there are a erre/tuts room, kitchen, stable.
oval house. an.1 in fact all necessary Diabolist-
toga. A good cellar and eastern and quite a
number of fruit treee in bearing. An) permit'
w ntins a good home alsould wee this s.ne. Price
nn.I terms reassonable.
Nu. M.
Farm. of 154 acres of land near oarrettsburg,
4 lifict1all c:itility, Ky.. with liu acres cleared and
balance in lisle toisber. The farm .4 locatesi
within I'. miles uf tlepOt of the I. & 1' . Rail-
road whirrs penetrate the southern part of
the county., and ta alm. iocated within fa mile of
churchea and a at bool-limiar. ',Imre la is good
dwelling with a good rooms.. a oe • Nt.i.hle that will
shelter Is head of stock. and ,thar oscesisary
rcitisuildlugs ou the plaee; als, a hares that will
botise at acres of tobacco. et ise new
In elfiecf. Terms and pre,* re...osiible.
NO.:,
gts.d houae and lot for sale in the c'ty of Hop
klurville with three good rooms, kitchen. servants
room. cistern. suable. &c.. with 14 acre or used. situ-
ated on Brown street. It lajim earellont boon
and a gond bargain la In store Kw masa one.
No. 19.
.t farm for sale of 33 acre. situated near the
anburler Garreitsburg, tins ("smut!, 111,
good. nminy rest...env* and all necessary out
The is ef exrellent quality.
A is., store house and tohaeco factory In Gar-
rett...burg.
No. te.
A go...I PaHlar street.
ithin 1-2 aquare a Main. for sate or resit. The
ioinsie has a large "tore room with a couple of
rt toms. good for MUCUS tie beil rooms, aboee,
No. 21.
House and lot for sale In thy city of Hopkins-
Ville and the southern portion thereof. Lo.
containing of an acre. Nice frame dwelling.
with a good ox,nos and Isall, etteben, servant'a
nom and all isecesaary outbuilding* A gts,ort
Aith plenty of good water in It. Price, ewe.
DOOM. and lot for sale In city ol Hopkinaville,
front of Dt 1. Dish's DelialeliCe. frame. 2 'sloe)
remidelot with 5 roon,A. kitchen sc. Pile.. and
terms reasonable
No. SC
Farm for flair lu thi. county 4 or s from
HonkinaVille and toile fru., 11tIncet,in pia... sit
myelin!, or 70 acre. of th.• lan.1 eieared.h.....iier
in fine timber. There is a frame house ou manse
%Vitt' 3 large and conitirtabie rooms. kitchen
Coon:. Statile. liarfl, &C. The I•nd
• orow l”hlb4 CO. roe. •esd g rasa solenoid
. sre W /clod hargaiii for sow, one. Crier.
▪ b•rula
No. "I.
A good and derdriable loore-lsoufte. situate., at
Kelly's Station, and in or 5, feet of the St. Louis
•01 is. K. R. Ft. Tbe building is a franie one,
feet. arith two good family COullia rite, pante.
ehere laja of an acre the lot and the store-bows,
a atindrahly ',tooted for the dry gouda or erocary
oosioess. Apply to nit for price, terms &C.
No. V.
A hoUS4 and lot for sale in thrills; of Moiling.
ille, nn Jesup Avenue; there us ly of ground
.itiaclunt. House has live good roomy, staple,
• th 4 stalls and loft., a gond cistern, Iodise
sod all necessary- out boilers. There is also a
paid plank fence around the premises. Price
and term' timusirolde.
House red lt,t on deolp A venue. is, .1 y
HopkonAcille. .1wollstig Isa• good
rootna, coal house au.1.,ther ond uemineary
out buildings., awl also a suod plauk fence
around same. There is lt acre of grimed at-
tached. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 29.
Farm of 04 acres for sale, in l!si. neighbor.
hood of admit-heels store, Christian county,
Ky.. ou Cerulean springs road. acres of the
land are retired and in go.e1 state of cultiva-
tion. balance in timber, meter good fence.
There is a dwelling house with two rooms and
hall: ern., stable, smoke house, an excellent
cistern. plenty .it fruit trcee. a good vineyard
with ch.,ice grapes,: ronvenient to schools,
church...and post-...Moe. and in pent neighbor-
hood Tenn. und price not.....na!!e.
Nu. 70.
Farm for sale, equated in this county, within
3 miles of a roflun, containing Wont a,res.
A greater portion of this lan.; la eleare•1 and n
an excellent *tate of cult' v anon, the IsAlanee
in One timber. There ..0 the plate a drst-ratt
dwelling with toAA1 And comfortable rooms..
barns. 6111111.• an I .11' ottler nec.,,,arv out-
houses Tiler* is alto on the premises a ....sung
and OlArliant. bearing the. lateet sad
best ranetow of peaches, •ppleo peon ac.
Churches, schools and poet office art. in easy
reach of the pla.e. Price and term. reasonable.
No. 31.
House anti lot for sale Jug outside pie (wive.
ate n mils of the c!ty of Hopkinsvalle, bet ween
Wood's mill awl the railroad. There Is as acre
of 'round attaelest. a good frame cottage and
cabin on the premises,. Property rents for fla
per mouth. Prier cud terms reasonable.
No. 36.
Farm for bal. Alistair-1 about 6 inllep northea
of the city of Hopkins% ille, ou the molille for!.
of Little river. containing 100 scree. aert-
of this land os elt•arc.I. Wanner. in extraord,
uarilv due timber. This lend is in eseetieut
condition for cultirat heir. es ery foot of it twins
suitable to the groWth ..1 wheat. tobacco, corn.
and grasses. There plenty of 'Imam% and
stock water on the place. There three ,3, good.
sever-failing spring. and stream+. There Is
ales Rodman orchard of select fruit paready in
bearing. erawberneenepbernewe Re . There
lea gosl.lolible story I.,g k Reiter opH kinsville, - - Ky.
• at•ble. barns I he premises. Term.
rind yriee reimmithie.
Nu. O.
Yarns of 2161 at re. tor sale, situated in Clark
Sian count). P. Holes nest of I look Illtd Ille. Us
the Princrion pike. with frame 1-story build-
ing, 4 room.. Inciter. smoke hotow. stable. I•
addition to Oie huddles shove dessert beat. Were
Is a tenement   'thin a 5. mile 01 the
former one and on the amine place. l'here •n
•xerlient barn Vexes, feet Ulth pen* and doub-
le shed on the premises. A I meet rem, ti conga
the placer •nd allforde e. e ..leut stock wag, r
during the enure year, ..ise a iseyer nettle
spring watch furnishes orl•k og aster al
acres are cleared. balance is See timbi 150acres have been is Clot
t t• elcifor }:ara alus la ne of t beetbroken up h
tracts of lam! in the emitity, every foot of Lae
soil teeing rich and fertile and %ell tidal init.
theg rot:kV:tot lobster., corn and a heat. A n
(anent bargain can be secured here. Pr ee see
terms reasonable.
No. 1.6.
Farm for sale cootaiotne 240 acres of land
situated in the routhern portioti of the smunty
iu the Newstead neighborhood. a ith double lout
houae with 6 roman, kitcheu. criteria, statele,
barn, ristern,spring. Toe bend extends dowel
Little iver. There is •lao a goot pond oe the
place. Ale° guile a variety of fruit trees now
la bearing. About 100 mere of the isn't are
degree balance in fine timber. This land i.
tifh and well adapted to the gross th of tobacco,
earn and wheat. Price and terms reasoaable.
No.49.
Farm for isle of 160 &erect, situated in
south C:hriatian county, in the Newsiest"
neighborhood, I. ith rising of 5 good rooms,
cabins, smoke hone% excellent stables and
cribe,a large and Coln !MADAM barn. There are
also 2 fine ash ponds on the peraillsea, good.
  failing spring, which affords • natural
dairy house, also a large cistern. About Sts
mere. of tins land is in cultivation. balance iv
fine timber. Tho lan.! is peculiarly iislaptmi
the produetton of tobacco, wheat and corn. A
bargain can lie had in the patriotic of this tract
Price and terms reasonable.
No. 60.
Farm fo. sale cot-ousting of SW acres of land,
situated in Christian county, Ky., 8 mile
northwest of Hopkineville. on the Buttermilk
road. There is a meet cuttagedwelling of Ass
rottina. with front and back porch. good stables
crib kn.! learn that will house 16 acres of totac-
eo, tos the piace Three leak's, an excellent ap-
ple orchard, a good well and a branch of neve,
failing stock water on the premise, Also fi
acres of Sue timber. Tins land is fertile and
well adopted to the growth of tobacco. corn.
wheat, clover, Ac.
No. 51.
Farm fnreale. situated in Christian county.
Ky., about 9 miles from Hopkiost tile, thr
Se. stead vicinity, containing !Macre* of land,
all of which is cleared land. There us a good
cistern ate' an abundance of stock water or-
the farm. There is • frame building ith tier
rooms on the petunia.; elso a good barn, ter
bourse "tr. Also a young peach and apple or•
clamed ottsv in [manse. -The neighborhood ir
bleb this land Is located is a good one. nchool,
and ehurches convenient. A rood nen welt!,
11, miles of the place. Tbe productive quality
of the land is exeeptionably good. Price any:
terms reasonable
No. 63.
Farm of Ill acre. situated near Newstead
Christian counts K v.. with a cstinfortsb:e flout,
le laig Caton, good lure awl all OcCealetlry out
buildings ou the elate, also • pool well, start,
pond. and the laad *neared. This place it
within Ili mites of the 1. A A T. it it. land oi
excellent quality,
No.511
Farm of 110) acres situated near Newsman
Christian county, Ky.. within 12 miles of Hop-
1011.1 Ille and 55; mile, of the I. A. A T R R.
There are two good log cabino.m the place, aloe
lharn. *tables, me .126 acres cleared balance IV
floe Umber land rich and prosluctive.
No 55.
Farm for sale. ennteining 135 acres, situated
in the voinits- of Bainbridge. l hristi•n county.
Ky.. on the i"ad.: and Mialisonsille road. 7t;
acre» cleared. balance in good timber. Thew
.s. a good double log house with four !aeons and
hall, a large sheddel barn. stable, cabin. two
good spring. and a tine apple orchard on tbe
place. This is cheap and *ill he sold on easy
terms.
1 FA 101 P4/11 SALE --( onsisting of Si owesof boot situated on ittiv•eliville pike, one tad.east of the city of illopkinsville. Thete is on
, he land s 1 ince big weather-Warded boost. 2
-l-ries.111111; 1 • ornfort•ble rooms; I fine cellaw;
al.. rood atab/e. sterraot's house tool ottlee;
spring of necer-failang water; Id acres III•able
and could be converted ii t . e ace !lent building
loto; batleinre in titrber A valuable plane for











Corner Virginia an.: Springs .treeto,
NopkinsvIlle. - - K v.
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Done In the very beatstyte *misted by II
I one. and I. H. Jones. All
Polite amd lekillIal Iltarberm
Don't forget tbe place.
vi tie at- asinenteg expleasomee
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith. Prop'r.
La... and Orono' ',table and amyl.' acc,,uini,,,la
LI r htirsalt. Special attention oil% en to tumults
lelng bet the Mi..1.11:::.1111. roast mot the I. & 
ra •. home and vehicle. to all Ilyert atom i
Piot...rt. (.4 eels eonstettne of acre of ground °uprooter, •,,s, her.
P. Railroad at K•ily "a Chtletiati eotiiity • I 
Ky. There i• a neat a...1 Settleable vollsas habd
lag so. thew/As. oil!. si mono, a MAI Mote
Inouye .1,1.11 pooh' he er.1, v inulyelloct lotio • 1,i,
tel. as, Micelly.it Ay. enc. h.. 'ma trtlik.
IOU ryas .551.1..
Ilf:37E:7r1EX/101.Ar
solititY. Kw. co,..istiii:" ;talc two.% of ground,4,,
heading ems le test mono. priii.egs and 2 mho
',Woos, good charm. T hers are els. tut the pro:,
popnegy rte val. a oe on si &mot. (ortolan ernale CollegeF iii
less quota altilmber of fruit trees already In bear-
ing. Price lois anti Wale reaaillialtle.
NU. 4.6
ro erty for sale ennatent, of ... arisen( resound
ill 1111.0d at kelly•sistywon. lot/Alan county, Ky
There 'a • gleAl log lamidina is, atone. high, %Ma. t all Term will open on Mt tNi 11 1 Y. SUSO yard, of depot. i here la • gool well on the ., I - I hi. on on yoperieliciol facility. th. toplace. The pooterty is on the L. & N. It• It.
No. M. 
lough in•trilet inn and terms AP her14,1fOre. Fur
Propert for sale at Ksll o matIon, chrtatian 
,tother ittfortnation call on or addresw
e°w17httf. 1 l'. ' 1' 1.!ol%!II feetKilto'btacotre "r smundt -i.,..:).;:`,.hia;--t
: .1. N . KURT.
No. 40. 
ilopk inn tile. KCy
Property f..r sale at }telly'. istall.m. ChrlatIan
c.sunty. os., I.. A K. . There are err. it or
ground, cottage building witn b room's. frOlit and
back porch. 1st bed, phottered and Orel) papered,
good elatern, de :13,J flue fruit tree. In soda: hear-
ing.
No. ft.
Property at Kellyor /station. Christian county.
Kv. 10 acres of laud ly Ina neardeput. (amid los
rabic, on the place.
S10. 42.
farm- 4 miles from linpkinaville, 1. mile
rom Canton road pike. adi.sins Janies.O. Moore
and Ben. S. Campbell, ....edema 16.5 acre*, No.
indser, I IS nere. otwn land in gots! heart. has -
ng been clover...1 and well cultivated for tox
ears; good • house of four room. and closets,
stable. Crib, Abed.. Ate; fine water in
abun•lanc... for stork; good holies.. and in every
way desirable. Price HI per acre Terms easy.
No. 43.
Farm for sale .-Traet of 1:0 acres. in thin
5,4 nide, northeast of Dont anorak.. sit
latent immediately "on the 4.reen• tile rood
eventv-illre nem. of thin land ars. in timber.
balance cleared And in an et,..elleist state
eilltiv Alton. There i• ilorilile lot enlilin leli
st ft. story awl a half high. on the piney, Liteti-
o•And all nee...wary ontionlitings. There too
ilo. good blackrmith ahoy., good spring
.1 newer falling water mat as *baseline* of




can learn the exact cost
of any proposed lin.e of
adverl:_;ing in American
papcn-s by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co•,
Nevveroiner Adv•rtiairo; Bureau.
10 Spruce St , New York.
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OAYON COUNCIL NO.10; HOSES FRI KV De
Lipanne, Chief flounselor.
J. K. layman. V. C.
V. W trabb. Secretary
I..P *Pay ue. Triousurer
TR. j0.11.1aeiZPOrears'atLeial.
G41 . I'Llyet/g"."tiatrdetarel
J T. Ricketts sad
GMILtei• NitIn.rrIlIt.tall P. Hall and &Lb Moeda, t•
each month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. Wit KNIGHTS OF
HONOR.
JROhNn0trra,'1%:rraceaii.iDnaleteawter.
I'. I.. Smith. Ault Dictator,
( . Burnett, Reporter.
W. T. Tandy, r.iteporter.
J. 8. Fnrrey-. Treasurer.
Rueter Womi, Chaplam.
I. M. Dennia, Medical Examiner.
LI. AP.. PRItyjnoch.st;enun,idels.
pole Guard.
r• erv.titiytkileitAxmxtvwe OrmiusErtl..1.70.3.. 1. or r.
J K. Gant, S P C.
NU" !..ttli"te'elpill115, (1.:
ID. W„ olline, Prelate
.1 W . Paine. K of R. A 9
tt. F. West. M. of Y.
Meacham. M. Of E
sAarrdm
tiot.r ‘41.1.1"1.17.17 SeW b. reet; Warin!riaJOItTs.
W. Payne, Trtietetw W. It 0 Fund.
Lodge tures the 2.1 and 4th Thursdays In etr-
e" meet!CNDOWMENT RANC OF P.
Meets every thl Monday in even monte.
L. K. lint is. Preset.
H. V. P
• M Anderson. Ser'y and Tr•as.
KNIGHTS OF TUX GoLDEN (ewes.
Meets the 1st and 3,1 Prof/rya in eerie /wool
R. W. Norwood. N. O.
Roes A. Rogers, K. R.
Porter Snotty, F. K. H.
J. W. I. Suitth, Treaeurer.
Ernest Foulke, H.
irromWG. cairartet:t.Pw..
jiNCCIDEaNYT'80.RDER OF UNITED WOKEN OM
Time of meeting, Id and ith Tandays.
W. IL Lee. M. W.
Sowo.:,t mS WI.. Aar .
B. Kownbaum, G.
A. 8 CsIdwell, Y.
R. F West, R.
P.1 V E.R NO. M. I. sl F.
W. (.. Wright, N. G.
F. IF Henderson. V.44.
W. T. Bowe. See•y.
I). It. Beard, Tress.
Meets every Friday stint.
aver
MERLA ENCAMPMENT. NO. I. O. /
W. C. Wright. C. r.
H. r. McCamy, H. P
F. I' Henderson. S. W
A. H. A n.lerstin..I. W.
W. T. Borne. Seely
D. R. Beard, Treat*.
Lodge meets Ist and 11.1 Thursday nights
ORDER OF THE MON HALL
James A. Young. J. P. J.
William T Ronte, C. J.
w. c. Wright. Acc't.
John Moat on, Cashier.
Andrew Seargent. Examiner.
John . Day. Herald.
Thou:as-1. Slain. Prelate.
Louts ...Iowan. Watchman.
John 1 oung, H. 1. Mel &buy Rod Lout, e.
yne, Truatees.
1'. M. C A -Room/inter linesell's dry goods
store. corner Main and Ninth. Racism open nu
Tuee•lay. Thursday aud Saturday evenings from
I to 10 o'clock.
COLORED LODGES.
elutes BENEVOLENT sot:Herr.
Meets 1st and ad Moseley evenIng in eaeb
month, f o'clock, at their lodge room, Kane
street. second story over Hoosier and ()ventilat-
or's building. R. Mc?ieal. Priasident; Ned Two.
oer, Seey.
FREEDOM 1,01114.ile. NO. rfs, t7. 8. F.
Meet. Pa and srei Teendar eights to Poston%
Hall, Court street. E. W.dlasa. W. W: L. II.
Buckoer. Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE. NO. 116, 18. or r.
Meets II and 4th Tuesdays in each month la
C. B. F. flali Posteil's Work Court street.
Augusta Romeo, W. P; came Be nkis, D. T;
Kane Caaky, tsecretary.
HOPKINSVILLE LODGC, 140. 1401, O. U. 44.
OF 0. F.
cond
Meets gno and ilth,MIroadra.y night" at Howse
s.0?„,ve.,:rt.i.lihtiaimn; evtc.'islialirkaHmaNrap.M.ya.inv.sitiree, Et. w Ghalaaa.ries
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. OWL G. N. 0.
Meets Ist and lled Wednesday eight* of rich
/moth. Silas Johneon. N. t4; C kitten P. 5.
6•155 DILI. I MOGI. No. 15 r. • -meets sad
tth night in emelt twin th at their 1.4sige zoom at




Never fails tO ure es-cry form of disorder
pecdliar to Malaria-infected dist:ion. It
is Warranted,
In every eae, when wed in Reconnect
With direction.. It coutalte quinine,
mid not only neutralist•- 21i/isnot ir itoitoto
but stimulates the Liver to health so, ion.




"Dr. J. C. 4yer 15- Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in loran-
ties abounding in .lifalarinl
disorders; have been the SUleject
of their attacks in many forms.
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as .1yer's .1gue
Cure. Taken according to




DR 7 C. AYER So, CO., Levan, Rasa
so'...1 till Druggist'.
1'r Ice lltl; six bottles. SS. •
tripUISVILLE & NASHVILLE ,,Ittlitj
THE CREAT
Through Trunk Line
.44*- '. .,`' N.. No
..•
CV 4"kos C•5"
tr‘e '• %N.,..,,t ...N. it,, .
c*
\.-`' c;\ 14IP\, tk„
* 4:rei  •
e% 4>s. 4
"<e. <se 0 ,e)
scn
# le#ti .4":7 *)-
Without Change and with Speed Unrivaled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
r ona St Louis, Evans. ins and Hender.,•
to tbe
SOUTHEAST & SOUT
CoACHES from above ends
Nashriole ad tits It• anogs, slaking direct c
mythic,. w ith
• 211:1.041. C
• Atlanta, Sa h. Macon, Jackson
sud points In Florida.
.on...tions ate mug. at CustrW sad it
vine t ,r all pouts
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH II
In 1 dlIssas Palace Owe_ _ _
FM! GRAN TS n:sekictjaenInceser :en
•recial low rates. •
ree Agents of tot. 4 ompany kir rates, rooms,
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